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PROLOGUE 

On September 28 and 29, 1998, a biological vector (Fuitflies) not previously identified with radioactive 
contamination within the US. Department of Energy complex spread contamination at the Hanford Site, 
Richland, Washington. The contamination was spreadfrom a radioactive waste-transfer-piping diversion pit 
to clean refuse, which was then transported to the nearby municipal landfill for disposal. This report 
describes the events leading up to the discovery of the contamination release from the pit, the transfer of 
contamination by fruitflies, transfer to the landfill via normal refuse disposal activities. and the associated 
response activities. This response included the actions taken by the US. Department of Energy, Richland 
Operations Office, and the Project Hanford Management Contract team. working with regulators and City of 
Richland officials to track, investigate, mitigate, and eliminate the contamination spread. Workers and the 
public did not receive any radiation dose from this event. 

The contamination spread was found to have originated in the 200 East Area, located in the center of the 
Hanford Site. It is believed that fruit flies were attracted to a sucrose-basedfixative applied to the inside of a 
contaminated concrete diversion pit to control smearable radiological contamination before work was 
initiated inside the pit. Afer eggs were laid in the sweet mixture by the insects, they hatched, matured, and 
spread contamination in the pit to nearby mobile office lunchroom refuse and dumpsters. This contaminated 
refuse was picked up during normal disposal activities and hauled by compactor garbage truck to the City of 
Richland Landfill. On discovery of the contamination during daily surveys of the mobile ofice lunchroom, 
Hanford Site workers immediately implemented contamination-containmen t and vector-elimination activities. 
A strong focus was placed on protecting the health and safety of the workers, the public, and the environment. 
Equally important is that radioactive contamination subsequently discovered at the City of Richland Landfill 
was recovered with no radiation exposure impacts. 

This type of biologicol vector-borne incident appeared to be unique, based on the circumstances. However, 
routine monitoring and strict controls must be applied to ensure that the health and safety of the workers, the 
public, and the environment are not jeopardized or compromised. Other sites should review existingpractices 
to see ifsimilar conditions exist, and they should incorporate monitoring and controls for this type of vector. 
Based on this recent incident, US. Department of Energy, Richland Operations Ofice, and Project Hanford 
Management Contract organizations are reconfrming the processes and resources used to identifu. control, 
and recoverfrom such a biological vector-borne radiological contamination event. The Hanford Site incident 
highlighted the following conclusions that may apply to other US. Department ofEnergy sites with the 
potential for such incidents. 

Identification ofpossible new biological vectors needs to be integrated into work and survey planning. 

Biological vector surveillance andproactive control of waste-handling operations should be 
integrated with radiological, hazardous, and dangerous material control programs. 

A graded approach to handling refuse according to its point of generation may be warranted, based 
on the potential for radioactive contamination spread. 

When municipal landfills are used for refuse disposal, the primary line of defense toprevent the 
inadvertent release of radiological material is the existing radiological, hazardous, and dangerous 
material control programs. This includes both administrative and engineering controls at the point of 
generation of refuse. 

9 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The purpose of this report is to document the investigation into the cause of the spread of 
radioactive contamination in September and October 1998 at the Hanford Site’s 200 East Area 
and its subsequent spread to the City of Richland Landfill; identify the source of the 
contamination; and present corrective actions. The focus and thrust of managing the incident 
was based on the need to accomplish the following, listed in order of importance. 

Protect the health and safety of the Site workers and the public. 
Contain and control the spread of contamination. 
Identify the source of contamination and the pathways for its spread. 
Identify the causal factors enabling the contamination. 

The activities, processes, and events described in this report involve personnel from the City of 
Richland; the Washington State Department of Health; the US.  Department of Energy, Richland 
Operations Office (RL); Fluor Daniel Hanford, Inc. (FDH), the Management and Integration 
contractor for RL at the Hanford Site; and several of its major subcontractors. Additional 
support was provided by the Washington State Department of Ecology and the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 

During the incident, the investigative team identified the contamination source and pathways, 
mitigated the spread of contamination, decontaminated and returned areas to normal conditions, 
and devised ways to prevent recurrence. 

Observations 

The investigation found the following elements to be positive and proactive. 

Project Hanford Management Contract (PHMC) surveillance programs provide effective 
monitoring of onsite (Hanford) workers, facilities, and locations. The surveillance 
programs’ formal policies and strategies are supplemented by knowledgeable and 
experienced technicians and management. 

There was no impact to the health and safety of the workers, the general public, or the 
environment. Extensive radiological surveys and testing, including bioassays, showed 
that no personnel were exposed or contaminated, although in some cases their belongings 
were. 

Flying-insect traps were set up within and outside the Hanford Site boundaries. No 
contaminated fruit flies were caught in the traps outside the boundaries, which verified 
that no fruit flies carried contamination beyond the immediate vicinity of the 200 East 
Area. The U.S. Ecology facility is considered to be in the immediate vicinity; it is 
located approximately 400 m (1,300 ft) south of the 200 East Area immediately across 
the highway. 
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Timely communications were provided to employees and the media concerning this 
event. 

- Frequent communications were provided to interested parties as the facts became 
available. Employees were notified by all-employee messages (Appendix F), a 
web page, and Hanford Reach articles (Appendix G). 

- Press releases were sent to numerous regional newspapers and radio and 
television stations and were provided to more distant media on request 
(Appendix G). 

- Initial communication about the contamination to DYN Solid Waste Management 
and to the City were delayed because of the unknown nature of the contamination 
vector. See further discussion in Section 3.1. 

The management structure and systems to identify the incident were in place and 
operating. The program for detecting biological vectors involved in transport of 
radioactive contamination has included monitoring of populations of vegetation, insects, 
amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals. Some larger flying insects have been found 
contaminated, but contaminated individuals were quickly eradicated. Smaller flying 
insects such as gnats and fruit flies have often been the targets of Hanford Site pest 
control operations (e.g., insecticide spraying and fogging), but previously never were 
observed to transport radioactivity. 

RL and the PHMC team are evaluating parallel improvements to integrate radiological 
control and biological-contamination vector-control responsibilities among contractors, 
with a focus on protecting the workers, the public, and the environment by preventing the 
uncontrolled movement of radioactive material. 

The RL-PHMC team is working to enhance the process for managing the Hanford Site’s 
refuse operations on Site and off Site.’ 

- The radiological control process to preclude the transfer of contamination by a 
biological vector inadvertently led to contamination in offsite locations. This is 
being rectified by instituting a graded approach to categorizing refuse. 

An enhancedimproved system is being evaluated to preclude inappropriate items 
(e.g., hazardous and dangerous waste, recyclable items) from being transported to 
the offsite landfills from the Hanford Site waste disposal systems. 

- 

Incident Summary 

Daily surveys by the radiological control technicians (RCT) began around the B Plant 
complex in the 200 East Area in August 1998, to support heightened awareness of possible 

’ Off Site and offsite refer to locations outside the boundaries of the Hanford Site. On Site and 
onsite refer to locations within the Hanford Site boundaries. 

a 
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contamination after RCTs found contaminated mouse feces during routine surveys in August 
(maps are provided in Figures 1,2,3,9, and 10 and Exhibits B, C, and D). 

On September 15,1998, maintenance work was performed on Diversion Pit 241-ER-152, which, 
in preparation for the work, had been sprayed with a glyceridmonosaccharide (simple sugar)- 
based contamination fixative on September 10, providing attractant conditions for fruit flies. 
The work was performed inside a partially roofed enclosure. An unanticipated 795 liters 
(210 gallons) of flush water drained into the pit from waste transfer lines. For a description of 
the work at the diversion pit and of the diversion pit itself, see Appendix H. 

On Monday, September 28, 1998, during a routine survey in the 200 East Area, low levels of 
contamination were discovered by a PHMC RCT in the MO-967 Mobile Office, outside of 
radiological control areas. Most of the contamination was found around a construction yard 
adjacent to B Plant, a deactivated nuclear fuels processing facility. No contamination was 
detected when the same locations were surveyed on Friday, September 25. Multiple-contractor 
activities began immediately to determine the source and spread of the contamination. 

A 2.5 hectare (6.2-acre) area encompassing the MO-967 Mobile Office, lay-down yard, other 
structures, and storage areas was cordoned off immediately; this area was believed to contain the 
source of the contamination. 

Over the next several weeks, the identification of the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit as the source of 
the contamination was confirmed. The pit was investigated because it contained high levels of 
accessible contamination (the contamination contained the same radionuclides already present in 
the pit [strontium-90]), an applied contamination fixative in the pit was a potential attractant to 
fruit flies, and contaminated fruit flies were isolated in the pit in an environment conducive to 
breeding. Other nearby sources of contamination considered were the B Plant filter housing, the 
241 -ER-l5 1 Diversion Pit, and the 2247-B Ironworker’s Shop, but these were all eventually 
eliminated because of lack of removable contamination and because contaminated fruit flies 
were not trapped in their immediate vicinity. 

Additionally, several whole-body surveys and over 100 bioassays of workers who had been in 
the MO-967 Mobile Office were performed with negative results that indicated that no worker 
was involved in spreading this contamination. 

The dumpster near the MO-967 Mobile Office was physically moved and in this process was 
emptied early on September 28; this refuse was hauled to the City of Richland Landfill. This 
was one day ahead of the regularly scheduled pick-up and before the routine survey occurred. 
Later that morning, contamination was found in the MO-967 Mobile Office and the dumpster 
outside. Because the contamination was discovered before the regularly scheduled Tuesday 
pick-up, the RCTs posted the area. The RCTs were unaware that the dumpster had been emptied 
early that morning. Consequently, neither DYN Transportation Operations nor the City landfill 
operators were notified. 

On September 30, attendees at a fact-finding meeting identified that the dumpster was emptied 
one day early and that potentially contaminated refuse possibly had gone to the City landfill. 
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The City of Richland was immediately notified and solid-waste refuse shipments from the 
Hanford Site to the City landfill were stopped. Survey actions were immediately planned and 
initiated. Initial contamination at the City of Richland landfill was detected on October 7 on 
lunchroom refuse from the Hanford Site. Removal of the contaminated refuse from the City 
landfill to the Hanford Site began on October 9 and was completed on October 12 except for one 
contingency container that was removed on October 14,1998. From 544,000 kilograms 
(600 tons) of refuse excavated, 191,000 kilograms (210 tons) were returned to the Hanford Site 
for burial at the low-level burial grounds in the 200 East Area. Only an estimated 23 kilograms 
(50 pounds) of refuse actually were contaminated. The estimate is based on the number of bags 
of refuse (1 1) containing contamination from lunchroom refuse. A summary timeline of the 
event is included as Figure ES-1. A complete chronological narrative is provided in Chapter 3. 
The overall timeline is included as Exhibit A. 

Incident Management 

An investigative team that included four subteams was organized to focus on protecting the 
health and safety of the workers and the public, containing and controlling the spread of the 
contamination, protecting the environment, ensuring that contaminated areas were identified, 
identifying the source of the contamination, returning areas to normal conditions, and 
establishing a process to prevent recurrence. A Situation Room was established to coordinate the 
response and communicate with Hanford Site workers, the City of Richland, the regulators, and 
the media. Personnel bioassays for Site personnel were conducted; survey activities were 
conducted on Site and at the City landfill. Flying insect traps were installed at the Site and insect 
spraying and fogging operations were increased. 

Response and Prevention Strategy 

A causal analysis was performed. FDH and PHMC contractor personnel were tasked with 
objectively determining the root, direct, and contributing causes for the contamination spread in 
the 200 East Area and subsequent contamination spread. The analysis identified the most 
significant weakness in the Site’s control process (root cause) that failed to prevent the 
previously unknown biological vector (fruit flies) from spreading the contamination outside of 
radiological areas. The analysis then identified the direct cause and several contributing causes 
for the contamination spread and included judgments of need to help prevent recurrence of the 
event. The analysis considered several Site factors and event-specific issues in the causal 
analysis: 

Vectors and transport pathways for contamination 

Biological intrusion of contaminated facilities on Site 

Methods and conditions of using glyceridmonosaccharide-based contamination fixatives 
on the Hanford Site 

Radiological control surveillance of refuse before it is removed for disposal at a landfill. 
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Chapter 4 is a synopsis of the causal analysis report; a more detailed report is included as 
Appendix D. Table ES-1 summarizes the causal factors and judgments of need associated with 
this incident. 

The overall strategy for preventing the spread of contamination is source control at the point of 
origin. In addition, other actions are being taken to enhance the awareness of biological vectors 
for contamination spread and implement waste minimization programs at the Hanford Site. The 
basis for preventing radioactive and other nonconforming Hanford Site materials from being 
transported off Site consists of the administrative and engineered controls already in place, 
supplemented by those that will be created or enhanced to properly manage hazardous waste and 
control radioactive materials at their source. 

Beginning November 12, 1998, Hanford Site refuse has been transported to the 4843 Storage 
Building, where it is dumped, spread out, and surveyed before transfer to an offsite landfill. Use 
of the 4843 Storage Building as a temporary survey station will continue until a permanent 
solution is implemented. After approval by RL, surveys of refuse will be continued on a graded 
approach based on survey results, a Site radiological work profile, and an assessment of risk. 

Report Cutoff Date 

The reporting cutoff date was chosen as December 3 1, 1998. 
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Table ES-1. Causal Factors and Judgments of Need. 

Causes 
ROOT CAUSE: 
Inadequate processes to prevent contamination 
via new biological vectors (fruit flies) from 
spreading contamination outside of radiological 
areas. 

DIRECT CAUSE: 
Flying insects (fruit flies) spread contamination 
from the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit to 
controlled and uncontrolled areas in or near the 
200 East Area. 
CONTRIBUTING CAUSES: 
The contamination fixative used on the 
241-ER-152 Diversion Pit is suspected of 
attracting fruit flies. 

No procedure exists to interdict refuse service 
when contamination is detected. 

No policy is in place establishing routine 
surveys of areas with past known 
contamination spreads by biological transport 
vectors. 

The current policy of protecting contaminated 
facilities from biological intrusion does not 
provide for a proactive review of potential 
intrusion points with preventive and corrective 
actions. 

The PHMC team has not adequately integrated 
Sitewide biological control. 

No requirement is in place to prevent animal 
encroachment at refuse collection points. 

No requirement is in place to prevent food 
substances from being located near known 
contamination areas. 

Judgments of Need 

Step up vigilance of potential biological vectors that 
can spread contamination. Strengthen implementatior 
of existing administrative and engineering radiologica 
controls; establish new programs and processes to 
identify all potential vectors (including biological) ant 
Drevent the soread of contamination. 

Prevent accessibility of flying insects to contaminated 
work locations (Le., open containment) and prevent 
attractant conditions (i.e., moisture, nutrients). 

Use a fixative that is not an attractant; control its 
environment and condition. 

Establish a notification system; examine garbage 
before it leaves the Site. 

Require routine surveys of areas known to have 
contamination spreads caused by biological transport 
vectors. 

Routine surveillances of contaminated facilities and 
systems with intrusion potential should be 
incorporated into facility operations and maintenance. 

Integrate biological control Sitewide; consider 
partnership with all Site contractors. Enhance the 
resources to control biological intrusion into waste 
sites. 

Establish requirements to keep dumpsters closed wher 
not in use and to install access guards or screens on 
the bottom drainage openings. 

Establish requirements to control food substances, 
including refuse, entering areas near sites known to 
have contamination spread potential. 
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TERMS 

ACRONYMS, ABBREVIATIONS, AND INITIALISMS 

ARA 
BHI 
BWHC 
CA 
cs 
dmin 
DCRT 
DESH 
DOE 
DYN 
EOC 
EPA 
FDH 
FDNW 
HCA 
K 
LMHC 
NCN 
NCRP 0 NOC 
ONC 
PAG 
PHMC 
PNNL 
RadCon 
RBA 
RCA 
RCT 
RL 
RPCOE 
Sr 
TWRS 
WDOH 
WMH 
WMNW 
Y 

airborne radioactivity area 
Bechtel Hanford, Inc. 
B&W Hanford Company 
contamination area 
cesium 
disintegrations per minute 
double-contained receiver tank 
DE&S Hanford, Inc. 
U.S. Department of Energy 
DynCorp Tri-Cities Services, Inc. 
Emergency Operations Center 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Fluor Daniel Hanford, Inc. 
Fluor Daniel Northwest, Inc. 
high contamination area 
potassium 
Lockheed Martin Hanford Corporation 
not-classified notification 
National Council on Radiation Protection 
Notice of Construction 
Occurrence Notification Center 
passive aerosol generator 
Project Hanford Management Contract 
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory 
Radiological Control 
radiological buffer area 
radiologically controlled area 
radiological control technician 
U.S. Department of Energy, Richland Operations Office 
Radiation Protection Center of Expertise 
strontium 
Tank Waste Remediation System 
Washington State Department of Health 
Waste Management Federal Services of Hanford, Inc. 
Waste Management Federal Services, Inc., Northwest Operations 
yttrium 
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FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT 

100-K 
218-B 
222-s 
225-BB 
225-BE 
241 -ER-I 5 1 
241-ER-152 
241-ER-191 
272-E 
273-E 
275-E 
2101-M 
2201-B 
2245-B 
2247-B 
2306-W 
2707-E 
271 I-E 
2750-E 
4843 
B Plant 
CFF 
CSB 
MO-958 
MO-964 
MO-966 
MO-967 
MO-996 
PUREX 
truck #3500 
truck #6060 
WESF 

Spent Nuclear Fuels Counting Facility (laboratory) 
Emergency Equipment Storage Shed 
Analytical Services of Waste Management Laboratories 
K-3 Filter Pit Encapsulation Facility 
Encapsulation Maintenance Shop 
Diversion Pit 
Diversion Pit 
Diversion Pit 
Fabrication, Mockup Shop Building 
Material Storage Building 
Carpenter Shop Building 
Spare Parts Warehouse, Office Building 
Construction Ice House 
Sheet Metal Shop 
Ironworker’s Shop 
Bottle Storage (Skid Shack) 
Change House 
200 East Area Garage 
Waste Management Services and Operating Facility 
Storage Building (temporary survey station) 
221-B Process Building Canyon 
construction forces facility 
Canister Storage Building 
OfficeLunchroom Trailer 
Mobile Office 
Lunchroom Trailer 
Mobile Office 
Mobile Office 
Plutonium-Uranium Extraction (Facility) 
garbage truck 
garbage truck 
Waste Encapsulation and Storage Facility (225-B) 
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City landfill 

contributing cause 

direct cause 

event 

fixative 

fogging, fixative a 
fogging, insecticide 

monosaccharide 

off Site, offsite 

on Site, onsite 

refuse 

root cause 

The determination of kinds, quantities, or concentrations of radioactive 
material in the human body, whether by direct measurement of the 
radiation coming out of the body (whole body count) or by analysis 
and evaluation of radioactive materials excreted from the human body 
(urine analysis, fecal analysis). 

City of Richland Landfill. 

A cause that contributed to an occurrence but, by itself, would not 
have caused. the occurrence. 

The cause that directly resulted in the occurrence. 

A real-time occurrence (e.g., pipe break, valve failure, spread of 
radioactive contamination). 

A substance that is used to prevent radioactive contamination from 
coming loose from a surface and becoming transferable or airborne. 
Fixative is applied by two methods: fogging and spraying. 

A method where the material is turned into a fog-like mist that is fed 
into an area by ductwork, providing an evenly distributed coating on 
surfaces that the fog comes into contact with. This provides uniform 
coverage. 

Application of a concentrated liquid insecticide throughout a target 
area by use of a nozzle. This creates an air blast that breaks up the 
liquid particles into small particles, which then are dispersed into the 
atmosphere to drift into insect-infested hiding places. 

Any of several simple sugars (c6 
fructose, and galactose. 

0.5). The best known are glucose, 

Outside the boundaries of the Hanford Site. 

Within the boundaries of the Hanford Site. 

A term used for nondangerous solid waste. To the City of Richland, 
this constitutes noncontaminated refuse only. 

The cause that, if corrected, would prevent recurrence of this and 
similar occurrences. The root cause does not apply to this occurrence 
only, but has generic implications to a broad group of possible 
occurrences. 
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Situation Room The room set up for management of the contamination spread incident. 

spraying, fixative A method where a liquid is applied via a spray nozzle directly onto 
surfaces. Spraying provides a thicker, less even distribution (than 
fogging) that is more dependent on the direction of application for 
effective coverage. 

spraying, insecticide Application of liquid insecticides to a specific target by use of a spray 
tank and nozzle. 

vector 

waste 

An organism that carries and/or transmits a harmful substance. 

To the City of Richland, this constitutes contaminated material. On 
the Hanford Site it also is used to mean any refuse, garbage, trash, 
debris, etc. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Fluor Daniel Hanford, Inc. (FDH) is the Management and Integration contractor for the 
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), Richland Operations Office (RL) at the Hanford Site 
(Fig. 1). The activities, processes, and events described in this report involve personnel from the 
City of Richland, the Washington State Department of Health (WDOH), RL, FDH, and several 
subcontractors. Additional support was provided by the Washington State Department of 
Ecology and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 

The September 1998 radiological contamination spread that occurred at the Hanford Site 
primarily consisted of a single vector, h i t  flies, spreading low levels of radioactive 
contamination from a suspected work site south of B Plant to numerous locations within and 
around the 200 East Area (Fig. 2), located on the central plateau, about 13 kilometers (8 miles) 
south of the Columbia River and 40 kilometers (25 miles) north of Richland, Washington. The 
incident occurred near a construction yard adjacent to B Plant (Fig. 3), which is a deactivated 
processing facility. 

As a result of a small amount of contamination being spread outside the contamination areas, 
some radioactive contamination inadvertently was sent to the City of Richland Landfill on refuse 
from the Hanford Site. On September 30, shipments of Hanford Site solid-waste refuse to the 
City landfill were stopped, the City of Richland and the WDOH were notified of a suspected 
contaminated shipment, and immediate survey actions were planned and initiated. Contaminated 
Hanford Site refuse was found by October 12, 1998, and the last container was removed from the 
City landfill by October 14, 1998. Approximately 191,000 kilograms (210 tons) of refuse were 
returned to the Hanford Site, of which an estimated 23 kilograms (50 pounds) were 
contaminated. The estimate is based on the number of bags of refuse (1 1). 

e 
This report is structured as follows: 

Chapter 1 introduces the event and the scope, purpose, and methodology of the 
investigation. 

Chapter 2 summarizes the Hanford Site facilities and programs involved in the event 
A more complete description is provided in Appendix H. 

Chapter 3 presents a detailed chronology of activities, which also are summarized on the 
overall timeline in Exhibit A. 

Chapter 4 is a synopsis of the causal analysis study that determined the root cause, the 
direct cause, and the contributing causes of the incident. A more detailed version of the 
report is provided in Appendix D. 

- 
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Figure 1. Hanford Site, Washington. 
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Chapter 5 describes issues that arose during the event and during the response to the 
event, and provides judgments of need so that if another such event occurs, the response 
will be even more effective. It also explains the new refuse disposal processes developed 
for the Hanford Site. 

Chapter 6 summarizes the report conclusions and the lessons learned during the event and 
provides recommended actions geared to specific judgments of need. 

1.1 SCOPE OF THE REPORT 

This report identifies the factors and activities leading up to the fall 1998 200 East Area 
radiological contamination; details the actions taken and facts assembled as the location of the 
contamination was discovered; documents the paramount concerns and steps taken to protect the 
health and safety of the Site workers, the public, and the environment; chronicles the 
Contamination cleanup and return to normal activities and refuse collection and disposal; and 
identifies measures taken or planned to preclude any further such incidents. 

1.2 INVESTIGATION SCOPE, PURPOSE, AND METHODOLOGY 

The scope, purpose, and methodology of the investigation developed as the investigation and 
remedial actions proceeded. As new issues arose, they were incorporated into the investigation 
and response. 

1.2.1 Scope 

The scope of the investigation was to analyze, remediate, investigate, and review the spread of 
contamination at the Hanford Site and, eventually, the City landfill and to determine its root and 
contributing causes. During the incident, the team identified the suspected contamination source 
and pathways, mitigated the spread of contamination, implemented decontamination and 
returned areas to normal conditions, and devised ways to prevent recurrence. 

1.2.2 Purpose 

The purposes of the investigation were as follows. 

Determine the cause of the incident. 

Identify and control the contamination source. 

Prevent recurrence. 
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1.2.3 

Assist in improving Hanford Site policies, procedures, and practices to avoid future 
incidents. 

Establish a clear path forward to close out activities at the City landfill. 

Regain the confidence of the City of Richland and the public so that resumption of 
hauling to the City landfill could be allowed. 

Identify and understand the lessons learned to improve safety and reduce the potential for 
similar incidents at the Site and across the DOE complex. 

Resume Hanford Site refuse disposal operations. 

Improve capabilities to respond to similar incidents. 

Keep employees, the community, and other interested parties informed. 

Methodology 

The teams responded to the event by conducting an investigation and proceeding with 
remediation using a methodology consisting of the following actions. 

Identify potential source terms and transport mechanisms. (See Appendix B, 
Section B2.0, for discussion on source terms and transport mechanisms.) 

Implement and evaluate random and specific radiological sampling for contaminated fruit 
flies and other vectors in the 200 Areas. 

Interview the personnel who use the MO-967 Mobile Office and the surrounding area. 

Identify personnel and equipment associated with contamination spread. 

Survey possessions, vehicles (e+., examine the exteriors of vehicles parked near B Plant 
and those of vendors and offsite contractors that might have come in contact with 
contaminated material or vectors), offices, and homes of potentially affected personnel 
for contamination. 

Conduct bioassay analysis of all potentially affected individuals. 

Determine the location of past uses of glyceridmonosaccharide (simple sugar)-based 
fixatives. 

Establish a 2.5 hectare (6.2-acre) radiological buffer area (RBA) south of B Plant. 
~ ~ ~~ 

Off Site and offsite refer to locations outside the boundaries of the Hanford Site. On Site and 
onsite refer to locations within the Hanford Site boundaries. 
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Trap flying insects at multiple locations around the Hanford Site, both inside and outside 
the RBA. 

Survey all Hanford Site dumpsters for contamination. 

Plot maps of the Hanford Site and the City landfill to track the locations of 
contamination. 

Survey the City landfill cells known to contain Hanford Site refuse. 

Trace the movement of all potentially contaminated refuse, equipment, and material from 
its point of origin to its current location. 

Plan and implement recovery operations at the Hanford Site and the City landfill. 

Minimize refuse generation at the Hanford Site during the incident. 
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2.0 FACILITY AND PROGRAM DESCRIPTION SYNOPSIS 

This chapter briefly describes the Hanford Site facilities and programs as they existed up to the 
time of the incident. A more complete description is provided in Appendix H. 

The approximately 1,450 km’ (560-mi’) Hanford Site (see Fig. I), is a DOE facility managed by 
RL with 11,13 1 workers and an annual budget of $1.1 billion. Approximately 6 percent of the 
land area is actively used. The developed land is divided into the following operational areas: 
the 100 Areas, the 200 East and West Areas, the 300 Area, and the 400 Area. The 600 Area 
accounts for the land between the operational areas. The 200 East Area facilities, once used to 
extract plutonium from spent nuclear fuel, are now the focus of an extensive cleanup and waste 
management effort. Activities associated with this effort were the catalyst for this Contamination 
event. 

2.1 SITE FACILITIES 

The following Site facilities and structures are associated with the contamination event. 

B Plant (see Fig. 2), which was constructed during World War I1 as a radiochemical 
processing facility, has been used for various operations, including separating 
strontium-90 
B Plant began the formal deactivation and shutdown process completed in 1998. 

and cesium-137 (I3’Cs) from underground tank waste. In 1995, 

The 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit (Figs. 4,5), a subsurface concrete-lined pit penetrated by 
underground waste transfer pipes ending in nozzles, was used to direct the flow of liquid 
waste by connecting short sections of pipe (jumpers) to the selected nozzles. The inside 
surfaces are contaminated with radioactive material deposited when waste liquids leaked 
through the pipe connections or installed valves. When not in use, the pit is covered with 
large concrete blocks to contain contamination and shield workers on the surface from 
direct radiation from the contamination. During work, an open-top windscreen is erected 
around the pit and fixative is sprayed on the inside to adhere smearable contamination to 
the pit surfaces before the cover blocks are removed. This process was under way on 
September 15, 1998, (when fruit flies may have entered the pit) to support B Plant 
shutdown. 

The MO-967 Mobile Office, the 2247-B Ironworker’s Shop, and other auxiliary 
structures are located between the B Plant and the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit. 

The Canister Storage Building, approximately 464 meters (0.3 mile) from the B Plant 
complex, is being constructed to provide dry staging and interim storage for spent nuclear 
fuel from water-filled basins in the 100 K Area. The Canister Storage Building is located 
1.3 kilometers (0.8 mile) from the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit. 
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Figure 4. Typical Diversion Pit. 
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Figure 5. Drawing of the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit. 
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2.2 WORK CONTROL 

The Tank Waste Remediation System (TWRS) organization uses a planning and scheduling 
organization to control work such as the task performed at the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit (work 
package 2E-98-01772/0). The organization reviews the task and, if necessary,,develops a work 
package containing instructions for performing the work. Often work packages reference 
preapproved procedures for significant portions of the work and do not specify the type of 
fixative or other material to be used. Work packages are reviewed and approved before work is 
authorized. 

2.3 RADIOLOGICAL CONTROL 

The I998 contamination event was identified initially through the operation of the routine 
radiologicaZ monitoringprogram. DynCorp Tri-Cities Services, Inc. (DYN) was performing 
routine radiological monitoring of the 200 East Area construction forces facilities (CFF) when 
the radioactive contamination was first discovered. 

The Hanford Site has had a radiological control program since operations began in the early 
1940s. The Program’s goal is to evaluate how well Site operations anticipate, prevent, and 
control potential environmental and public impacts from radiological contamination. Primary 
emphasis on control and measurement of radioactive material is placed at individual facilities, 
with confirmatory measurements used for the balance of the Site. 

Basic radiological control on the Hanford Site includes marking clearly defined areas controlled 
for radiation protection purposes. Access to these areas requires a minimal amount of training or 
escorting. To prevent radioactive contamination from spreading, radiological control technicians 
(RCT) use portable instruments sensitive to alpha radiation or beta and gamma radiation to scan 
all equipment and material leaving a controlled area to verify that it is free of contamination. 
Personnel leaving a controlled area also must be surveyed for contamination. Properly surveyed 
material released from a controlled area can be released unconditionally from any radiologically 
controlled area on the Hanford Site and released off Site. 

Employees who work in contaminated areas or on contaminated equipment must wear protective 
clothing to protect their skin from contamination. The protective clothing is controlled after use 
to prevent contamination from being released. Respirators that filter airborne contaminants are 
required when other engineered controls are not available to prevent exposure to airborne 
contamination. 

2.4 BIOLOGICAL VECTOR CONTROL PROGRAM 

The Hanford Site has had an environmental monitoring program covering insects, animals, and 
vegetation since 1944. Since 1965 when DOE began issuing annual environmental status 
reports, approximately 2,000 incidents of biota-related radioactive contamination involving 
approximately 50 separate species have been reported. This event is thejirst time thutfiuitjlies 
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(Drosophila spp.) have been noted in the transfer of radioactive contamination. As a result, 
monitoring of fruit flies has not been a routine activity. 0 
Biological vector control under the Project Hanford Management Contract (PHMC) is a function 
of the FDH Office of Biological Control, contracted to Waste Management Federal Services, 
Inc., Northwest Operations (WMNW). The FDH Office of Biological Control is conducted by 
licensed professionals experienced in controlling pest animals and vegetation, particularly when 
associated with radioactive contamination. Pest control goals include limiting pest ingress and 
egress at facilities, creating a healthy work environment, training maintenance staff to control 
and prevent biologic intrusion, controlling plant- and animal-caused transport of contamination, 
and preventing pest damage to waste facilities. 

Biological controls can be implemented at facility management’s request in response to facility 
monitoring or as a result of Near-Facility Environmental Monitoring detecting radioactive 
contamination caused by biotic activity during routine surveillance. Discovery of biota-related 
contamination activates additional monitoring and surveillance in conjunction with increased 
animal control by the FDH Office of Biological Control (WMNW). 

2.5 SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL PRACTICES 

The U S .  Department of Energy, Richland Operations Office (a), entered into a contract with 
the City of Richland to dispose of nonradioactive, nonhazardous solid refuse. The contract was 
signed in September 1995, effective October 1, 1995, through September 30,2005, and on 
March 31, 1996, the Hanford Central Landfill was closed. DYN, a subcontractor to FDH, is 
responsible for collecting and transporting nonradioactive and nonhazardous solid waste (refuse) 
for offsite disposal. DYN operates two 27 cubic meter (35-cubic-yard) capacity compactor 
trucks that collect the refuse collected from approximately 300 dumpsters on the Hanford Site 
and transport it to the City landfill for disposal (Fig. 6). PHMC and contractor procedures 
identify the types of refuse that can be placed in the dumpsters. 

Drivers of the collection vehicles receive training about the types of refuse that are prohibited; 
this serves as an additional mechanism to prevent nonconforming refuse from being taken to the 
City landfill. Up to the time of the contamination event, RCTs from the Hanford Site surveyed 
the landfill for radioactive contamination weekly. Some weekly surveys were missed in August 
and September. 

In each of the past two years, DYN Transportation Operations has transported approximately 
1450 metric tons (1,600 tons) of refuse to the City landfill. Major categories of refuse disposed 
of off Site are office and lunchroom refuse and construction debris. Refuse from areas where 
radioactive contamination could occur is surveyed for release before leaving the areas. 
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Figure 6. Compactor Refuse Truck. 
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3.0 THE INCIDENT CHRONOLOGY 

This chapter summarizes the chain of reasoning and events that led to delays in discovering the 
actual contamination problem and in communicating that discovery to the City of Richland. It 
also,explains the events summarized on the overall timeline (Exhibit A) of the incident. The 
chronology (Section 3.3) is arranged by date, with code numbers corresponding to the codes on 
the timeline identifying each event. The code numbers (Al, S1,01, etc.) use a letter to indicate 
the month (A = August, S = September, 0 = October) in which the event occurred and a number 
to identify each individual event. The numbers are for reference purposes only and do not 
signify either the importance or chronological location of an event. Dates are omitted where no 
relevant event or action of significance occurred. 

3.1 CHAIN OF REASONING 

During the course of this investigation, its scope and importance grew, as did the number of 
parties interested in its outcome. What was investigated originally as an isolated event in which 
an individual might have tracked or carried contamination out of a radiation zone became a 
biological puzzle in which clues revealed over three days in September 1998 led the team down 
various investigative pathways. Finally, on September 30, the clues and the pathways taken 
came together, and the team recognized that contamination had indeed reached the City landfill. 

In the days leading up to the event, the occupants of the trailer complex including the MO-967 
Mobile Office were moving to a complex in the 200 West Area. This was done to remove 
personnel from an area of past rodent-borne contamination as well as to reduce costs. When the 
contamination was found, the facilities were, for practical purposes, vacant. However, 
individuals working over the weekend did go into the MO-967 Mobile Office to eat lunch. 

Because the area around B Plant has a history of contaminated rodent droppings, the 
MO-967 Mobile Office was on a regular surveillance schedule. The surveys included searches 
in the places that mice typically frequent (e.g., along baseboards, cabinet edges). Through 
Friday, September 25, all the surveys had been negative. On Monday morning, September 28, 
contamination was discovered in the MO-967 Mobile Office. Because contamination was 
discovered on the light switch, a knife, and a cutting board, it was initially believed that an 
individual had a contaminated hand. As is typical with these investigations, the RCTs contacted 
the supervisor and secured the area to keep others from being inadvertently contaminated. The 
RCTs took action to locate the individual with the contamination and began an expanding search 
to detect either the source of the contamination or additional cross contamination. 

Note: When a pair of contaminated boots and socks were discovered, the team thought they 
might have located the individual spreading the Contamination. The team now believes that the 
individual with the contaminated boots and socks may have been cross-contaminated by the @it 
fly-borne contamination that also contaminated the rejiue. 

0 As the investigation expanded, several secondary theories were considered because of the 
unusual pattern of contamination spread (e.g., contamination on the tip of a knife, not the 
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handle). The discovery of contaminated chewing tobacco in the refuse pail led the team to 
believe that an employee might have been internally contaminated. Because employee health 
and safety is extremely important at the Hanford Site, an investigation began to determine who 
was in the MO-967 Mobile Office over the weekend. The theory of a contaminated individual 
was proven false several weeks later when bioassay results for over 100 individuals all were 
negative. 

0 

As the RCTs expanded their search from the MO-967 Mobile Office refuse container to the 
dumpster outside, they discovered contaminated refuse and isolated the dumpster. This facility 
had had limited recent use, so the RCTs had no reason to believe that a large amount of refuse 
should have accumulated since the dumpster was last emptied. They did not know that this 
dumpster had been moved a short distance earlier that morning and that the compactor truck 
operator also emptied the dumpster to save himself a trip on Tuesday. Someone threw refuse in 
the dumpster after it was moved, further reinforcing the impression that it had not been emptied. 
Because this occurred on Monday, and refuse is normally picked up on Tuesday, the RCTs 
believed that the contamination had been caught before it went off Site. 

As the investigation expanded, contamination was found in other locations, many of which did 
not match the typical pattern for rodent or individual cross contamination. On Tuesday, 
September 29, an RCT performing a radiological survey of moisture on a pipe observed the 
contamination “flying away.” Because this seemed odd, the RCT had her partner repeat the 
survey, with the same results. This was the first known case in the DOE comulex of fruit flies 
beinga biological vector for contamination spread. 

The confusing evidence, the increasing scope of the investigation, and the different investigative 
pathways led to a fact-finding meeting being convened on Wednesday, September 30. At this 
meeting, accumulated data on the contamination finds were discussed. As the facts were 
compared, it became evident that a large contamination event was still under way, the dumpster 
had been emptied on Monday morning, and the refuse had been hauled off the Hanford Site to 
the City landfill. When this was discovered, the City landfill manager was notified by telephone, 
orders were given to quarantine all refuse trucks, and an RCT was dispatched to perform surveys 
at the City landfill. 

Hindsight allows one to wonder why no one realized until Wednesday that the dumpster had 
been emptied on Monday. The investigation team was hampered in identifying that 
contaminated refuse had been released from the Hanford Site by the following circumstances. 

The team was unaware of the unexpected emptying of the dumpster a day early. 

The dumpster contained refuse when it was surveyed. 

The low use of the facility was consistent with the small amount of refuse found in the 
dumpster. 

The team initially believed that a single individual was contaminated 0 
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Actually, the FDH surveillance system worked as it should have. Routine surveys uncovered the 
new biological vector. The team reviewed all the apparently unrelated events to eventually reach 
the correct conclusion. The lessons learned from this event, as discussed in Chapters 5.0 and 6.0, 
will help preclude a similar occurrence in the future. 

0 

3.2 TIMELINES 

Figure ES-1 presented a summary timeline of the major events that occurred during the 
contamination incident on the Hanford Site and at the City landfill. The overall timeline is 
presented in Exhibit A. The events on the overall timeline are alphanumerically coded for cross- 
referencing to the same events on the following chronology. It provides a detailed sequence of 
key events and interactions by various components during the incident. 

3.3 DETAILED DATA 

The chronology of key events is outlined under the corresponding days as follows. 

Tuesday August 4 

Al-Contaminated mouse feces were found around B Plant (survey #001202). 

Tuesday August 11 

A2-DYN began daily routine radiological surveys in the Fluor Daniel Northwest, Inc. 
(FDNW) construction facilities (the MO-958 OfficeLunchroom Trailer, the 
MO-964 Mobile Office, the MO-967 Mobile Office, and the 2201-B Construction Ice 
House) and weekly surveys of the FDNW construction site. The increased surveillance 
was in response to a request from B Plant/WESF (Waste Encapsulation and Storage 
Facility) Radiological Control, who had noted an increase in biological contamination 
around structures in the area. These surveys consisted of random direct betdgamma spot 
checks of facility floors, direct bedgamma checks of entryway door handles and 
walkways, and random bedgamma surveys of tables and chairs inside the lunchroom 
trailer. The surveys included spot checks of tools, equipment, and stored materials, and 
random bedgamma surveys of chairs, typewriters, computers, and telephones, if present 
in the facilities. These surveys did not routinely include dumpsters. Visual searches 
were performed for mouse feces and any found were surveyed for contamination. 
NOTE: Daily here means weekdays. Routine radiological surveys were not performed 
on Saturdays and Sundays. 

Tuesday September 8 

S1-The FDH Office of Biological Control started receiving normal seasonal complaints 
about gnats and fruit flies. 
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Thursdav Seutember 10 

S2-Personnel prepared the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit for work intended to isolate B Plant 
from the 200 East Area Tank Farm. 

S2-This work involved spraying a glyceridmonosaccharide (simple sugar)-based fixative 
material on the contaminated walls of the diversion pit to reduce the likelihood of 
contamination spread while work was conducted in the pit. The material had been used 
as an effective fixative on the Hanford Site for 2 years. The pit’s concrete cover blocks 
were not removed for this activity; fixative was applied by spraying through engineered 
penetrations. 

Fridav September 11 

S3-A contaminated ant hill was found near the 241-ER-151 Diversion Pit. 

Tuesday Seutember 15 

S4-Work on the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit began (Fig. 4). In accordance with work 
package 2E-98-01772/0, the planned work consisted of opening the pit, removing a solid 
jumper, installing a flexible jumper, and installing a process blank on the wall nozzle 
connection to B Plant. The concrete cover blocks were,removed from the diversion pit at 
3:30 a.m. to enable the B Plant isolation work to take place; they were reinstalled about 
6:30 a.m. 

S4-Note: The work was performed inside a partially roofed plastic enclosure 
(a containment tent or greenhouse) located over the pit (Fig. 7). The area inside and 
around the enclosure was posted as a contamination area. 

S4-Note: The wind was from the south at less than 8 kilometers (5 miles) per hour. The 
work crew consisted of field crew personnel (operators), RCTs, a rigging crew with a 
crane, and industrial hygiene technicians. A qualified person in charge was overseeing 
the work. 

S5-At 3:30 a.m. the nozzle to the 241-ER-151 Diversion Pit was loosened, at 3:50 a.m. 
the nozzle to B,Plant was loosened, and at 4:lO a.m. the nozzle to the 241-ER-153 
Diversion Pit (approximately 1.5 kilometers [0.9 mile] east of B Plant) was loosened. 
The nozzle to B Plant drained approximately 45.5 liters (1 0 gallons) of liquid into the pit; 
the nozzle for the 241-ER-153 Diversion Pit drained approximately 909.2 liters 
(200 gallons) of liquid to the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit. The liquid is water and process 
fluid residue that stayed in the lines after they were flushed following waste transfers. 
This contaminated water draining from the wall nozzles may have compromised the 
water-soluble glyceridmonosaccharide-based fixative used in the pit. 
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Figure 7. Diversion Pit 241-ER-152 with Tent. 

, 

- S6-Airborne contamination escapedfiom the working tent that surrounded the 
241-ER-152 Diversion Pit and settled on nearby equipment and grounds. The levels and 
estimated activity were later discussed with WDOH on September 28, as noted in 
meeting minutes 013851, “Ten Day Report, 241-ER-152,” by R. J. Swan, FDH. 

S7-Fruit flies in the area may have entered the pit and laid eggs. The cover blocks were 
replaced at approximately 6:30 that morning. 

- S7-Follow-up surveys of the perimeter of the original contamination area showed 
contamination, primarily north of the tent, consistent with the wind direction. The crane 
used to support the work activity, located north of the tent, a light plant (portable lighting 
system) northwest of the original contamination area, a government-owned pickup truck 
located north of the area, and a forklift truck were found to be contaminated. Surveys 
continued into the day shift. 

SI-Note: Refuse was picked up in the 200 East Area and hauled to the City landfill. It is 
unlikely that any significant contamination from the incident could have reached this load 
because, in the fruit fly scenario, the eggs laid in or near the contaminated diversion pit 
would not have had time to mature into mobile adults (see Appendix J). 

S9-An air sam le was taken in the 241-ER-152 work tent. Radiological analysis showed 
a high ratio of Sr to ‘37Cs in this sample. $0 
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Wednesdav Seutember 16 

SlO-TWRS personnel began the cleanup of the contamination spread adjacent to the 
241 -ER-152 Diversion Pit from work performed the previous day. The light plant and 
the pickup truck were decontaminated and released. The crane was removed from the 
work area. Follow-up surveys of the perimeter of the now-expanded contamination area 
showed further contamination. 

SlOa-The air sample taken in the 241-ER-152 work tent was counted. 

Thursdav Seutember 17 

S 1 Ob-Note: Surveys were initiated to reduce the expanded contamination area to its 
original size. This process was completed on September 21. 

S1 1-Refuse was picked up in the 200 East Area. 

Tuesday Seutember 22 

S1 1-Note: Refuse was picked up in the 200 East Area and hauled to the City landfill. It 
is unlikely that any contamination from the incident could have reached this load, 
because fruit fly eggs laid in or near the contaminated diversion pit would not have had 
time to mature into adults. 

Wednesdav Seutember 23 

S12-A piping leak check was performed in the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit. Jumper leaks 
were found. The pit was not opened for this activity; the check was performed through 
engineered penetrations. 

S13-Debris arrived at the City landfill. 

S14-At a personnel contamination monitor, contaminated gloves were found in the 
pocket of an employee involved in work at the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit. He had visited 
the 2247-B Ironworker’s Shop after leaving the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit. 

Fridav Seutember 25 

S 15-Garbage truck it6060 broke down. It was about 50 percent full of refuse from the 
400 Area. 

S16-Garbage truck #3500 replaced #6060. 

S 17-Routine survey of the MO-967 Mobile Office showed no contamination. 

S18-Northwest wind brought the scent of food and other refuse in the MO-967 Mobile 
Office to the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit (Fig. 8). 

e 
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S18a-B Plant, TWRS, WMNW Environmental Monitoring, and the FDH Office of 
Biological Control personnel met to discuss the contamination suread in the area 
southwest of B Plant. 

Saturdav and Sunday Seutember 26 and 27 

S19-The wind shifted from east to southeast then northeast, carrying fruit flies toward the 
MO-967 Mobile Office. 

S20-Although the power and water had been shut off, employees entered the MO-967 
Mobile Office over the weekend to use the kitchen. 

S21-Work in the 2247-B Ironworker’s Shop continued for the full weekend, in support of 
the 222-S Analytical Services of Waste Management Laboratories, WESF, and TWRS 
activities. The 2247-B Ironworker’s Shop received contamination. 

Monday Seutember 28 

S19-The wind continued to shift from east to southeast then northeast, carrying fruit flies 
toward the MO-967 Mobile Office. 

S22-The MO-967 dumpster was emptied at 7:45 a.m. The dumpster had been requested 
to be moved approximately 9 m (30 ft) so that clean-up could be performed around the 
area. The driver decided that as long as he was moving the dumpster, he would also 
empty it, because the dumpster was scheduled to be emptied the following morning 
anyway. The dumpster was later surveyed because of the contamination findings in the 
MO-967 Mobile Office, not because of the move. 

S24-At -8:30 a.m., radiological surveys of the MO-967 Mobile Office began. 
Contamination was found in the lunchroom and the lunchroom refuse pails. 
At approximately 9:OO a.m., the DYN lead RCT notified DYN Radiological Control 
management that contamination found in refuse cans appeared to be sputum from 
chewing tobacco. DYN Radiological Control management requested that surveys of the 
MO-967 Mobile Office continue. At the same time, FDNW management was notified 
and was requested to have workers, particularly those who chew tobacco, report to an 
area outside the MO-967 Mobile Office for survey. On arrival at the MO-967 Mobile 
Office, DYN Radiological Control management requested the RCTs to extend surveys 
outside of the MO-967 Mobile Office, including the dumpster. The only material in the 
dumpster was one bag of kitchen refuse and a bag of insulation. The bag of kitchen 
refuse in the bottom of the dumpster was found to be contaminated. The dumpster was 
immediately controlled as containing radioactive material. The dumpster was surveyed at 
approximately 11:30 a.m. 

DYN Radiological Control management questioned FDNW management as to when the 
dumpster was last emptied. Because the 200 East Area FDNW complex was nearly 
vacated, it was thought that the dumpster was last emptied a week or two before. 
Consequently, it was believed that a worker had contaminated the MO-967 Mobile Office 

e 
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kend. It was also believed at this point that the bag of kitchen refuse was 
he dumpster over the weekend. FDNW management worked to locate the 
may have used the MO-967 Mobile Office over the weekend, including any 

sonnel who may have removed refuse from the MO-967 Mobile Office so 
:1 surveys could be performed. Surveys also were extended to other facilities 
Ist Area used by FDNW personnel, including an all-crafts lunchroom. DYN 
Control management notified LMHC Radiological Control and BWHC 

iiological Control management of the contamination problem and requested 
ck to see if workers from their companies had used the MO-967 Mobile 
he weekend. It was communicated back that they had not. At this point, it 
that a contaminated worker had caused the contamination spread over the 

iere was no reason to immediately notify Hanford Site Transportation 
(garbage trucks) or the City landfill because it was not known that an 
emptying of the dumpster had been performed earlier that morning. 

S24-Note: The MO-967 Mobile Office is about 62 meters (203 feet) northwest of the 
241-ER-152 Diversion Pit and 125 meters (410 feet) from the 241-ER-151 Diversion Pit. 
(See Fig. 3 for the spatial relationship of these diversion pits and the MO-967 Mobile 
Office.) 

S25-The RCTs surveyed the dumpster outside the MO-967 Mobile Office at 11:30 a.m. 
and found reportable contamination. The RCTs found the contamination before the 
normal Tuesday refuse pickup. Therefore they believed that no contaminated refuse had 
been picked up and taken to the City landfill, which was incorrect. The RCTs isolated 
and radiologically posted the dumpster to prevent pickup. 

S23-The refuse was taken to the City landfill in truck #3500, arriving at 1:30 p.m. 

S27-The FDNW van used by crafts persons and the personnel using the van were 
surveyed; the personnel surveyed negative, but the van was found to be contaminated. 

S29-Initial information on contamination was provided to FDH Environmental Protection 
in accordance with Washington Administrative Code (WAC) 246-247, “Radiation 
Protection-Air Emissions.” The RCT surveying the MO-967 Mobile Office attempted to 
contact the FDH Internal Dosimetry Site technical authority at approximately 9:30 a.m. 
because she believed that contaminated chewing tobacco found in a refuse can in the 
MO-967 Mobile Office possibly indicated that a worker who had used it over the 
weekend may have been internally contaminated. An RCT reached the FDH Radiation 
Protection Central Standards Group Manager and explained the contamination situation, 
and set up a bioassay of the worker (the bioassay indicated no contamination). This was 
the first notification to FDH Radiation Protection, and it was followed by an event status 
e-mail to several Site radiation control managers from the DYN Radiological Control 
manager at 3:28 p.m. FDH and PHMC radiation protection personnel investigated 
possible contamination sources and spread mechanisms (see Appendix B, Section B2.0, 
for further discussion). 
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Tuesday Seotember 29 

- S29-The initial notification of contamination was made to RL Environmental Assurance, 
Policy and Permits. The FDH Radiation Protection Director unofficially called the RL 
Radiological Control Manager the morning of September 29 concerning this incident. 
The official notification was made to the RL Assistant Manager, Facility Transition, at 
11:30 a.m. on September 29. 

S30-More refuse from numerous locations on the Hanford Site was taken to the City 
landfill in garbage truck #3500 (the regular Tuesday pick-up). It was not known that the 
truck had been contaminated the previous day. The radiological control organizations 
believed that the contaminated dumpster had been isolated before it could be emptied 
(see S25 under Monday, September 28). Therefore, they did not contact the management 
of refuse pick-up and hauling operations (DYN Transportation Operations) to stop the 
delivery to the City landfill. 

S3 1 -The contamination survey and the contamination-source investigation continued. 
When RCTs found contamination inside the MO-967 Mobile Office, they immediately 
tried to identify the source of the contamination (as they would on finding contamination 
in any area not posted for contamination). As a protective measure, they assumed that 
workers might have been involved in the contamination spread, but they also investigated 
transfer via other biological vectors. In this indoor situation, they specifically looked for 
mice as a contamination vector. 

The previous Friday’s survey (September 25) of the MO-967 Mobile Office had not 
identified any contamination. The names of all the individuals who had been in the 
trailer over the weekend were collected and the individuals were contacted. 

NOTE: Over 100 employees eventually received whole-body counts for potential 
internal Contamination. This process lasted over several weeks. No employees were 
found to have been contaminated. 

The RCTs continued searching the MO-967 Mobile Office for any indications of the 
presence of mice and found none. In addition, the pattern of contamination spread 
(e.g., near a light switch, in refuse cans, on walls) was not consistent with experience of 
contamination from mice. Thus, mice were eliminated as a biological vector for this 
contamination spread. 

S32-During surveys on Tuesday, September 29, RCTs were surveying a pipe covered 
with condensate in the restroom of the MO-967 Mobile Office. It was noted that the 
condensate was covered with fruit flies. The pipe appeared to be contaminated, but when 
the RCT put the meter detector close to the pipe, the contamination levels decreased as 
the fruit flies flew away. A second RCT was called to the room to investigate this strange 
observation. By then the fruit flies had returned to the pipe and again the source of the 
meter indication of contamination ‘flew away’ with the fruit flies. 
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Because contaminated flying insects were a new vector for contamination spread, it was 
not immediately accepted. Over the next few days, similar fruit fly encounters, including 
finding several contaminated dead fruit flies, convinced everyone that fruit flies were 
transferring the contamination. 

S33-DYN initiated a Not-Classified Notification of an off-normal occurrence and began 
survey efforts with other area contractors (B&W Hanford Company [BWHC], LMHC, 
and Bechtel Hanford, Inc. [BHI]). WDOH was notified at 10:05 p.m. and faxed at 
10:53 p.m. about contaminated socks found in a worker’s home. 

S34-High levels of contamination were discovered in the 2247-B Ironworker’s Shop. 

The TWRS contractor performed an investigative survey in response to 
contamination on a boot found on an ironworker exiting the C Tank Farm area. 
Contamination was found inside the 2247-B Ironworker’s Shop on metal plates 
on the floor, the top of a work table, a piece of angle iron on a work table, on the 
floor under the table, and on soil north of the building. 

DYN Radiological Control performed a survey in response to the contamination 
event. Contamination was found inside the building on a metal angle iron, a 
triangular piece of metal, floor areas, and other items (e.g., tool box tray). 

- 

- 

Some contamination discovered in the 2247-B Ironworker’s Shop may have caused 
contamination spread by worker and/or material movements over the September 26-27 
weekend. Subsequent investigations determined that fruit flies spread the majority of the 
contamination found in the area and the 2247-B Ironworker’s Shop (see Appendix B, 
Section B2.5.3 for further discussion). 

However, any item with a film of liquid can be an attractant for fruit flies at any time 
(they have been known to be attracted to alcohol-based ink). Contaminated animal urine 
can contaminate structural (e.g., metal, cement) objects, even though this was not proved 
to be the source of the contamination in the 2247-B Ironworker’s Shop. 

S26-Extended surveys were initiated on September 28 to identify the person or persons 
who may have come in contact with the contamination. 

S28-Lockheed Martin Hanford Corporation (LMHC) Radiological Control informed 
DYN of an ironworker’s contaminated boot. 
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Wednesday September 30 

S36-A PHMC fact-finding meeting was held at Building 2723-2 from 8:30 a.m. to 
12:30 p.m. to identify the contamination source and devise a plan to decontaminate it, 
return all areas to a normal condition, and prevent recurrence of the event. All known 
involved or interested persons were invited. The team compared data because further 
contamination had been identified in locations not consistent with previously identified 
vectors. 

S37-During this meeting, it was determined that the MO-967 dumpster had been emptied 
on the morning of September 28 and the refuse taken to the City landfill. 

S38-The DYN Transportation Operations manager and the DYN Director of ESH&Q 
notified the City landfill manager and the City engineer of potential contamination 
reaching the City landfill. The City landfill manager was called at 1:30 p.m. The City 
engineer was updated with further details by telephone at 4:OO p.m. 

S39-The RCT was dispatched to the City landfill on September 30 and was there from 
1:30 pm.  to 3:30 p.m. No contamination was found during the survey of the site where 
Hanford Site refuse was believed to be placed, nor was any found on the compactor 
tractor. 

S40-The outside of garbage truck #3500, which had emptied the MO-967 dumpster on 
September 28, was found to be contaminated. The truck was shut and isolated inside a 
radioactive materials area inside the 273-E facility. The contents on the ground were 
loaded into a covered dump truck. 

S41 -The Alternate Emergency Operations Center (EOC) was activated as the meeting 
place. 

S42-Precautionary isolation of about 2.5 hectares (6.2 acres) south of B Plant (later 
formalized on October 2 as the RBA [Fig. 91) was completed while further investigations 
were conducted. 

S43-Planning was initiated with city management to retrieve the Hanford Site refuse from 
the City landfill. 

S43a-DYN Transportation Operations was notified of contamination in a dumpster. 

S44-The hauling of sanitary refuse in compactor trucks to the City landfill was suspended 
on September 30 until new plans could be approved by the City. 

S44a-The first eight flying-insect traps were placed near the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit 
and the MO-967 Mobile Office. 
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Figure 9. B Plant Radiological Buffer Area. 
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S45-Radiological control personnel conducted intensive radiological surveys of all 
personnel and equipment exiting the area placed in precautionary isolation. 

S46-Radiological Control personnel conducted intensive radiological surveys of all real 
estate and equipment around WESF. 

S48-A press release was issued by FDH. 

Thursday October 1 

01-PHMC management determined that a Situation Room was needed to coordinate 
activities related to this event. The Alternate EOC, a spacious conference room and the 
associated small, dedicated storage and office area at 2420 Stevens, was established as 
the Situation Room. 

02-One truck of Hanford Site construction debris was accepted at the City landfill on the 
morning of October 1. Later that morning, the City rejected two truckloads of 
construction debris, and subsequently all refuse generated at the Hanford Site was halted. 
The City notified FDH and RL. that no refuse from the Hanford Site would be accepted at 
the City landfill until the incident was resolved to the City’s satisfaction. 

03-An RCT resurveyed the City landfill. No contamination was found during the survey 
of the area where the refuse from the Hanford Site was dumped on September 28 and 29. 

03a-At 1 :45 p.m. on October 1, a DYN Road Maintenance supervisor, and a DYN 
Transportation Operations manager met with the City landfill manager and a 
representative of the Benton County Health Department. A plan was developed to 
excavate designated areas to survey for potential contamination. It was agreed to stage 
DOE equipment and set up portable fencing on October 2. 

O4-DE&S Hanford, Inc. (DESH), informed DYN that contamination was found on the 
boot of a carpenter before he entered the K Basins. 

05-The 275-E Carpenter Shop Building was surveyed and one spot of contamination was 
found. 

06-The Canister Storage Building complex was posted as an RBA (exit survey required). 

07-Beta-emitting radiation contamination levels, ranging from 2,000 to about 1 million 
disintegrations per minute (dmin), were found fixed on facilities and refuse. The 
contamination primarily comprised 90Sr; the highest-level reading was approximately 
12 millirads per hour on a direct survey. 

OS-Contamination was found on refuse at the rear of truck #3500 and on the back door 
(up to 50,000 dmin per 100 cm2 

a 
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09-Seasonal spraying and fumigating activities were ongoing to control pests such as 
ants, gnats, and fruit flies. 

09a-Flying-insect traps were set in and around the precautionary isolation area (Fig. 10). 

09b-Contaminated insects were found in traps that were set near the 241-ER-152 
Diversion Pit on September 30, 1998. 

0 1  0-Planning for retrieval from the City landfill continued with City of Richland 
management. 

01  1-A press release was drafted by FDH and issued by the City of Richland. Media 
inquiries began. An interview was conducted with the Tri-City Herald. 

012-A 19 liter @-gallon) refuse can outside the 2247-B Ironworker’s Shop was found to 
be contaminated. The refuse can contained cups with liquid, fruit flies, and other 
assorted refuse. The dose rate on the exterior of the galvanized refuse can was 
3.0 mradh shallow dose and <0.5 mradh deep dose. 

Figure 10. Flying-Insect Trap. 
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013a-The Occurrence Notification Center (ONC) officially notified the City of Richland 
of the possibility of landfill contamination. 

013-The WDOH Air Emissions Section was notified of a potential unpermitted 
radioactive air emission after truck #3500 was opened and contaminated refuse fell to the 
ground. The agency also was informed that contaminated refuse might have been 
disposed of at the City landfill. 

013c-The ONC initiated a follow-up not-classified notification [NCN] to offsite agencies 
as a result of finding contamination on the boot of a worker who was exiting a high-level 
waste tank farm on September 29 (see S34). The message indicated that the likelihood of 
contamination reaching the City landfill had increased because of the discovery of 
contamination on truck #3500. 

Friday October 2 

014-The 2.5 hectare (6.2-acre) RBA was formally established. 

015-While garbage truck #6060 was in for repairs, refuse inside the front hatch was 
found to be contaminated; the truck was isolated in the 273-E facility. 

016-Flying-insect traps and mouse traps were checked. The first contaminated h i t  flies 
were found in traps on the porch at the MO-967 Mobile Office. 

017-Contamination was found on pop cans (about 20,000 dmin per 100 cm’) outside of 
the 271 1 -E 200 East Area Garage in the pop-can recycling area. 

0 1  8-Extensive bioassays began. 

019-Contaminated fruit flies were found in a dumpster in the 200 East Area FDNW 
complex. 

019a-About 8:OO a.m., a bulldozer and a backhoe were staged at the City landfill. 
Portable fencing was set on the sides of the cells containing refuse from the Hanford Site 
to isolate them from landfill workers and the public. 

Saturday October 3 

013b-WDOH was notified of RL’s intent to remove contaminated refuse from the City 
landfill and return it to the Hanford Site for disposal. 

Sunday October 4 

020-Dumpsters outside of the 272-E Mockup Shop and the 2707-E Change House were 
found to be contaminated. 
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021-A garbage can was found with contaminated refuse outside of the WESF 
Maintenance Shop (225-BE). 

022-More contamination was found in the 271 1-E 200 East Area Garage men’s shower 
room (40,000 dmin on a rubber floor mat outside the shower; 20,000 dmin on carpet). 

023-Contamination was found in a dumpster at the M0-996 Mobile Office at 
350,000 dmin. 

Monday October 5 

- 
024-Six traps were placed at the City landfill. 

024a-Insect trapping was expanded Sitewide. 

025-Spot treatments with insecticides began near the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit and at 
local dumpsters and garbage cans. 

026-At the request of the FDH Vice President, Environment, Safety, Health and Quality, 
the PHMC, RL, City of Richland, and WDOH met and formed an integration team and 
four subteams (Policy, Radiological Control and Investigation, Solid Waste, and 
Operations) to gather facts relevant to the contamination issues. Personnel from FDH 
and DYN led these teams, which consisted of personnel from PHMC companies and RL. 
(See Appendix C for details about the Situation Room and the teams.) Before the 
meeting, WDOH met with DYN Radiological Control and expressed a concern that the 
241-ER-152 Diversion Pit was the source. 

026-The teams met daily with RL, other Hanford Site contractors, and the WDOH to 
keep everyone apprised of the activities. WDOH requested a daily status report. 

026-Note: Three basic operating premises that guided the entire incident were 
established at this first meeting. 

- Any contamination outside the Hanford Site, and any contamination outside a 
radiologically controlled area, is unacceptable. The Hanford Site has “zero 
tolerance” for contamination spreads outside known radiation areas. 

Protecting the health and safety of the public and Hanford Site employees is the 
first priority of FDH. 

Maintaining and fostering a partnership with the City of Richland is highly 
valuable to the Hanford Site. Hanford Site officials would not be satisfied with 
solutions to the problems until the City was satisfied. 

- 

- 

027-The first all-employee General Delivery notice was sent. a 
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028-Throughout the incident, the teams updated the media, Site personnel, and officials 
from the City of Richland and Washington State about the decontamination activities. 

029-A press conference was held by FDH; a representative of the City of Richland 
participated. 

029a-The PHMC received a call from the Oregon Office of Energy regarding food 
service information. 

030-The investigative team posted updates on the Hanford Site Intranet, the Site radio 
station, and a DYN telephone hotline. 

031- Actions were taken to investigate potential contamination in the City landfill. DYN 
made plans for removal of any contaminated material found at the City landfill. 

032-Contaminated fruit flies were found in traps in and around the MO-967 and 
MO-966 Mobile Offices. 

033-Contamination was found near the 218-B Emergency Equipment Storage Shed and 
on the roadway of Atlanta Avenue near the intersection with 71h Street by a TWRS RCT. 

034-WDOH requested that Notices of Construction (NOC) be prepared for excavation 
(retrieval) of contaminated refuse at the City landfill and for disposing (burial) of any 
contaminated refuse at the Hanford Site Low-Level Burial Grounds. Preparation of 
NOCs began with priority given to the NOC for burial of contaminated refuse at the 
Hanford Site Low-Level Burial Grounds because at that point no contamination had been 
uncovered at the City landfill (see 038). 

Tuesday October 6 

035-The first Hanford Site refuse cell location was confirmed in the City landfill through 
receipts and waste characteristics found in the refuse. 

036-At the Canister Storage Building and surrounding office buildings, contamination 
was found in garbage cans, a plastic tub, and specks on the floor. 

Wednesday October 7 

037-The Policy Team began daily updates for government agencies. 

038-The NOC for burial in the Low-Level Burial Grounds was approved by WDOH in 
the morning and the NOC was faxed to EPA for approval. A concerted effort was 
initiated with the support of WDOH to complete the NOC for retrieval actions at the City 
landfill. The NOC was completed and approved by WDOH late that evening, then faxed 
to EPA. 
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- The retrieval NOC was for removing contaminated refuse from the City landfill 
and transporting it to the 200 Areas of the Hanford Site. 

The burial NOC was for sorting and surveying the removed refuse and burying it 
at the Low-Level Burial Grounds in the 200 East Area. 

- 

039-Radioactive contamination was detected at the City landfill, primarily on food 
refuse. The contaminated materials found were consistent with the types and levels of 
material contamination found in the 200 Areas, specifically from samples taken from the 
241-ER-152 Diversion Pit. 

040-A clear plastic bag found at the City landfill read 70,000 d/min, and a piece of 
cardboard read 25,000 dmin of measured radioactivity. 

041-DYN Radiological Control was prepared to perform airborne radiological 
monitoring downwind of the landfill excavation site. In addition, WDOH requested 
monitoring on each of the four radiological boundary sides, including upwind. Airborne 
radiological monitoring continued with negative results throughout the excavation 
process. 

042-Retrieval operations at the City landfill were curtailed because of high winds, and 
the exposed materials were covered with tarps. 

043-Per mutual understanding, work activity was halted pending completion and 
approval of the radioactive air emissions (retrieval) NOC for the activity. 

044-The PHMC and a representative from the City of Richland held a press conference. 

045-Vendor food trucks were identified as a possible mechanism for transporting 
contamination off Site. Four food vendor trucks were surveyed for the first time (two 
each for BS Express and Riders Sausage Haus); all the results were negative. The Solid 
Waste Team continued contacting all vendors who were recently in the area. Personnel 
and vehicle surveys were offered to the nonfood vendors, but they declined the offer. 

046-A facsimile was received, in which WDOH ordered that work at the 241-ER-152 
Diversion Pit cease and that measures be taken to isolate any potential release through the 
cover blocks. The WDOH expressed concern that activities thus far to isolate the release 
of radioactive material to the atmosphere via the insect intrusion had been 
incomplete/ineffective. WDOH requested that they be kept current on the progress of the 
investigation and recovery activities. 

048-B PlantiW!3SF employees requested more information. They requested that clear 
and appropriate terminology be used in onsite and offsite news releases. 

049-The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) approved the NOC for 
facsimile. 

via 
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Thursday October 8 

047-The garbage trucks servicing the 200 East Area were fogged. 

049a-The US. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) approved the NOC for retrieval 
via facsimile. 

050-The WDOH approved the Radiological Control Team installing two flying-insect 
traps in the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit. This involved installing a glovebag over an 
access port into the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit to permit sampling inside the pit to 
validate it as a significant source of contamination. The glovebag contained one trap; a 
second trap was suspended inside the pit. 

051-During the installation of the glovebag, a dead contaminated fruit fly was found in 
the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit. This confirmed the diversion pit as the source of the 
contamination. 

052-The Solid Waste Team began a series of meetings with the City of Richland to 
discuss the requirements for resuming hauling solid refuse to the City landfill. 

053-Normal work resumed at the Canister Storage Building construction site, where 
contamination had been removed from several locations in and around the building. 

054-A meeting was held with concerned employees. 

055-Personnel monitoring was offered to workers at the construction site. 

056-The four food vendor trucks were surveyed for the second day; again the results 
were negative. Daily surveys continued. 

057-Dursban SOW'" insecticide treatment was initiated at the City landfill. 

058-Ninety-five flying-insect traps were set at locations on Site and off Site. 

059-A new page was added to the Hanford web site, accessible at 
http://www.hanford.gov/safety/conspread/index.html. 

Friday October 9 

049-The approved NOC for retrieval was delivered to the City landfill by an 
environmental engineer for the WHC Environmental Services, Air and Water Services, to 
brief workers on the requirements of the NOC. 

TM Dursban 50W is a trademark of Dow Chemical Company. 
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060-Refuse removed was surveyed and packaged at the landfill. Removal of the 
potentially contaminated refuse from the City landfill began at 7:30 a.m. 

06la-The potentially contaminated refuse from the City landfill was delivered to the 
200 East Area Low-Level Burial Grounds. 

06lb-Refuse collected on Site was disposed of in the Low-Level Burial Grounds in the 
200 West Area. 

062-Contaminated fruit flies were discovered in traps in the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit 
and in traps set in the glovebag the previous day. Analysis later proved that the 
radiological signature matched that of the contamination spread. 

063-Work in the City landfill was planned for daylight hours over the weekend. 

Saturday October 10 

064-In an effort to control pests, malathion 50 was sprayed around the RBA at B Plant. 
This was the first fogging at the RBA. 

065-Contaminated material was found in a second cell at the City landfill. Hot specks 
measured 1.000.000 dmin or 13 mradh. One truck was loaded at the City landfill and , ,  

returned to the Site; a second truck was loaded. 

Sunday October 11 

066-The last contamination spot was found in the City landfill. 

067-DYN, FDH, RL, the City of Richland, and WDOH agreed that (invasive) excavation 
of the landfill should be stopped after removal of identified contamination and that 
further exploration, if necessary, should be performed by geo-probe (remote core 
drilling). 

068-The RBA was fogged a second time. 

068a-One bag of refuse was found contaminated in a dumpster northeast of the 
2750-E Building and another in the dumpster on the north side of the 2750-E Building. 

Mondav October 12 

070-Activities to remove Hanford Site refuse from the City landfill were completed 
except for one contingency container that remained at the City landfill until October 14, 
in case any other contaminated refuse was found. 

071 -Insecticide treatments at the City landfill were terminated. 

071a-The RBA was fogged a third time. 
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072-Surveying of Site dumpsters continued. 

074-Contaminated refuse was found in a dumpster by the 2306-W Bottle Storage (Skid 
Shack) in the 200 West Area (20,000 dmin). This contamination was not related to the 
h i t  fly incident. 

Tuesday October 13 

075-WDOH and the EPA approved a modification to the Low-Level Burial Grounds 
NOC to increase the number of loads from 10 to 50 and to allow for the use of vehicles 
other than standard compactor trucks in the 200 West Area. 

076-No fogging occurred at the RBA because of high winds 

Wednesday October 14 

069-In all, boxes containing 191,000 kilograms (210 tons) of material were taken from 
the City landfill to the 200 East Area low-level burial grounds. A total of 
544,000 kilograms (600 tons) of refuse were excavated and 23 kilograms (50 pounds) 
of contaminated material were found. 

076a-The contingency container, containing another 6,800 kilograms (7.5 tons) of 
material, was removed from the City landfill to the Site. 

077-Surveys of the excavation at the City landfill were completed, the disturbed landfill 
area was restored, and a layer of cover soil was placed over the area. 

078-The City of Richland agreed that activities at the landfill were complete relative to 
the retrieval of refuse from the September 28 and 29 Hanford Site deliveries. 

079-Contaminated fruit flies were found in the traps in the 241 -ER-152 Diversion Pit 
and the glovebag over the pit. 

080-Contamination was found on refuse in a dumpster near the 2201 -B Construction Ice 
House. 

081-No fogging occurred at the RBA because of high winds. 

Thursday October 15 

082-All Hanford Site equipment and personnel involved in this event were demobilized, 
although the teams continued their investigations. 

083-Spraying and fogging resumed at the RBA and continued until October 19. 
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Sunday October 18 

083a-Surveys of the RBA were completed. 

Monday October 19 

084-A shoulder-to-shoulder survey was conducted at the RBA south of B Plant; the RBA 
was released and returned to normal operations. 

085-Fogging was terminated at the RBA. 

Tuesday October 20 - Sunday October 25 

085a-No significant events occurred. 

085b-Site surveys continued. Dumpster and vendor surveys were ongoing. 

Wednesday October 21 - Wednesday October 28 

085c-Pacific Northwest National Laboratory placed 10 flying-insect traps off Site. The 
insects trapped were found to be not contaminated. 

Monday October 26 e 086-A flying-insect trap just outside the glovebag over the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit 
was found to contain 100,000 dmin of bedgamma-contaminated fruit flies. 

087-A flying-insect trap on the north side of the MO-966 Mobile Office near B Plant 
was found to contain 500,000 dmin of betdgamma contamination. 

088-A plastic bag containing food garbage in a dumpster just outside the 
2101-M Building (south of B Plant) was found to contain 30,000 dmin. The 
dumpster was sealed in plastic and taken out of service. 

O88a-The 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit was inspected at the request of WDOH, and some 
leaks in the seal were identified and corrected. 

089-Fogging was resumed at the RBA and continued through October 3 1 

090-RL briefed the City of Richland. 

Tuesday October 27 

091-Site pest-control specialists sprayed the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit and its glovebag 
cover with pyrethrin (PT-565). 
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Wednesdav October 28 

092-Site pest control specialists sprayed the area around the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit 
with PRO Control Plus (a pyrethroid insecticide) and placed new insect traps inside the 
pit to determine if the pests had been controlled. 

Friday October 30 

093-One contaminated fruit fly (60,000 dmin) was found in a flying insect trap near a 
U.S. Ecology dumpster, which is located southwest of the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit. 
The fruit fly contained the same contamination mix as did the previously found 
contaminated fruit flies. This turned out to be the last contaminated fruit fly captured 
during the incident. Review of wind patterns show that, for 2 days, wind speeds in 
excess of 13 km (8 mi/h) blew from the direction of the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit. 

094-To secure refuse disposal capability in addition to that of the City landfill, DYN and 
BDI Transfer prepared a memorandum of agreement for nonhazardous, nonradioactive 
refuse disposal services. The memorandum of agreement includes the requirements that 
the Site must meet (no radioactive materials, monthly surveys of dumpsters, random load 
inspections, etc.) to comply with the agreement. The end date of this memorandum of 
agreement is September 30, 1999. 

094-The memorandum of agreement includes a graded survey approach in which the Site 
will inspect and spot survey all Site refuse for a 30-day baseline period. Factors to be 
considered in taking this graded approach include the following: 

- Availability of engineering andor administrative controls 
- Proximity to sources of contamination 
- Nature of the process generating the refuse 
- History of past contamination 
- Frequency of activities involving the use of radioactive materials 
- Availability of biological vectors or other means of contamination spread 
- Detection capability for the type of radiation expected to be emitted. 

@ 

Monday November 2 - Mondav November 9 

N1-Fogging resumed at the former RBA and continued until November 9. 

Mondav November 2 

N2-In the Canister Storage Building area, a contamination count of 7,500 dmin direct 
was found on a trash can. 
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Friday November 6 

N3-A dead fruit fly, with a contamination count of 250,000 dmin., was found in the 
a 

office of the 22471B Ironworker’s Shop. 

Monday November 9 

N4-Fogging was terminated at the former RBA. 

Tuesdav November 10 

NS-The memorandum of agreement between DYN and BDI Transfer was signed. The 
nonexclusive agreement for the disposal of nonhazardous, nonradioactive refuse 
generated at the Hanford Site requires that refuse be sorted and surveyed before removal 
from the Site. (See Section 5.4.2.1 for details of this agreement.) 

Thursday November 12 

N6-A temporary survey station was established in the 4843 Storage Building in the 
400 Area. All Hanford Site refuse will be surveyed in the 4843 Storage Building before 
going off Site. This will continue until a permanent solution is implemented. 

N7-The first load of refuse was surveyed in the 4843 Storage Building. 

Monday November 16 

N8-A contamination count of 100,000 dmin (apparently pieces of a h i t  fly) was found 
on a bag of refuse at the 4843 Storage Building survey area (refuse monitoring station). 

- N9-The first shipment of Hanford Site refuse was released to BDI Transfer. 

Tuesday November 17 

N10-Six flying-insect traps were placed at the 4843 Storage Building and remained active 
through the period covered by this report (December 3 1). 

Friday December 4 

Dl-A11 flying-insect traps were removed andor closed down by December 4 except the 
six in the 4843 Storage Building. 

Thursdav December 3 1 

D2-Between November 16 and December 31, no further contamination was reported at 
the 4843 temporary survey station. 

D3-December 31 was determined to be the cutoff date for this report. 
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4.0 SYNOPSIS OF CAUSAL ANALYSIS 

A causal analysis was performed by the FDH Radiation Protection organization and PHMC 
contractor personnel to determine the root, direct, and contributing causes for the 200 East Area 
contamination event and determine judgments of need to prevent the conditions leading to each 
cause. (The complete causal analysis with further explanation is included as Appendix D.) The 
root cause is the cause that, if corrected, would prevent recurrence of this event condition and 
similar conditions. A contributing cause is one that facilitated or promoted an occurrence but, by 
itself, would not have caused the occurrence. Correction of any contributing cause would not 
necessarily prevent recurrence of the event. 

The event was the spread of radioactive contamination outside the radiologically controlled area 
in the 200 East Area, which resulted in identification of minimal offsite contamination. The 
direct cause of the event was the spread of contamination from the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit by 
flying insects to controlled and uncontrolled areas in or near the 200 East Area. The root cause 
was inadequate processes to prevent biological vectors (fruit flies) from spreading contamination 
outside radiologically controlled areas (contamination areas). Several contributing causes were 
involved, including the application of a glyceridmonosaccharide (simple sugar)-based 
contamination fixative and the Site processes and surveillance. 

4.1 DISCUSSION 

On the Hanford Site, radioactive material present in the facilities, tanks, process equipment, 
underground waste sites, and contaminated surfaces is contained in posted radiological areas. 
These posted radiological areas are located within areas of the Hanford Site that are further 
controlled for radiological purposes. It is the PHMC policy that all personnel, equipment, and 
material leaving any posted radiological area containing contamination or any airborne 
radioactivity area is surveyed for radiological contamination, to the limits that allow uncontrolled 
release to anywhere on or off the Hanford Site. Barriers, work processes, and surveillance, both 
routine and event generated, implement the PHMC policy that there will be no contamination 
spread outside of posted radiological areas. 

On September 28, 1998, surface contamination was identified in and outside of an office/change 
trailer (the MO-967 Mobile Office) in the area immediately south of the B PlantiWESF facility. 
The finding of contamination outside a posted radiological area initiated vigorous investigations, 
surveys, and mitigation actions. In the next days and weeks, contamination was identified 
primarily in the area south of B PlantiWESF, but also in some locations outside the controlled 
areas of the Site. In addition, minimal amounts of contamination were identified off Site in the 
City landfill and on socks in the home of a Site ironworker. 

On October 8 ,9  days after it began, the investigation identified the primary source of the 
radioactive material to be the high contamination on the inside surfaces of the 241-ER-152 
Diversion Pit in the underground waste transfer system. The pit is located several hundred 
meters south of the B PlantlWESF facility. Work had been performed in an open-top enclosure 
surrounding the pit in the middle of September. Fixatives had been applied to the contaminated 0 
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surfaces of the pit to help keep contamination from becoming airborne when work disturbed the 
surfaces. This particular fixative is a purchased product and consists of a monosaccharide 
(simple sugar) and glycerin in a water solution. This material has been used for 2 years at the 
Hanford Site without this problem being identified; however, during this application the material 
attracted or, at least, provided a food source for fruit flies. There are indications that the fixative 
may have fermented during storage and handling before it was applied and may have become 
more of a biological attractant. No indication has been found that the manufacturer or anyone 
using this fixative at the Hanford Site performed a formal study of the potential of the material to 
attract or support biota. 

Flying insects were able to breed in the contaminated diversion pit; then they transferred 
contamination out of the posted radiological area surrounding the pit to the surfaces of the 
structures and materials in the surrounding areas within flying range. The flying range could be 
extended, depending on prevailing winds. Attracted to moisture or organic food substances in 
kitchen and eating areas or on windowsills, and to garbage in the dumpsters, the flying insects 
spread contamination directly to controlled and uncontrolled areas of the Site. As a 
contamination-spread vector, fruit flies had not been previously identified within the DOE 
complex. 

Once contamination had spread undetected outside the posted radiological areas, Site movement 
of materials (examples: refuse and garbage delivery to the landfill, transport of work and 
personal objects) spread contamination to uncontrolled areas of the site and offsite. The 
mechanisms of contamination spread are discussed further in Appendix B, Section B2.5, and 
Appendix D, Section D3.3. 

The process of delivering Site refuse to an offsite landfill and the radiological control 
surveillance of this process was examined. 

The process of protecting contaminated Site facilities from biological intrusion and the 
radiological surveillance of contamination spreads caused by biological transport vectors was 
examined. 

a 

4.2 ROOT CAUSE 

Inadequate processes to prevent contamination via biological vectors (fruit flies) from spreading 
contamination outside of radiological areas (contamination areas). Judgment of Need 
Strengthen the implementation of existing administrative and engineering radiological controls, 
and establish new programs and processes to identify all potential vectors (including biological) 
and prevent the spread of contamination. 
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DIRECT CAUSE 

Flying insects (fruit flies) spread contamination from the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit to controlled 
and uncontrolled areas in or near the 200 East Area. Judgment of Need: Prevent accessibility of 
flying insects to contaminated work locations (i.e., open containment) and prevent attractant 
conditions (i.e., fermentation, moisture, nutrients). 

4.3 CONTRIBUTING CAUSES 

The contamination fixative solution used on the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit is suspected of 
attracting fruit flies. The fixative, in the conditions in which it is used in the field, has not 
been evaluated to see if it is an animal attractant. No analyses of the fixative solution are 
available in all the environmental conditions of its use on the Hanford Site. Without 
analyses, no procedures have been developed for its use and storage under field 
conditions. Judgment of Need: The use of monosaccharide-based fixatives was 
discontinued in October until it can be demonstrated that in anticipated use and storage, 
they are not an animal attractant. 

No procedure exists to interdict refuse service when contamination is detected in the 
refuse or in refuse-handling containers. The group that manages Transportation 
Operations was not promptly notified so that they could determine if the contents of other 
Site dumpsters might be contaminated. Judgment of Need: A system should be 
established to notify Transportation Operations of any suspect contamination that 
inadvertently may have been picked up. A method should be established for controlling 
or determining the contamination level of refuse in dumpsters before the refuse is moved 
off Site. 

No policy is in place establishing routine surveys of areas with past known contamination 
spreads caused by biological transport vectors. The early August 1998 communication 
from the B P l a n W S F  radiological control organization to the Site services organization 
was informal and initiated the daily surveys of the MO-967 Mobile Office. Judgment of 
Need: A policy should be established requiring routine surveys of areas with past known 
contamination spreads caused by biological transport vectors. 

- The current policy of protecting contaminated facilities from biological intrusion does not 
provide for a proactive review of potential intrusion points with preventive and corrective 
actions. Judgment of Need Routine surveillance of contaminated facilities and systems 
with the potential for biological intrusion should be incorporated into facility operations 
and maintenance. 

The PHMC team has not adequately integrated Sitewide biological control since the 
change from a Sitewide management and operations-type contract. Judgment of Need: 
Biological control should be better integrated among contractors. The roles and 
responsibilities of biological control at the Hanford Site need to be clarified. 
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No policy is in place to prevent animal encroachment at refuse collection points. 
Animals in search of food are attracted to dumpsters, gaining access through openings. 
Judgment of Need: Establish requirements to keep dumpsters closed when not in use and 
to install access guards or screens on the bottom drainage openings. 

No policy is in place to minimize the presence of food substances near known 
contamination areas. Judgment of Need: Evaluate the need for requirements to control 
food substances, including refuse, entering areas near known sites with contamination 
spread potential. 

a 
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5.0 ASSESSMENT OF EVENT 

This chapter describes the issues that arose during the event and the response to the event and 
provides judgments of need to ensure a prompt, even more effective response to any future 
event. The chapter also outlines a new process for improving disposal of Hanford Site refuse. 

The Hanford Site (RL. and PHMC team) programs and policies were evaluated to determine their 
effectiveness during this incident. Given that the incident-refuse (i.e., solid waste) being 
contaminated by a biological vector (fruit flies)-was never before identified within the 
nationwide DOE complex, the conclusions were positive. The programs and policies were found 
to have the following effects. 

They promoted vigilance and allowed the team to quickly identify the new vector. 

They effectively protected the health and safety of the Site workers, the public, and the 
environment. 

They promoted prompt and diligent communications with employees, the public, and the 
media. 

They were in place to allow the team to promptly contain the contamination, control its 
spread, and allow the team to identify its source. 

They allowed the team to promptly mobilize and integrate to work with the City of 
Richland, the State, the EPA, and RL. to mitigate this incident. 

They were in place to allow an NOC to be written, reviewed, and approved within 
48 hours; WDOH strongly supported this effort. 

They prevented an impact on the surrounding community and allowed for monitoring for 
offsite effects to show that the incident did not affect the community. In this event, 
flying-insect traps were set up outside the Site boundaries to verify that no fruit flies 
carried contamination off Site. 

Programs and policies should be addressed to achieve the following: 

Increase monitoring of refuse for potential breakdowns in primary radiological, 
dangerous, and hazardous material control programs 

Specifically protect against new vectors 

Properly and effectively notify the ONC and others as appropriate 

Provide a closer working relationship between radiological control and biological vector 
control planning. 
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5.1 WORKER AND PUBLIC SAFETY 

The primary focus for the RL and PHMC management team during this contamination event was 
to ensure the health and safety of the public and the Hanford Site employees and to protect the 
environment. Because the primary hazard of this event was the uncontrolled spread of 
radioactive contamination, the analysis of the response described in Section 5.2 considers the 
major actions of the PHMC Radiological Control Program during this event. This section 
considers the actions of the PHMC management team in controlling the spread of contamination 
outside the normal Radiological Control Program boundaries and mitigating any worker- or 
public-safety issues related to the event. . 
Employees on the Hanford Site who were not directly identified by the PHMC Radiological 
Control organization as affected by the contamination spread wanted to assure themselves and 
their families that the controls the PHMC team had in place were actually preventing them from 
being contaminated and unknowingly bringing contamination into their homes. The PHMC 
Radiological Control organization announced in all-employee communications that all 
employees desiring to have themselves, their vehicles, or their personal effects surveyed could 
request this from their management. Several employees requested and received surveys. No 
contamination was found on these individuals or on their belongings. RCT coverage for these 
surveys was provided, automatic personnel survey equipment (PCM-IB) was moved to areas 
conveniently available to these employees, and a list of survey locations on Site was published. 

Efficient Actions. 

Workers who received whole-body counts were met at the whole-body counter by 
health physics professionals who discussed the bioassay results with the workers. 

RCT staff provided personnel contamination surveys and surveys of personal vehicles 
and belongings of any Site employee requesting surveys. 

B Plant management met routinely with BWHC and FDNW employees in the B Plant 
area to keep them informed and address potential concerns. The PHMC worker 
health advocate, FDH Internal Dosimetry, and the Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory exposure evaluator met with the craft workers to discuss the bioassay 
process and answer questions. When worker bioassay results became available, the 
workers were notified of the bioassay results directly or through their management. 
At that time the workers were given a telephone number to call if they had questions, 
concerns, or complaints. 

e 

e 
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5.1.1 Safety of Workers and Public at the City of Richland Landfill 

Issue: Contamination in the City landfill is a hazard to landfill workers and members of 
the public who deliver their refuse to the landfill. 
Discussion: The hazard of radioactive 
contamination in apublic landfill comes not only 
fiom the radioactive material itself; but also from 
the actions needed in the landfill to control any 
found or suspected contamination. Physical 
(e.g., sharps [needles, broken glass, splintered 
wood]), chemical (e.g.. residential containers with 
residue pesticides, cleaners, solvents) and 
biological (e.g., hospital refuse, molds, fungi, 
bacteria) hazards are always present in a 
municipal landfill. The close contact with these 
items that hand surveying reficse for radioactive 
material requires exposes workers to more 
potential hazards than low levels of radioactive 
contamination. 

Judment of Need: Routine monitoring of 
landfill shipments from the Hanjord Site 
should be conducted in the most effective 
and remote method to separate workers 
from routine shipments of reficse. In 
addition, workers in the landfill and the 
public should be separatedfrom any 
inadvertent contamination that might reach 
the landfill. 

5.2 RADIOLOGICAL CONTROL PRACTICES 

This event was discovered through the operation of the daily routine radiological surveillance 
program, which is a fundamental radiological control practice. 

5.2.1 Recovery Actions 

Progressive actions were implemented to identify the extent of the contamination, the transport 
vectors, and potential sources. However, because of the nonroutine early pick-up of the 
dumpster refuse, identifying contamination in the refuse stream did not preclude the transfer of 
radioactive contamination to the City landfill. 

Efficient Actions. 

Field data during the event were handled well. Field radiological operations response 
to this event generated significant quantities of field radiological data. 

Management and control of the onsite (Hanford) response and the organization and 
operations in the Situation Room were effective. The focus was on the health and 
safety of the workers and the public and proper management of, and response to, the 
incident. 

The RCT, labor supervision, and City landfill supervisor worked together well to 
locate the contaminated refuse at the City landfill. 

~~ 
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Good Hanford Site teaming took place among the major contractors: the teams 
received exceptional cooperation from BHI in supplying containers and trucks for 
moving the contaminated refuse from the City landfill back to the Hanford Site; 
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory Site Surveillance set up and monitored 
flying-insect traps off Site. 

RL and the PHMC contractors and subcontractors worked together to resolve all the 
issues and mitigate the consequences of the offsite contamination event. This 
included Waste Management Federal Services of Hanford, Inc. (WMH), LMHC, 
DYN, WMNW, and FDH. 

The incident brought together onsite and offsite entities and provided experience in 
working as a team. However, in the interest of teamwork and accomplishment, 
improved protocol bridges need to be established. 

The Hanford Site contractors employed an appropriate mix of personnel on the 
response team. The team included members with field and technical expertise in 
diverse radiological operations. 

The Spent Nuclear Fuels Counting Facility (laboratory) in the 100 Areas was used 
extensively and provided great support in rapidly turning around samples, as did 
Pacific Northwest National Laboratory's 325 Radiochemical Processing Laboratory. 

The 2224 Analytical Services of Waste Management Laboratories analyses provided 
the final "fingerprint" data to isolate a previously unknown source. 
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5.2.2 Sample Management 

Issue: ‘Creation of current and concise radiological source term technical data packages 
facilitates timely correlation of sample unknowns to candidate sources. This supports 
accurate and timely mitigation response. 
Discussion: Sample management is essential in 
timely and accurate evaluation and identification 
whether single or multiple sources were involved. 
Availability of current and concise radiological 
source-term data is important in event diagnosis 
and mitigation response planning. It is important 
to coordinate radiological sample management 
(determining which samples are to be analyzed, 
the priority of sample analysis, and where samples 
are sent for analysis). 

Judpment of Need: PHMC procedures 
addressing contamination spreads across 
facility or subcontractor boundaries should 
identify the person in charge to coordinate 
and prioritize event radiological-sample 
analysis and should use the available 
laboratory resources. The procedures 
should direct the person in charge to 
determine the source terms of the affected 
facilities through communication with the 
facility radiological organization. In the 
development of the procedures, the Site 
laboratories should determine the standard 
sample geometries, sample identzjkations, 
and data report formats that are available 
or that need resources for development. 

5.3 BIOLOGICAL VECTOR CONTROL 

Detection of biological vectors involved in transport of radioactive contamination has included 
surveillance and monitoring of vegetation (e.g., tumbleweeds), insects (e.g., termites, ants), 
amphibians (e.g., toads), reptiles (e.g., lizards, snakes), birds (e.g., pigeons, swallows), and 
mammals (e.g., bats, rabbits, mice). For example, in calendar year 1997,74 incidents of 
contaminated biota occurred, involving four vegetation species (cheat grass, tumbleweed, 
rabbitbrush, and big sagebrush) and eight animal species (darkling beetle, sagebrush lizard, 
house mouse, deer mouse, Great Basin pocket mouse, Nuttall’s cottontail, and coyote) near 
operation facilities (Perkins et al. 1998). 

Before the current incident, 70 biota species (45 animal and 30 vegetation) had been identified in 
the Hanford Site’s 200 Areas environs as being involved in uptake or transport of radioactivity 
(Johnson et al. 1994). Some flying insects, such as bees and wasps, previously had been found 
to be contaminated but were quickly eradicated in those few instances. Smaller flying insects 
such as fruit flies and gnats often had been the targets of Hanford Site pest control operations 
(i.e., insecticide spraying and fogging to protect employee safety and health), but had not before 
been observed to be contaminated with radioactivity. Based on these past observations, these 
flying insects were not routinely monitored to detect radioactivity. 
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5.3.1 Environmental Surveillance and Monitoring of Biological Species 

Issue: Routine and special environmental surveillance and monitoring of biological 
species potentially coming in contact with radioactive materials identifies where 
administrative or physical barriers are necessary to protect employees, the public, 
and the environment. 
Discussion: Routine and special 
environmental surveillance and monitoring 
at the Hanford Site historically have 
targeted biological species at waste sites 
where the potential exists for 
contamination spread. Previous 
environmental monitoring near the 
241-ER-152 Diversion Pit had identiJied 
contaminated vegetation, terrestrial 
insects, and rodents, but not frying insects. 

Judpment ofNeed: Small frying insects 
should be added to the list of biotic species 
routinely monitored for radioactive 
contamination. Flying-insect traps should 
be seasonally located at contaminated 
facilities or transfer stations that have the 
potential to attract these insects. Sanitary 
practices should be evaluated to eliminate 
f u i t  fly attraction (e.g., determine safe 
distances between contamination sources 
and food sources, rejke containment, et.).  

Because biota-related spread of radioactive contamination has a history of recurrence in the 
approximately 2.5 hectare (6.2-acre) area southwest of B Plant in the 200 East Area, this area 
typically has been the focus of intense pest control and monitoring and surveillance. Activities 
and facilities in the area are under the direction of four different contractors (BWHC, 
LMHC/TWRS, DYN, and WMH), requiring additional integration and communication to keep 
biota from encroaching on neighboring facilities when control is initiated at a particular site. 

Pest-control operations to control biota-caused transport of contamination were under way at 
several facilities in this area before the discovery of contaminated fruit flies. Contaminated deer 
mice have been found at the K-3 Filter Pit Encapsulation Facility (225-BB) near B Plant. 
Contaminated deer mice and ant hills were found between the 241-ER-151 Diversion Pit and the 
216-B-64 Basin for more than a month before the September 28 contamination incident. 
Integrated (LMHC/TWRS, DYN, WMNW) surveillance, posting, and control efforts were 
extensive in this area. 

Identification and control measures for this incident included placing flying-insect traps on and 
near the Hanford Site and applying chemical insecticides (i.e., spraying and fogging). Structures 
and areas treated included refuse-handling facilities (e.g., refuse cans, dumpsters, garbage trucks, 
buildings), suspected contamination sources (e.g., the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit), and the 
primary affected area (i.e., the M A ) .  

~~ 
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In support of controlling the fruit fly problem, the FDH Office of Biological Control conducted 
the following types of insecticide applications: 

General and spot spray applications with wettable powder (Dursban 50W) and flowable 
microencapsulated (OPTEMTM) insecticides 

Fogging with an emulsifable concentrate (malathion 57EC) insecticide. When fogging, 
the concentrated insecticide is metered to the discharge head, where it is sheared by a 
vortex air-blast blower (controlled air turbulence) into optimum size droplets by the 
nozzle apparatus and dispersed into the atmosphere. After dispersal, the droplets stay 
suspended in the air and drift with prevailing winds to insect-infested areas 

Space spray with aerosol pyrethrin (PT-565) and total-release pyrethrin with pyrethroid 
(Pro-Control Plus) insecticides. 

5.3.2 Flying-Insect Trap Monitoring 

Ninety-five flying-insect traps were placed at strategic locations on and off Site to monitor 
possible insect contamination. This total included 4 traps placed at the City landfill by WMNW, 
10 placed at Hanford Site locations outside the 200 Areas and off Site by the Pacific Northwest 
National Laboratory, and 3 placed near the US.  Ecology site near the 200 East Area by WDOH. 
Six traps were placed at the refuse transfer station in the 4843 Storage Building in the 400 Area. 
Trap locations and durations in operation are described in Appendix E and the locations are 
shown on the maps in Exhibits B, C, and D. Trapping was initiated on September 30 in the 
241-ER-152 Diversion Pit and the MO-967 Mobile Office. As of December 4, all traps had been 
closed except six at the 4843 Storage Building refuse transfer site in the 400 Area. 

0 

No contaminated flies were captured at the remote locations (e.g., City landfill, Pacific 
Northwest National Laboratory's offsite locations, Vernita Bridge, along the Columbia River). 
One contaminated fruit fly was captured at U.S. Ecology, a leased site located approximately at 
the geographic center of the Hanford Site, about 2 kilometers (1.2 miles) south-southwest of the 
241-ER-152 Diversion Pit; all others were captured within the RBA south of B Plant. Traps 
were monitored every day for the first 2 weeks, then every other day, but no contaminated fly 
has been captured since the October 30 capture at U.S. Ecology. A review of the wind patterns 
that occurred before the contaminated fly was captured at U.S. Ecology showed winds out of the 
north-northeast for durations of up to 8 hours and speeds from 10 to 24 kilometers per hour (6 to 
15 miles per hour). The wind's north-northeast direction, duration, and speeds are consistent 
with expectations that the fly originated from the RBA south of B Plant. 

5.3.3 Chemical Insecticide Control 

Both spot- and general-area treatments were used to control the fruit flies. Spot treatment 
locations included the City landfill, storage and maintenance facilities, garbage trucks, refuse 

OPTEM is a trademark of Whitmire Research Laboratories, Inc. @ TM 
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cans, dumpsters, and the 216-W-3-AE Burial Ground Trench 13. The products for spot 
treatments included Dursban 50W, PT 565, OPTEM, PRO-Control Plus, and ULD BP-300’”. 
Product selection was based on target-facility conditions, customer concerns about compatibility 
with facility surfaces, and label instructions. 

The 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit was initially surrounded by a tent structure open at the top to 
accommodate crane operations. This pit was later sealed, leaving access only through a 
gloveport. The enclosure received a general-area treatment with PT 565, first on October 27 and 
again on November 4, with PRO-Control Plus. Trapping inside the pit indicated that the first 
treatment was not completely effective; however, no flies were captured following the second 
treatment. Spot treatments were initiated October 3 and terminated November 5. 

The City landfill received precautionary spot treatments of Dursban 50W during the excavation 
and retrieval of Hanford Site refuse. Treatments occurred from October 8 to 12. 

The product used for area treatments (i.e., fogging) was malathion 57EC, dispersed via a truck- 
mounted fogger in accordance with label instructions. The M A  was fogged on October 10 to 12 
(excessive wind speeds precluded spraying on the 13” and 14”), 15 to 19, and 25 to 3 1 and 
November 2 to 9. Low temperatures and/or high winds limited insect activity and chemical 
treatment. Malathion is a common insecticide for flying insects (e.g., mosquitoes). Area 
fogging began on October 10 following an emergency purchase of a truck-mounted fogger, was 
conducted as needed at the RBA, and was terminated November 5. 

5.4 SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL PRACTICES e 
5.4.1 Landfill Practices 

This event was unusual in that radiological contamination was spread off Site through refuse 
collection and disposal. The only “readiness response” to this type of situation is to dispatch 
RCTs to the landfill to try to detect contamination. This was done immediately after the 
potential for contamination was identified. However, the initial visit to the City landfill on 
September 30 by an RCT was not properly coordinated. No formal criteria were in place to 
suspend shipping all types of refuse when contamination is found or suspected. 

As concerns escalated and a decision was made to excavate recently deposited refuse at the 
landfill, plans were prepared for a radiation work permit, job safety analysis, and work package. 
Required personnel and equipment resources were identified and obtained. This effort was 
initially coordinated through the team members at the Situation Room. Communication 
problems surfaced between the City of Richland and the PHMC, thus driving the need for the 
Hanford Site to station a project manager at the landfill. 

TM ULD is a trademark of Micro-Gen Equipment Corporation. 
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5.4.2 New Refuse Disposal Process 

5.4.2.1 Agreement With BDI Transfer. The agreement with BDI Transfer of Pasco, 
Washington, which is retroactive to October 30, was put in place to obtain additional refuse 
disposal capabilities. The new agreement with BDI Transfer requires that refuse be sorted and 
surveyed before removal from the Site. This is a nonexclusive contract for the disposal of 
nonhazardous, nonradioactive refuse generated by the Hanford Site 

Except as otherwise provided, the refuse contractor shall supply adequate and competent labor, 
supervision, equipment, transportation, transfer station facilities, licenses and permits, record 
keeping, and other actions necessary to provide for delivery of empty drop boxes, transportation 
of loaded drop boxes, and final disposal of the nonradioactive, nonhazardous, nondangerous 
refuse. 

RL requires the Hanford Site contractors to prevent radioactive and other nonconforming refuse 
from being released off Site. Accordingly, RL and the PHMC management team have 
implemented an enhanced business practice to screen the refuse intended to be released to a 
refuse contractor for disposal. Comprehensive management systems implementing 
administrative controls are now in place at the Site. In addition to the administrative controls, 
sophisticated engineering controls are in place to manage and monitor radioactive waste, 
(e.g., negative pressure enclosures, ventilation systems, remote handling, encapsulation). These 
supplemental protective measures include surveys of refuse containers (i.e., dumpsters) and 
accumulated refuse to detect radioactive contamination and other nonconforming refuse. 

When shipments of Hanford Site refuse to the City landfill were halted, a temporary survey 
station was set up in the 4843 Storage Building in the 400 Area. Beginning November 12, 
Hanford Site refuse has been hauled to the 4843 Storage Building, where it is dumped, sorted, 
and surveyed before BDI Transfer hauls it away. This activity will continue until a permanent 
solution is implemented. 

5.4.2.2 Transfer Station 

I Issue: Solid refuse can be radiologically contaminated at the Hanford Site and transported 
offsite to a municipal landfill for final disposal. 
Discussion: The basic radiological control 
program is designed and implemented to ensure 
that radioactive material is managed to prevent 
loss of control resulting in the compromise of 
public, employee, and environmental safely. 
Biological transport vectors have radiologically 
compromised the solid reficse identified for offsite 
disposal. A graded-approach radiological 
verification survey program should be 
permanently implemented as a final verification 
before shipment offsite. 

Judament of Need Ensure the continued 
operation of an onsite solid refuse transfer 
station. Radiological surveys should 
continue to be conducted using a graded 
approach to verih the absence of 
contamination and should continue to be 
based on the potential source term and 
history of radioactive material from the 
generator. 

~~ 
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5.4.2.3 Graded Approach to Preventing Future Releases. A graded approach has been 
implemented in case the primary barriers fail and a potential release of radioactive contamination 
occurs. Factors considered in this graded approach include the following: 

Availability of engineering andor administrative controls 
Proximity to sources of contamination 
The nature of the process generating the refuse 
History of past contamination 
Frequency of activities involving the use of radioactive materials 
Presence of biological vectors or other means to spread contamination 
Detection capability for the type of radioactivity expected to be emitted. 

Using these factors, Site facilities or processes were grouped into four categories. Activities 
within each category will use protective measures commensurate with the probability of 
radioactive contamination spreading to refuse.' 

Category 1 : No radioactive material use. 

Category 2: No ongoing use of radioactive materials. Types of contamination are readily 
detectable. No alpha radiation. 

Category 3: Routine handling or processing of radioactive materials or Radiological Control 
Areas present in the vicinity. Barriers are in place to control radiological 
materials, and types of contamination are easily detectable. 

Category 4: Same as Category 3, except alpha radiation is present with little or no beta or 
gamma. 

5.4.2.4 Waste ReductionMinimization 

Waste reductiodminimization and pollution prevention has been a continuing goal of the 
Hanford Site for many years. These activities are promoted throughout RL and PHMC 
programs and facilities. The purpose of this goal is to reduce the amount of solid refuse 
generated so as to reduce costs by minimizing the quantity of material that must be handled, 
surveyed, and disposed of and to promote and support environmental/ecological needs. The 
Waste Minimization and Recycling Program is functioning and continues to reduce Hanford Site 
refuse quantities. 

However, even though Site refuse quantities are decreasing, the increased visual surveillance of 
the refuse stream resulting from this incident has revealed some program weaknesses. It appears 
that excess, usable material from the lay-down yards that should be sent to the recycling facility 
is, instead, being sent to the offsite landfill. The system that precludes inappropriate items (e.g., 
hazardous and dangerous waste, recyclable items) from being transported to landfills from the 

e 

' It is important to heighten the awareness of all Hanford Site workers to the proper handling and 
disposal of all personal as well as Site-related refuse. 
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Hanford Site should be improved by enhancing Hanford Site workers’ awareness of existing 
programs to recycle or dispose of material. 0 
5.5 MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS 

This section describes the incident response process and highlights those aspects that worked 
well and those that need to be improved. It also describes our communications process with 
employees and the media to ensure that Site workers and the public were well informed 
throughout the incident. 

5.5.1 Incident Response Processes 

5.5.1.1 Incident Management. This event started as a minor contamination incident and 
escalated quickly. Every piece of data gathered expanded the scope of the event. As the extent 
of the contamination spread was discovered with its potential for transport off Site, PHMC 
management quickly recognized the significance of the event. FDH Management also 
recognized the need to keep Site employees and the public up to date on the progress of the 
investigation. 

During the event, RL, its contractors, the regulators, and the City of Richland demonstrated 
excellent teamwork in providing both material and personnel resources to mitigate this situation. 
Offsite stakeholders were invited to attend working sessions and received daily progress 
briefings. 

The Alternate EOC was the location used during this event. Because the event was not an 
“emergency,” the room was referred to as the Situation Room. 

NOTE: This event was not an emergency as defined in the Hanfrd Emergency Response Plan, 
DOE/RL-94-02 (greater than 100 mrem total effective-dose equivalent). Rather, it met criteria 
as an “unusual occurrence” per DOE M 232.1-1A4, Criteria: Group 2.E, “Any occurrence under 
any agreement or compliance area that requires notification of an outside regulatory agency 
within 4 hours or less, or triggers any outside regulatory agency action level.” 

Roles and responsibilities for responders were established early, communication paths were 
identified, and response processes were monitored carefully. A large number of government and 
contractor senior managers demonstrated their commitment to resolving this issue by dedicating 
their own time to this event and by immediately providing resources wherever necessary. 
Management responders to the situation were organized into four separate teams. The teams 
were the Policy Team, the Radiological Coordination Team, the Solid Waste Team, and the 
Operations Team 

0 
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Having an Alternate EOC available for use as a Situation Room is not required. That the 
Hanford Site has an Alternate EOC is a “good practice” and is above and beyond DOE 
emergency management order requirements. However, this incident identified a need for some 
additional level of preparedness for these types of events. 

Efficient Actions. 

Established an effective response management and infrastructure in the Situation 
Room for onsite activities. 

Established and maintained excellent communications with Hanford Site employees 
and the media. 

Brought in both City of Richland officials and WDOH to provide consultation in 
responding to this event. 

Communicated well with other teams. The Situation Room was well staffed, 
contributing to a coordinated effort among the teams. 

Provided access to computer experts, which was highly beneficial to the setup and 
operation of the Situation Room. 

e 

e 
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Discussion: Current emergency procedures, 
organizations, training, and facilities have been 
established to deal with high-impact and time- 
urgent events. However, a more informal process 
called an “event coordination team” is available. 
It is intended to deal with less urgent emergency 
incidents. The event coordination team process 
could be used for events such as this, ifprocedures 
were enhanced to address the flexibility, command, 
location, and organization of the specific working 
task groups. 

5.5.1.2 Incident Management 

Judnment of Need: FDH Emergency 
Preparedness should evaluate the need to 
enhance event-coordination-team 
procedures. These procedures should be 
broadened to include the conduct of 
operations to deal with similar incidents. 
Depending on the issue at hand, 
responsibilities, location, and 
organization structure should be flexible. 

Discussion: Communications with Site employees 
were excellent. Daily messages (as many as three 
in one day) were transmitted during the peak of the 
event. Employee “hotline” numbers were useful in 
helping communicators determine the information 
that was useful and desirable to employees. Action 
tracking also was eflective. 

Judzment of Need: FDH Emergency 
Preparedness should evaluate the 
processes used for this response and 
determine enhancements that can be 
integrated into a formal emergency 
response procedure. Suggested areas 
include communications with employees, 
stafing the EOCs with computer experts, 
and enhancing action tracking and status. 
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5.5.1.3 Project Management 

Issue: City officials perceived that FDH could have improved their response to the 
biological vector incident a t  the landfill in the following areas. 

FDH should assign a project manager with environmental investigations experience 
and knowledge of associated Hanford Site work procedures to manage the field 
activities. 
Use field protocols including use of a field logbook, RSR forms, and other 
documentation to record field activities daily. 

Discussion: The Hanford Site contractors 
employed a response team that includedfield 
managers and radiological control technicians. 
The PHMC team is accustomed to working on the 
Hanford Site; however, in this situation the team 
was working on a site owned by another agency, 
the City of Richland Establishing protocols and 
expectations at the onset will help clarifv the roles, 
responsibilities, and@nctions of each party, 
Areas that need improvement include the 
following. 

Providing project management having 
environmental investigation experience at 
the onset. 

Establishing, with the City, a set of 
protocols for governing this type of offsite 
event. 

Improvingjeld record keeping to capture, 
as apermanent record, actual events at 
the site to ensure traceability. Improving 
communications with landfill management 
including sharing offield notes and 
records. 

Judmnent ofNeed: In the interest of 
teamwork and accomplishment, improved 
orotocol bridges need to be established 
RL and PHMCpersonnel will review the 
orocesses and protocol necessary for 
responding to offsite events like this with 
the intent of identi5ing improvements 
regarding command and control, 
communication, work planning functions, 
2nd record keeping at the location of the 
?vent (particularly offsite). 
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5.5.1.4 Notifications 

I Issue: Definition of notification expectations and interface responsibilities between 
discovery of a radiological event and formal classification of radiological events minimizes 
the time for effective intervention for control of offsite delivery of nonradioactive solid 
waste (refuse). 
Discussion: Overall, notification requirements 
were satisfied during the initiation of this event 
and as the event escalated in severity. On three 
occasions personnel not familiar with notijkation 
requirements caused minor delays in occurrence 
reporting requirements that have been established 
by DOE and RL. This occurred during initial 
discovery of contamination outside a 
radiologically controlled area, discovery of the 
radiological contamination off Site that was 
believed to be caused by the operation of a DOE 
facility, and the immediate reporting of an event or 
condition to another federal agency. In each of 
these cases, these errors were promptly identified 
and recti9ed. 

Judpment of Need: FDH should develop an 
ongoing process to identifi specific 
managers and employees who will be 
required to recognize, categorize, and 
report occurrences as described in HNF- 
PRO-060. These individuals are required 
to attend an Introduction to Occurrence 
Reporting class. Those individuals who 
are to be assigned to develop occurrence 
reports are required to attend the 
Occurrence Report Writing class. 

5.5.1.5 Reporting Systems. The Hanford Site has several systems used to recognize, respond to, 
and report adverse conditions. 

The occurrence reporting process (DOE 0 232.1A) is used to identify, report, analyze, 
and track adverse conditions or events in the DOE complex. The occurrence reporting 
process provides common reporting thresholds across the entire DOE complex. It 
requires the use of written reports prepared on a computer system. It establishes 
requirements for discovery, notification, investigation, causal analysis, and tracking of 
corrective actions. Three levels of occurrence have been identified: off-normal 
occurrence, unusual occurrence, and emergency. The off-normal occurrence and the 
unusual occurrence have established reporting thresholds. Emergency criteria are defined 
by each site’s emergency plan. 

The “not classified notification” process is a working agreement regarding nonemergency 
events, stating that RL and the PHMC team will notify Washington State, Oregon State, 
the EPA, area tribes, and local emergency planning jurisdictions. After the May 1997 
Plutonium Reclamation Facility event, RL and the PHMC team recognized the need to 
communicate nonemergency events to offsite jurisdictions in a timely manner. A process 
was developed called “not classified notifications.” This process was based on 
occurrence reporting criteria, but with an increased sensitivity to providing timely 
notification. Explicit criteria were established, agreed to, and implemented to 
disseminate not classified notifications in a timely manner. 
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5.5.2 Employee Communications 

The FDH employee communications activities were based on the principles of risk 
communication. Among these is the understanding that public outcry results when people think 
that information is being withheld or the information is presented so technically that it is 
inaccessible. RL and FDH Communications believed that the only way to maintain trust was to 
communicate openly, specifically, and in lay terms about the contamination spreads. At a 
meeting on October 4, RL and the FDH Communications personnel agreed that timely and clear 
information was more important than highly technical information. The deputy manager of RL 
approved an abbreviated review process that was agreed to on October 6. This process allowed 
FDH Communications personnel to release messages on only the signature authority of (1) the 
Vice President of FDH Environment, Safety, Health and Quality, who was the Policy Team lead, 
and (2) FDH Legal Services. 

Eleven all-employee messages were issued between October 5 and 15, three on October 7; 
another all-employee message was issued on October 29. All messages were distributed via the 
electronic mail system and included a request that they be printed and posted in all work 
locations to ensure the widest possible dissemination. Between midnight and 6 p.m. on 
October 7, one of these all-employee messages was broadcast continuously on the Hanford Site 
radio station (AM 530). The all-employee messages are included in Appendix F. 

A web site was established by October 9. The web site contains maps, information on fruit fly 
biology and habits, general information on radiation, locations where employees could obtain 
personal and vehicle surveys, and the text of the all-employee messages. The web site address is 
http://www.hanford.gov/ safety/conspread/index.html. Fruit fly biology and habits are covered 
in Appendix J. 

Stories were written for the Hunford REACH newspaper, appearing as the headline stories on 
October 19 and 26, with follow-up stories on November 9 and 16 and a summary article on 
January 4. The Hunford REACH articles are included in Appendix G. 

Efficient Actions. 

e 

Communication was open, frequent, and thorough. This benefited the Site by 
limiting rumors and fears, demonstrating proficiency and competency of 
management, and showing openness and trustworthiness. Proactive communication 
with workers appears to have had a positive effect. Routine bulletins kept workers 
informed of the status of the event. The streamlined review process for all-employee 
messages and Hunford REACH news stories was essential to providingtimely 
information. Accessibility of key reviewers also was essential and worked well. 
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5.5.3 Media Relations 

FDH Communications conducted and facilitated extensive media briefings and personal and 
telephone interviews with regional and national media. The guiding premises were based on risk 
communication, including the belief that openness builds trust and quells rumors and 
exaggerated speculation. Work at the Site can proceed effectively only if RL and the PHMC 
team maintain public trust. 

The local newspaper, the Tri-City Herald, received anonymous tips about the contamination 
incident. In all known cases, the newspaper called FDH Communications to ask for comment 
These calls allowed the team to ensure that accurate information was printed. 

Senior PHMC management delivered timely and factual information to the public through media 
briefings, an Internet web site, and broadcasts on the Hanford radio station. These briefings gave 
the public the information they needed to understand the event and its associated hazards. 

FDH Communications organized two large media briefings, one on October 5 and one on 
October 7, with staff from FDH, DYN, and the City of Richland as the principal spokespersons. 
FDH Communications also facilitated at least 28 other interviews, some face to face and some by 
telephone. The RL Office of External Affairs provided assistance and guidance in many of these 
interviews. The following media were included: 

Associated Press, Yakima 
Defense Cleanup Magazine 
Harper’s Magazine, New York City 
KDKA Radio, Pittsburgh 
KEPR-TV, Tri-Cities 
KIRO-TV, Seattle 
KNDU-TV, Tri-Cities 
KOMO Radio, Seattle 
KONA Radio, Tri-Cities 
KVEW-TV, Tri-Cities 
KXLY Radio, Spokane 
New Scientist Magazine, Great Britain 
Northwest Cable News 
Nucleonics Week Magazine (McGraw Hill) 
RADWASTE Magazine 
Tri-City Herald. 

A compilation of news stories written about the contamination incident is included in 
Appendix G. 
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5.5.4 City and Regulatory Interface 

On September 30, 1998, where the investigation team determined that contaminated refuse might 
inadvertently have been shipped to the City landfill, DYN and FDH notified RL and City of 
Richland officials of possible contamination at the City landfill. Refuse shipments to the City 
landfill were immediately suspended. RL immediately notified the Washington State 
Department of Ecology and WDOH of the potential contamination issue, and an RL 
representative was identified as the WDOH point of contact. 

In the initial meeting about the event on September 30, it was determined that the contractors 
would take the lead in establishing the pathway for resolving the issue. Further, it was 
determined that the issue was more complicated than contaminated refuse and that actions to 
resolve the issue raised contractual questions. As a result, four investigation teams were 
established and included RL representatives as well as contractors. The teams formed were a 
Policy Team responsible for management direction and overall issue coordination including 
outreach and public relations; an Operations Team responsible for meeting coordination, records, 
minutes, information flow, and Situation Room coordination; a Solid Waste Team responsible 
for coordinating all physical actions necessary to carry out (especially) immediately required 
actions (e.g., removal and transport of solid refuse); and a Radiological Coordination Team, to 
support the Solid Waste Team as well as provide insight and investigative expertise into the root 
cause of the event. Negotiations with the City of Richland were left to the lU representatives. 

The discussions with the City of Richland involved issues related to removing radioactive 
contaminated refuse from the City landfill as the investigation progressed and dealing with any 
subsequent problems identified in that cleanup effort. One such issue was the need to obtain an 
NOC from the WDOH and EPA to remove identified radiologically contaminated refuse from 
the City landfill. The preparation and regulator approval of the NOC were completed within 48 
hours through a collaborative effort by RL, contractors, WDOH, and EPA. At the same time, the 
breadth and scope of the cleanup were discussed. With participation from the Washington State 
Department of Ecology and the WDOH, the extent of the area to be uncovered and surveyed and 
the amount of material to be removed were defined. On completion of the landfill survey and 
removal effort, a report was submitted to the Richland City Council on December 8. The 
Council accepted the City engineering report that RL indeed had met its commitment regarding 
the cleanup. 

Concurrently, RL held a number of meetings with city engineering staff and management to 
determine the conditions under which the Site could resume shipments of refuse to the City 
landfill. As the contractors and RL reviewed refuse pickup practices on the Site, they realized 
that refuse picked up from the various locations posed different levels of risk of radiological 
contamination and that verification surveys were needed to confirm that radiological controls at 
the source were still effective. A related issue arose concerning the surveys at the City landfill, 
the frequency of the surveys, and the need for an operating transfer station. 

Taking into consideration that refuse pickup locations have different levels of risk, a draft 
memorandum of agreement was arrived at with the City that contains a table defining the extent 
of radiological surveillance and control for all locations on the Hanford Site and, in essence, 
defines a new policy under which the Site would transfer or transport solid refuse to the City 
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landfill. During the December 8 City Council meeting at which the Council agreed that the 
landfill cleanup was complete, the Council provided the City Manager with the authority to 
negotiate and sign a memorandum of agreement with RL that would permit sending Hanford Site 
refuse to the City landfill. The City Manager’s authorization included the provision that a 
radiological consultant be secured, at a cost not to exceed $100,000 to be paid for by RL, to 
assist in reviewing and establishing the City’s program for refuse acceptance. RL requested that 
the contract be renegotiated or amended before transport of Hanford Site refuse to the City 
landfill is resumed. A draft contract modification subsequently was submitted to the City for 
Teview and consideration on December 22, 1998. 

Refuse on Site began accumulating beyond capacity. Negotiations with the City were protracted, 
and treating normal refuse as though it were contaminated and burying it in low-level trenches is 
unduly expensive. Accordingly, other disposal options were pursued concurrently. RL opened 
negotiations with other service entities, to ensure that a disposal service is always available. On 
November 10, 1998, DYN signed a basic ordering agreement with BDI Transfer of Pasco, 
Washington, for the disposal of nonhazardous, nonradioactive refuse generated at the Hanford 
Site. 

The graded-approach process was developed to verify that the refuse is not contaminated, 
consistent with the memorandum of agreement with the City. The process will verify that the 
refuse to be handled by BDI Transfer is uncontaminated. RL is continuing negotiations with the 
City of Richland. Meanwhile, RL and its contractors are evaluating longer term options for 

0 

refuse disposal. e 
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5.6 OPPORTUNITIES FOR ENHANCED OPERATIONS 

Radiological 
Control 

[ntegration 

Laboratory 
Zapabilities 

Radiological monitoring of PHMC waste streams (liquid, gaseous, and solid) 
should be consistent in approach and application among contractors, 
subcontractors, and facilities (e.g., consolidate/exchange data, integrate 
biological vector control, integrate surveys). 

Testing and evaluation of products, equipment, and techniques should conside 
special-handling requirements and potential impacts to the environment, 
including possible pathways for loss of control. 
Interface between radiological and biological experts should take place during 
the planning of operations to ensure protective measures. 

During loss-of-contamination-control recovery efforts. a oroiect or work 
manaier should be assigned immediately to that location. 

Onsite laboratory capabilities need to be funded at such a level that they can 
quickly respond to analysis needs for onsite events. This includes, in particular, 
quick-turnaround laboratory analysis in support of emergency response to onsite 
radiological contamination events. Recommended enhancements include the 
following. 

Obtain contingency funding to support unexpected operational requirements. 

Establish clear priorities for all laboratory work, giving precedence to event 
support. 

Maintain staffing levels and equipment that can support reasonable laboratory 
workloads, allowing nonpriority work to be backlogged when necessary, so 
that unacceptable programmatic impacts are avoided when emergency work is 
being performed. 

Explore feasibilities, needs, and benefits of including a mobile field 
laboratory. 

Maintain a list of resources, capabilities, and their locations. 

Explore the feasibility of a standby arrangement with an offsite laboratory to 
handle increased sample-analysis requirements during an event. 

The implementation of these enhancements will ensure a timely response to 
:mergency needs. 
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS 

This chapter summarizes the report conclusions and the lessons learned during the event and 
provides recommended actions geared to specific judgments of need. 

6.1 LESSONS LEARNED 

The following information is from Project Hanford Lessons Learned: Contamination Spread 
Outside of Radiation Control Areas by Fruit Flies, 1999-RL-HNF-0001, presented in 
Appendix I, and accessible online at http://www.hanford.gov/lessons/sitell/ll99/1999O 1 .htm. 

An effective radiological control program is vigilant in protecting the workers, the public, and 
the environment and recognizes the possibility of identifying new vectors for spreading 
contamination. Glyceridmonosaccharide-based fixatives used to hold radioactive contamination 
in place may attract insects that subsequently can spread contamination. The biological vector, 
fruit flies, had not been identified previously within the DOE complex and, therefore, was not 
considered by operations personnel. 

Radioactive contamination can be spread by multiple mechanisms, including vegetation and 
animals. Operations must be monitored and controlled to preclude as many of those transport 
pathways as possible. Monitoring must be thorough enough to detect unexpected contamination 
spread. Response systems must be able to contain and control contamination until the spreading 
mechanism is identified and controlled. rl) 
Public reaction to the spread of contamination off Site can be minimized by proactively 
addressing public health and safety concerns and perceptions through the following: 

Releasing frequent timely status reports to all employees, local news media, and 
government officials on containment and cleanup efforts 

Monitoring for offsite effects to show that the community is not at risk. In this event, 
flying-insect traps were set up outside site boundaries to verify that no fruit flies carried 
contamination beyond the Hanford Site 

- Conducting bioassays on request 

Conducting surveys of personal effects on request. 
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6.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Judgments of Need 
Manapement 

Commitment is needed for evaluating 
and implementing report 
recommendations 

Proiect Management 

Protocol bridges need to be established 
between RL and the PHMC team and the 
municipalities and regulators who will be 
involved in responding to events such as 
:his. 

When working with an offsite agency on 
:he agency’s property, RL and the PHMC 
:eam need to be sensitive to the agency’s 
rvork practices and protocols. 

Corrective Actions 

Prepare an action plan for analyzing, ranking. 
and implementing judgments of need and 
report recommendations. Complete and 
successful implementation of the action plan 
will ensure the following: 

- Hanford Site programs and policies 
produce an integrated approach to 
safeguarding against new vectors. 

- The Hanford Site is systematically 
prepared to respond to similar events 
and protect Site workers, the public, 
and the environment. 

Evaluate the need for procedures to establish 
the following, both onsite and offsite: 

- Command and control 

- Assigning project managers with the 
proper skills for the task 

- Establishing and maintaining adequate 
communication with offsite 
organizations 

Creating and maintaining field records 

Establishing a work planning process 
that ensures work proceeds safely and 
quickly. 

- 
- 
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Judgments of Need 
Strategic Planning 

p An integrated long-term strategy is 
needed for the control of biological 
encroachment and subsequent 
contamination transport. 

’ The potential for other biological 
vectors (e.g., tumbleweeds, moths, 
birds, snakes, pocket gophers) to 
encroach on waste sites and transport 
contamination needs to be evaluated. 

Corrective Actions 

Implement routine inspections of all 
Category 2,3, and 4 facilities to ensure 
containment integrity. 

Implement the findings for contamination 
control in DOEEL-98-77, Control of the 
Spread of Radioactive Contamination Due to 
Biological Transport on the Hanford Site. 

Improve integration of biological vector 
control by assigning responsibility for 
coordinating appropriate and necessary 
control of biota-related contamination spread 
to a single office within FDH to cut across 
contractor boundaries. 

Integrate uniformity in mitigation and 
cleanup scope and timeliness. 

Maintain biological vector control through - I 

planned operation phases. 
Review the literature for indications that 
organisms, other than those identified at the 
Hanford Site, have been involved in 
contamination transport. 

Review the effectiveness of current 
notification and information exchanges . 
among Hanford Site contractors to identify 
actual and potential contamination pathways, 
and improve where necessary. 

Exchange “lessons learned” from other DOE 
sites relating to contamination spread by 
bioloeical vectors. 
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Staff acting as spokespersons for 
PHMC need to be better trained in Site 
and operations geography. 

Hanford Site workers need an enhanced 
awareness of the importance of keeping 
refuse quantities as low as reasonably 
achievable, precluding nonconforming 
material from entering the refuse 
disposal (landfill) process, recycling 
equipment and material, and using 
recycled products more consistently. 
Media relations training of senior 
managers needs to be enhanced. 

Managers and others need training in 
occurrence reporting and occurrence !------ report writing. 

kept from areas near potential 

I 
Routine refuse monitoring methods 
need to be established to verify 
continued integrity of primary 
protective measures at facilities. 

maintenance procedures need to be 
reviewed to ensure that they provide 
means to prevent pest incursions into 
inactive facilities. 

Biological vector control and 

Corrective Actions 

Provide extensive Site tours and training for 
such staff so they can orient themselves 
quickly to the surrounding conditions and 
hazards in emergency and near-emergency 
situations. 

Train these people in media relations and 
risk communications. 
Initiate an action that emphasizes educating 
refuse generators (workers) to reduce the 
amount of refuse generated, to dispose of all 
refuse appropriately, and to eliminate 
nonconforming material from refuse 
collection. 

Provide training in media relations and risk 
communications principles to the staff 
potentially involved as PHMC 
spokespersons, including managers and 
leads. 
Develop a process to identify those who may 
report occurrences or write occurrence 
reports and require them to attend 
appropriate training classes. 

1 Promote worker awareness concerning 
inappropriate areas for eating and discarding 
food substances. 

* 

' Establish a permanent refuse-monitoring and 
transfer facility or provide comparable 
statistical verification that monitoring is 
working. 
Expand the Site pest control program to 
include routine surveillance of all facilities to 
evaluate and recommend the need for control 
measures so that an inactive facility does not 
act as a reservoir for potential pest species. 

Evaluate all refuse containers and install 
screens and guards wherever animal 
encroachment is oossible. 
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Judgments of Need 
t Fixatives and other products need to be 

evaluated for their potential to act as a 
biological attractant. 

Procedures for removing covers and 
barriers or otherwise exposing 
contaminated surfaces need to be 
reviewed. 

Routine and frequent inspection is 
needed of contaminated areas and 
facilities with intrusion potential to 
assess continued barrier integrity. 

Ietection 

The environmental monitoring 
activities need to be enhanced to ensure 
early detection of contamination 
spread. 

Contractors need to share routine 
radiation surveillance data. 

Corrective Actions 
Prepare procedures for the.testing and use of 
fixatives, and other products, in and on 
contaminated areas (approval by the FDH 
Office of Biological Control, Fire, Safety, 
Security, etc.) 

Cease using food-based products 
(e.g., glyceridmonosaccharide) or ensure 
adequate barriers to access by biota. 
Revise procedures to ensure that adequate 
barriers to access by biota are in place before 
exposing contaminated surfaces. 

Assess the need, coordinate with the FDH 
Office of Biological Control, and implement 
where necessary, to provide biological vector 
control before, during, and after exposure of 
contamination. 
Assign responsibility for barrier inspection to 
the FDH Office of Biological Control. 

Integrate corrections of noted deficiencies 
through the “Integration Office.” 

Ensure that intrusion potential is examined in 
routine facility operations and maintenance. 

- 

Review frequency and scope of radiation 
surveys at all Hanford sites and facilities, 
increase coverage of monitoring potential 
biological vectors (such as flying insects) to 
determine where increased frequency and 
scope are warranted, including locations of 
past contamination spread. 
Establish a “clearing house” for sharing 
radiation surveys among neighboring 
contractors and with Site Environmental 
Monitoring. 
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Judgments of Need 
Sample Manavement 

1 Procedures are needed to identify staff 
to coordinate and prioritize 
radiological-sample analysis, determine 
source terms of facilities, and determinr 
standard sample geometries. 

Prompt ResDonse 

B Response teams need to be established 
for situations that are not true 
emergencies. 

' Procedures are needed for team and 
event coordination; facilities and 
resources need upgrading. 

JleanuD 

' Prompt and adequate cleanup of 
identified contamination spread is 
needed. 

Corrective Actions 

Develop current and concise radiological 
source-term technical data packages. 

Identify staff who may be likely to serve as 
PHMC spokespersons. 

Evaluate and designate emergency and near- 
emergency procedures and levels of 
activation. 

Identify staff needed to lead and participate 
on ad hoc teams. 

Revise procedures to grant injunctive powers 
to those conducting situation investigations 
so that essential operations are not disturbed. 

Teach people assigned to response teams 
how to develop effective communication 
channels, how to run effective meetings, hoa 
to limit extraneous input, and how to control 
agendas. 
Prepare proposal on evaluating cost 
effectiveness of upgrading procedures and 
facilities to manage near-emergencv events. 

Assign priority to the immediate mitigation 
of contamination spread. 

Assign necessary cleanup equipment 
(e.g., tumbleweed or garbage compactors) 
and personnel to ensure timely mitigation of 
contamination spread. 

Integrate cleanup and mitigation with 
surveillance. 
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APPENDIX A 

BIOASSAY AND INTERNAL DOSIMETRY 

To determine if a worker or a member of the public has inhaled or ingested any radioactive 
contamination, a test or bioassay can be performed to quantify the amount of radioactive material 
inside the b o t z  If the radioactive material decays with the emission of a gamma ray, as does 
cesium-I37 ( Cs), an array of sensitive gamma detectors or a whole-body counter can measure 
the amount of radioactive material in the body. If the radioactive material such as strontium-90 
(90Sr) in the body does not emit a gamma ray during decay, the urine or feces of the individual 
can be collected for a time period, then analyzed in a laboratory by beta counting to determine 
the amount of radioactive material in the bodily wastes. The body always eliminates some of the 
radioactive material, and the elimination is at a known rate. If radioactive material is detected, 
the dose to the individual can be calculated. The whole-body count and urinalysis are two of the 
bioassay tests used as part of the internal dosimetry performed at the Hanford Site. 

The Hanford Radiation Protection Program routinely performs bioassays on workers to ensure 
that the programs and equipment to prevent intakes of loose surface contamination and airborne 
contamination in the workplace are performing properly. During an incident where 
contamination may have been inhaled or ingested, special bioassays of the individuals are 
performed. Negative results of these special bioassay procedures constitute determinations that 
no radioactive material has been taken into the individual’s body. 

During this event, 106 workers have received special bioassays. To date, 105 bioassay results 
have been received, and none of the test results have detected indications of intakes. (One 
person who is on short-term disability did not turn in a bioassay kit.) 

On September 29, betdgamma contamination was discovered on an ironworker’s boot and 
personal belongings (e.g., lunch sack, vehicle door handle). Special bioassay was triggered 
because of the potential for the worker to receive an intake of radioactive material. A 
whole-body count that evening showed no indication of an intake of I3’Cs. Because no 
characterization data were yet available for the worker, a combination plutonium and 90Sr 
urinalysis also was ordered for the worker. (On October 10, that bioassay result was reported as 
negative, Le., there was no indication of an intake of plutonium or 90Sr.) 

DynCorp Tri-Cities Services, Inc., personnel who accompanied the worker to the whole-body 
counter performed a home radiation contamination survey that evening (September 29). During 
the survey of the ironworker’s home, contamination was detected on five socks (two socks 
measured 5,500 disintegrations per minute [dmin] per 100 cm2; two socks measured 
3,500 dmin per 100 cm2; one sock measured 250 dmin per 100 cm2). At the worker’s request, 
the worker’s spouse received a whole-body count and urinalysis on October 5. Both bioassays 
failed to detect indications of an intake. 

Because contamination was found behind B Plant, a meeting was held September 30, 1998, with 
personnel who had worked in that area. Because that area was not radiologically controlled, it 

. 
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was not possible to determine from radiological work permits who had worked there. At the 
meeting, the internal dosimetry technical authority asked the management and craft personnel 
who were present to identify workers who had been in the contaminated area for follow-up 
whole-body counts and 90Sr urinalysis. As a follow-u to that meeting, 40 personnel were 
scheduled to receive special whole-body counts and Sr mnalyses to determine if they had 
received intakes of '37Cs or 90Sr. All whole-body counts and 90Sr urinalyses for these workers 
were negative, Le., gave no indication of intakes. 

Early in October, the source of the contamination was suspected as having originated in the 
241-ER-152 Diversion Pit behind B Plant. The tank farm internal dosimetry technical authority 
was asked to review radiation work permits for work at that location and to identify those 
workers who had the highest potential for intakes of radioactive material. Twenty-nine 
additional workers were identified for special bioassay follow-up. Characterization data for the 
work area around the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit and the area behind B Plant show that the 
contamination consisted primarily of 90Sr with smaller amounts of '37Cs. Based on these 
characterization data, 90Sr bioassay was determined to be the best special bioassay for these and 
all subsequent workers who were connected with this incident. Those bioassays were scheduled 
for delivery to the workers on October 14, 1998. 

That list of tank farm workers was expanded to include all 29 workers who had performed work 
in the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit. Bioassay results have been received for 28 of these workers 
and those results were negative. 

An additional 6 workers were placed on special bioassay, based on their concerns regarding the 
spread of contamination and potential for inhaling or ingesting contamination. The results for 
these workers were negative. 

B .  
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APPENDIX B 

CONTAMINATION RISK AND LABORATORY ANALYSIS 

B1.0 RISK ASSOCIATED WITH CONTAMINATION 

The workers, general public, and environment were never at significant risk for health and safe@ 
effects @om this incident. The very small amount of contamination carried by each insect 
resulted in low, dispersed levels of contamination that presented no significant health risk. 

Radiological contamination is radioactive material, in any chemical or physical form, that is 
outside the controlled containment of a capsule, tank, or other device designed to confine it. The 
Hanford Site contains large amounts of radioactive material left over as waste from the weapons 
production mission of the last five decades. The Project Hanford Management Contract (PHMC) 
team is stabilizing and cleaning up this waste in all its forms and placing it in secure storage. 
Many processes, including natural chemical and biological forces, can release the waste from 
containment, enabling it to enter the environment. The policies and procedures of the PHMC 
team have a primary goal of providing effective surveillance programs and equipment to prevent 
contamination spread and of detecting and immediately containing any unexpected release. 

The spread of contamination by fruit flies had not been seen in the 200 East Area to this time. 
Fruit flies (like other animals) can pick up radioactive material in the form of a light powder or 
dust or a liquid that would dry into a powder or dust on their bodies if the place where the flies 
eat, lay their eggs, or develop as larvae is contaminated with radioactive material. When the fly 
lands, the contamination will come off on whatever it touches, and if the radioactive material is 
in the food or drink of the animal, the radioactive material will be excreted though normal body 
processes. The contamination is then left on the surface of a material that can be transported to 
another location or picked up by a person. This small amount of material can be eaten or inhaled 
if blown into the air, or can stick to a person’s clothing or skin. If the contamination is ingested 
or inhaled, the radioactive material intake will expose the individual from the inside and is called 
internal exposure. If the contamination ends up on the skin, it will produce external exposure. 
These exposures are the hazards, and the risks from the radioactive contamination are 
proportional to the type of radiation and its exposure. 

B1.1 INTERNAL CONTAMINATION EXPOSURE IMPLICATIONS OF THE 
INCIDENT 

During the extensive bioassay monitoring performed on Site employees who worked in the 
vicinity of the event, no instances were identified where onsite personnel received measurable 
radiation exposure from this spread of contamination. Conservative bounding calculations 
indicate that the potential radiation exposures from this spread of contamination are not 
significant to either workers or members of the public. 

e 
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Strontium urinalyses were performed for workers who worked in the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit 
and the area behind B Plant during and preceding the time of the spread of contamination by fruit 
flies. Worker internal exposure was a concern initially because some of these workers spent 
most of their workday in facilities in this area working and even eating their lunches. In the 
workers tested who were most at risk for inhaling or ingesting contamination, no indication of 
any intake of radioactive materials has been found in cesium-detecting whole-body counts or 
strontium urinalysis bioassays. These bioassays are extremely sensitive, capable of detecting 
radioactive material with a resulting dose of far less than 1 millirem. 

Elevated contamination levels were found in some fruit flies. In one extreme instance 
approximately 260 nanocuries of strontium-90 (90Sr) were found on 9 contaminated fruit flies 
that were captured in the same flying-insect trap. Ingestion of all 9 fruit flies would result in a 
50-year committed-effective-dose equivalent of approximately 34 millirem. By comparison, the 
average member of the public receives 360 millirem of background radiation ex osure each year, 
of which 39 millirem come from naturally occurring radioactive potassium-40 ( K) in the body. 

An evaluation of impact was performed for recovering radioactive contamination that was 
transported to the City landfill as a result of this incident’. This evaluation concluded that the 
unabated offsite dose to the maximum exposed individual from removing this contamination 
from the City landfill and transporting it back to the Hanford Site was 3.33 x lo5 millirem per 
year (0.003 millirem per year). It was postulated that if the contamination in the landfill were to 
spread, it would be transported as blown dust. 

8 

B1.2 EXTERNAL SKIN DOSE IMPLICATIONS OF THE INCIDENT 

No case is known of fruit flies transferring any radioactive material to the skin of a person at the 
Hanford Site. However, a conservative scenario for such an occurrence would consist of a fly 
landing on a person’s skin and being crushed such that all the radioactive material from the fly 
would be transferred to the person’s skin. Based on the analysis measurements of the quantity of 
radioactive material on the nine trapped fruit flies mentioned above, a single fruit fly would 
contribute about 0.03 microcuries of radioactive material (90Sr) to the skin of the person. If that 
material stayed on that spot on the skin for a week, the total dose to a small area of skin would 
not be sufficient to produce any noticeable effect to the skin (National Council on Radiation 
Protection (NCRP) Report No. 106, pages 10-1 1’). A more plausible scenario for Contamination 
exposure to the skin would be for a small percentage (5 to 10 percent) to be left by the fly on a 
surface from which it would be spread over some area of skin, which again would not produce a 
noticeable effect to the skin. 

Any loss of control of contamination is considered unacceptable and results in every reasonable 
effort to prevent and control any contamination spread. 

’ Letter, Anita J. Frankel, US .  Environmental Protection Agency, to J. E. Rasmussen, RL, “Notification 
of Approval for Construction in Recovery of Radioactive Material from the Richland Landfill at the 200 
Areas of the Hanford Site,” WMH-9858724, dated October 8 ,  1998. 

’National Council on Radiation Protection (NCRF’) Report No. 106 
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B2.0 DATA ANALYSIS REPORT 

B2.1 INTRODUCTION 

From late September through early November 1998, an approximately 2.5 hectare (6.2-acre) area 
at the Hanford Site’s 200 East Area came under intense scrutiny to determine the source of an 
unexpectedly high number of radioactive contamination discoveries. The area is immediately 
southwest of B Plant and contains facilities and areas under the supervision of five different 
Hanford Site contractors or major subcontractors (Bechtel Hanford, Inc.; B&W Hanford 
Company; Lockheed Martin Hanford Corporation; DynCorp Tri-Cities Services, Inc.; and Waste 
Management Federal Services of Hanford, Inc.), four of whom, in addition to Fluor Daniel 
Hanford, Inc. (FDH), and the US. Department of Energy, Richland Operations Office, would 
have some involvement in the incident. 

Biota-related transport of radioactive contamination had been observed and tracked in this area 
since at least 1982. Past monitoring records indicate that Russian thistle (Salsola kali), also 
known as tumbleweed, harvester ants (Pogonomyrmex owyheei), and deer mice (Peromyscus 
maniculutus) had been observed to be frequent contributors to contamination transport 
(Le., vectors), often with significant loss of equipment and the need for expensive cleanup 
actions. The most recent (summer 1998) significant contamination spreads had been caused by 
deer mice at the 241-ER-151 Diversion Pit and at B Plant’s K-3 Filter Pit Encapsulation Facility. 
Discovery of additional contamination at the nearby MO-967 Mobile Office, used as a 
lunchroom, was first thought to be related to these incidents. 

Increased surveys found contamination in places not typical of mouse- or ant-caused 
contamination. The contamination was found to be associated with discarded food and food 
containers in places such as refuse cans, on walls, and in dumpsters. A radiological control 
technician (RCT) conducting a radiation survey at the lunchroom observed a speck of 
contamination fly away, alerting environmental monitoring personnel that a new vector for 
contamination spread had to be considered and new methods for survey had to be adopted. Fruit 
flies of the genus Drosophila were observed to be prevalent in the lunch trailer and throughout 
the area. Flying-insect traps baited with fruit were placed at each facility in the immediate area 
and near potential contamination sources in the 200 West Area. The traps at the southwest of B 
Plant in the 200 East Area quickly collected contaminated fruit flies, while those at the 200 West 
Area or at other 200 East Area locations did not. Only one contaminated fruit fly was discovered 
outside the immediate 2.5 hectare (6.2-acre) area. It was found at the U.S. Ecology site. 

B2.2 PURPOSE 

The Data Analysis team was formed to evaluate the radiological contamination data being 
collected as a result of the contamination event in and around the affected area and to determine 
the likely vectors for the spread of Contamination and potential sources of contamination. The 
team also coordinated field-generated data and transmission of samples to, and reception of 
analytical results from the three laboratories conducting the analyses (the 100-K Spent Nuclear 0 
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Fuels Counting Facility, the 222-S Analytical Services of Waste Management Laboratories, and 
the 325 Radiochemical Processing Laboratory). 

B2.3 BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT AND AFFECTED AREA 

On September 28, 1998, numerous cases of low levels of radioactive contamination were found 
outside areas established for contamination control. The discovery, on September 28, of 
contamination in and around the MO-967 Mobile Office was the product of increased 
surveillances being performed in response to numerous discoveries of contamination in the area 
over the previous 60 days. These discoveries included contaminated ant mounds, a contaminated 
beetle, mouse droppings in a lunchroom in B Plant, a high-contamination area caused by 
contaminated mouse feces discovered under the hood of a government truck, and contaminated 
deer mice at several locations. 

The affected area totaled approximately 2.5 hectares (6 acres) and is located just south of B Plant 
in the 200 East Area. Facilities in the area include the B Plant K-3 Filter Pit Encapsulation 
Facility; several offices and change and lunchroom facilities such as the MO-967 Mobile Office; 
the 241-ER-151 and 241-ER-152 Diversion Pits; the 2245-B Sheet Metal Shop; and the 2247-B 
Ironworker’s Shop. 

Contamination also was discovered off Site during a survey of an employee’s home, where socks 
worn at work were discovered with very low levels of contamination. This survey was initiated 
after the employee’s work boots were found to be Contaminated during a routine exit survey. 

Subsequent investigations resulted in the discovery that contaminated refuse had been delivered 
to the City of Richland Landfill. Preliminary investigations, based on the nature of the waste and 
the isotopic mix of the contamination, suggested that the contamination found in the City landfill 
likely originated from the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit and was spread to foodstuff, refuse, and 
other locations directly by fruit flies and secondarily by cross contamination. While isotopic 
analyses of fruit flies found only strontium and cesium, two mice captured in the contaminated 
area at this time showed a 1 : 1 strontium-to-cesium ratio and included other radionuclides 
including europium, plutonium, and uranium. 

B2.4 ISOTOPIC FINGERPRINT AS A TOOL TO IDENTIFY SOURCES OF 
CONTAMINATION 

It is a reasonable practice to attempt to use isotopic fingerprints (the qualitative identification of 
the isotopic species in combination with their quantitative ratios) to help identify where and/or 
when contamination has occurred and to determine if the suspect material is from a specific 
event or location. In this incident the only radioactive isotopic species identified in significant- 
enough quantities to obtain reliable counting statistics were cesium-137 (I3’Cs) and 
9oSr/yttrium-90 (90Y). Some samples showed trace amounts of alpha contamination 
( 4 0  disintegrations per minute). The ratios of strontium and cesium differed widely in the 
affected areas (from approximately 3:l to 184:l). Because of this broad range, the 
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contamination has no readily identifiable fingerprint that allows the material to be verified as 
being from a common source. However, because many of the samples had ratios well in excess 
of what is "normal" (1 : 1 to 1 :5) for the 200 Areas, it was suspected that something unusual had 
occurred in the area at or around the time of discovery. 

B2.5 VECTOR DESCRIPTIONS AND EXAMPLES 

The team identified several vectors that could have caused the findings of radioactive 
contamination in and around the affected area. These include human- and work-related events 
and activities, deep-rooted vegetation, rodents, ants and other burrowing insects, and flying 
insects (fruit flies). Each of these vectors has had an effect on the contamination status of the 
affected area. 

B2.5.1 Human- and Work-Related Events. 

Operations in the area over the last 55 years clearly have affected the contamination status. 
Recently a contamination spread occurred as a result of ongoing work at the 241-ER-152 
Diversion Pit. Contamination resulting from releases originating from the B Plant stack and 
filter change-outs also is well documented. These events have resulted in the direct spread of 
contamination in the affected area. These spreads that occurred in the last decade all are well 
documented and were remediated when they were first discovered. 

B2.5.2 Vegetation. 

The spread of contamination resulting from vegetation growing into underground contamination 
and raising it to the surface is well documented at the Hanford Site. Tumbleweeds and other 
vegetation have contributed to the contamination in the affected area. Some limited discoveries 
of contaminated vegetation occurred in the area, but no evidence has been found of contaminated 
vegetation contributing directly to contamination spreads in the immediate area in this case. 

B2.5.3 Mammals. 

The role of mice and other rodents as vectors of contamination spreads is well documented. The 
most prevalent mammals involved in spreading radioactive contamination are house mice, deer 
mice, and cottontail rabbits. Mammal-caused contamination spread can be in two forms. The 
first is the direct contamination spread via transfer of contamination from the skin surface to the 
surroundings if the mammal is externally contaminated from direct contact with loose 
contamination. The second can be the result of the animal ingesting contaminated foodstuffs and 
depositing contaminated excreta throughout an area. 

Mammal-caused contamination spread in and around the affected area has a long history. The 
contamination spread at the B Plant K-3 Filter Pit Encapsulation Facility was the result of 0 
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rodents entering the filter box and ingesting contaminated materials, as well as receiving external 
contamination. Mice and their feces were identified as the causative agents during the 
heightened awareness of the affected area before the primary contamination event. It has been 
reported that the individuals whose boots were contaminated stated that they had to “dump” 
mouse feces out of their boots that had been stored in the 2247-B Ironworker’s Shop. While 
contaminated rodents clearly have infested this area recently, no conclusive evidence has been 
found of current contaminated-rodent infestation in this area beyond residual contamination left 
by mouse feces. 

B2.5.4 Ants and Other Burrowing Insects. 

Another prevalent biological vector for contamination spread in and around the affected area is 
burrowing insects such as harvester ants. The contamination can result from the insects bringing 
back to their nest or consuming contaminated food materials or burrowing into contaminated 
soils. 

The affected area has had numerous identified contamination spreads as a result of ant and 
burrowing-insect activities. During the time in question, this vector was evaluated and several 
contaminated anthills were identified in the affected area. Because of differences in isotopic 
ratios, it appears that the majority of the contamination was the result of ants bringing 
contaminated soil or mouse feces to their mounds. 

B2.5.5 Fruit Flies. 

The fruit fly is a new biological vector of radioactive contamination. Inspections after the 
incident indicated that fruit flies had access through small holes to the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit. 
Fruit flies could have had access to the pit during work activities that took place on 
September 15. The fruit flies probably emerged and contaminated the MO-967 Mobile Office 
and nearby garbage dumpsters and other facilities sometime after September 25, 1998. The flies 
continued to be a contamination source in the area for several weeks. 

B2.5.6 Human Vectors and Cross Contamination. 

The human vector and subsequent cross contaminations are not an independent source of 
contamination, but rather a secondary contamination of items and locations that likely resulted 
from human contact. Examples of this include the September 29 discovery of a contaminated 
door on a van ((341-40356) used by ironworkers, a hard hat found contaminated in the same 
room with a worker’s contaminated lunch bag (RSRSS249379), a contaminated boot and 
accompanying socks discovered on September 29, and a contaminated floor mat discovered in 
front of a hand and foot monitor on October 4. 
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B2.6 CORROBORATING AND CIRCUMSTANTIAL DATA. 

Discussions with some of the RCTs who performed the surveys of the MO-967 Mobile Office 
and dumpsters, the affected area release survey, and surveys at the City landfill, revealed that 
they felt that the bulk of the contamination should be attributed to the fruit flies. They described 
the contamination as very spotty, small localized areas of contamination, normally associated 
with where foodstuffs were present or where transfer of food and juices occurred. They 
reiterated that other avenues for contamination were present in and around the affected area and 
that they had identified contaminated gloves, mouse feces, and anthills. 

The boot and sock contamination incidents cannot confidently be associated with any specific 
contamination pathway. The owners of the boots, who leave the boots in the 2247-B 
Ironworker’s Shop during nonworking hours, stated that they have found mouse feces in their 
boots. However, no recently discovered contaminated mouse feces have been identified as 
coming from the 2247-B Ironworker’s Shop. The boots had not been worn in contaminated 
areas for several weeks before the event. However, the boots may have been contaminated by a 
fruit fly as they hung on the wall of the 2247-B Ironworker’s Shop. 

B2.7 CONCLUSION 

Although several biotic vectors of radioactive contamination in the area southwest of B Plant 
have been identified (e.g., tumbleweeds, ants, beetles, mice, rabbits), both current field 
observations and sample analysis data indicate that fruit flies contacting contamination in the 
241-ER-152 Diversion Pit were the primary vector involved in the radioactive contamination that 
reached the City landfill in September 1998. Even so, the historical data and the recent event 
indicate the need to better understand the biological vectors and to better control the spread of 
contamination from these sources. 

B2.8 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Create an integrated program that cuts across contractor boundaries for monitoring and 
cleaning up contamination under the control of FDH. The goal is to prevent 
recontamination of areas that have been cleaned and prevent the contamination of 
currently clean areas. 

Integrate contaminated pest (vegetation and animal) control into a proactive program 
rather than responding to problems on a facility-by-facility “budget-available’’ basis. 

Better coordinate and use existing surveillance and monitoring resources. 

Implement communication between contractor monitoring groups and overall PHMC 
environmental monitoring groups. 
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Create a clearinghouse for sharing existing sources (e.g., annual environmental reports, 
historical contamination documents) of contamination incident status to include FDH, all 
major subcontractors, and other Site contractors. 

Establish procedures for timely resolution of contamination spread problems. 

Develop an integrated approach to handling all environmental contamination data using 
standard terminology, reporting format, and expectations. 

Develop a mechanism to ensure complete and timely isotopic analysis of environmental 
contamination data. 
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APPENDIX C 

INVESTIGATIVE TEAM CHARTERS AND MEMBERS 

To deal with this incident effectively and expeditiously, the Project Hanford Management Contract 
(PHMC) investigative team formed four specific subteams (Policy, Radiological Coordination, 
Solid Waste, and Operations) to gather facts relevant to the contamination issues. Personnel from 
Fluor Daniel Hanford, Inc., (FDH) and DynCorp Tri-Cities Services, Inc. (DYN) led these teams, 
which consisted of personnel from PHMC companies and the U.S. Department of Energy, Richland 
Operations Office (RL). These teams were formed to gather facts relevant to the contamination 
issues and respond to all situations as dictated by the unfolding events. 

C1.0 POLICY TEAM CENTER 

C1.l CHARTER 

The Policy Team was chartered to provide overall management direction and oversight. This 
included communications to employees, communications with regulators, communication to the 
City of Richland, and communication to the media. In addition, this team maintained an 
infrastructure to support the conduct of operations, record keeping, and communications within the 
Situation Room and the task teams. This team comprised senior PHMC and RL management. 0 
C1.2 TEAM MEMBERS 

R. L. Shoup -Lead 
M. D. Dallas 

C. R. DeLannoy 
R. S. Fnx 

M. S. Gerber 
T. J. Harper 
J. E. Mecca 
N. D. Moorer 

D. J. Ortiz 

Organization 

FDH 
DYN 

DYN 
DYN 

FDH 
FDH 
RL 
RL 

RL 

Vice President, ESH&Q 
Senior Vice President and Deputy General Manager, 
Operations 
Senior Director, ESH&Q 
President and General Manager, Infrastructure 
Services 
Senior Communications Specialist 
Director, Infrastructure 
Deputy Assistant Manager, Facility Transition 
Team Leader, Assistant Manager for Facility 
Transition Business Management Team 
General Engineer, Site Infrastructure 
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C2.0 RADIOLOGICAL COORDINATION TEAM 

C2.1 CHARTER 

The Radiological Coordination Team was chartered to implement radiological control and 
logistical requirements in addition to conducting an investigative process aimed at identifying the 
source of the contamination. General biological-vector-control management needs were included 
in this scope. Specific assigned team activities include the following: 

Execute random radiological sampling of vehicles in and out of the 200 East Area 

Determine the location of past use of sucrose/glycerin-based contamination fixing materials 

Assign resources to study the biological contamination transfer theories 

Control the fruit fly problem, for both the short and long terms 

Identify all potential contamination-linked activities in the vicinity of the 200 East Area 

Review past and present employee database for information. 

The team comprised predominately PHMC radiological managers and waste management 
employees involved in the Biological Vector Control Program. 

C2.2 TEAM MEMBERS 

Name Organization 

G. D. Perkins-Lead 
E. J. Adams 
S. L. Bump 
G. J. Funk 
W. M. Glines 

S. M. Henry 
J. R. Holladay 
A. R. Johnson 

R. Ni 
W. E. Ross 

R. A. Schieffer 
J. A. Sneed 
P. J. Townsend 
R. L. Watts 

FDH 
WMH 
BWHC 
FDNW 
RL 

LMHC 
FDNW 
WMNW 

FDH 
LMHC 

DYN 
DYN 
FDH 
FDH 

Director, Radiation Protection 
Manager, Radiation Control 
300 Area Radiological Control Manager 
Manager, Construction Site Services 
Senior Technical Radiological Controls Advisor 
(Facility Transition) 
Tank Farm Support Manager (Radiological Control) 
Manager, Construction Operations. 
Manager, Integrated Biological Control 
(Environmental Monitoring and Investigations) 
Acting Director, Conduct of Operations 
Acting Director, Characterization and Stabilization 
Projects 
Radiological Control Manager 
Senior Safety Engineer 
Project Manager 
Radiation Protection 
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C3.0 SOLID WASTE TEAM 

C3.1 CHARTER 

The Solid Waste Team was chartered to work issues concerned with the removal and transport of 
solid refuse within the Hanford Site and to the City landfill. DYN management made up the 
majority of this team. Their focus was to investigate and document waste removal from potentially 
contaminated areas. This team also conducted operations within the City landfill to identify, isolate, 
recover, and dispose of potentially contaminated material. They worked with the other teams to 
establish the protocol for screening refuse, so that refuse-hauling operations could be restarted after 
the event was concluded. 

C3.2 TEAM MEMBERS 

Organization 

W. A. Ferree-Lead 
J. A. Bates 
L. T. Blackford 
B. J. Dixon 
K. A. Hadley 0 D. S. Kelly 
D. S. Merry 
D. J. Ortiz 
W. E. Ross 

T. C. Savage 

DYN 
FDH 
WMH 
DYN 
BWHC 
FDH 
WMH 
RL 
LMHC 

DYN 

Senior Director, Logistics 
Senior Environmental Engineer 
Manager Technical Operations 
Manager, Environmental Programs & Compliance 
Manager, Environmental & Regulatory Compliance 
Principle Engineer (Infrastructure) 
Lead, Pollution PreventiodWaste Minimization 
General Engineer (Site Infrastructure) 
Acting Director, Characterization and Stabilization 
Projects 
Transportation Operations Manager 
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C4.0 OPERATIONS TEAM 

C4.1 CHARTER 

The Operations Team was chartered to maintain an infrastructure to support the conduct of 
operations, record keeping, and communications for the situation room and the task teams. This 
team comprised FDH Emergency Preparedness management and staff. 

C4.2 TEAM MEMBERS 

R. E. DeBusk-Lead 
M. E. Armstrong 
R. W. Bechtol 
M. E. Brown 
D. J. Connell 
A. L. Dazo 
C. D. Donley 
S. M. Faulk 
J. M. Hammons 
G. A. Lovejoy 
D. A. Marsh 
S. K. Meyer 
S. L. Pederson 

Organization 

FDH 
FDH 
FDH 
FDH 
FDH 
FDH 
DYN 
FDH 
FDH 
FDH 
DYN 
FDH 
FDH 

Director (Emergency Preparedness) 
Secretary (Facility Emergency Preparedness) 
Emergency Preparedness Specialist 
Manager, DOE-EP Support 
Manager, Occurrence Reporting & EOC Operations 
Emergency Preparedness Specialist 
Clerk (Planning & Integration) 
Manager, Facility EP Support 
Principle Scientist (DOE Emergency Preparedness) 
Emergency Preparedness Specialist 
Emergency Preparedness Advisor 
Emergency Preparedness Specialist 
Secretary (Emergency Preparedness) 
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APPENDIX D 

CAUSAL ANALYSIS 

D1.O INTRODUCTION 

A causal analysis was performed by the Fluor Daniel Hanford, Inc.(FDH) Radiation Protection 
Department and Project Hanford Management Contract (PHMC) contractor personnel to 
determine the root, direct, and contributing causes for the 200 East Area contamination event and 
determine judgments of need to prevent the conditions leading to each cause. 

The event was the spread of radioactive contamination outside of a posted radiological area in 
the 200 East Area. The spread resulted in identification of contamination in uncontrolled areas 
of the Hanford Site and minimal offsite contamination including contamination identified in the 
City landfill. The root cause of the event was inadequate processes to prevent contamination via 
biological vectors (fruit flies) from spreading contamination outside of radiological areas 
(contamination areas). The direct cause of the event was the flying insects (fruit flies) that 
spread contamination from the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit to controlled and uncontrolled areas in 
or near the 200 East Area. Fruit flies had never before been identified as a contamination spread 
vector in the U.S. Department of Energy complex Several contributing causes, including the 
application of a glyceridmonosaccharide (simple sugar)-based contamination, and the site 
processes and surveillance are explained. 

This appendix explains the event root-cause analysis and the process used to determine the root 
cause, the direct cause, and the contributing causes of the incident. It identifies the causes and 
discusses the factors considered in determining the causes: 

Operations in the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit 
Use of simple sugar-based contamination fixatives 
Vectors and transport pathways for the contamination spread 
Pick-up and delivery of refuse to the landfill 
Use of an offsite landfill. 

a 

- 
- 

Sections D.4 through D.6 describe the findings of the analysis and provide suggested remedial 
actions that can be taken to prevent another similar event. 

D2.0 DEFINITIONS 

w. A real-time occurrence (e.g., pipe break, valve failure, spread of radioactive 
contamination). 
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Root Cause. The cause that, if corrected, would prevent recurrence of this and similar 
occurrences. The root cause does not apply to this occurrence only, but has generic implications 
to a broad group of possible occurrences. 

Direct Cause. The cause that directly resulted in the occurrence. 

0 

Contributing Cause. A cause that contributed to an occurrence but, by itself, would not have 
caused the occurrence. 

D3.0 DISCUSSION 

On the Hanford Site, radioactive material that is present in the facilities, tanks, process 
equipment, underground waste sites, and contaminated surfaces is contained in posted 
radiological areas. These posted radiological areas are located within areas of the Hanford Site 
that are further controlled for radiological purposes. It is the PHMC policy that all personnel, 
equipment, and material that leaves any posted radiological area containing contamination or 
airborne radioactivity areas is surveyed for radiological contamination, to the limits that allow 
uncontrolled release to anywhere on or off the Hanford Site. Barriers, work processes, and 
surveillance, both routine and event generated, implement the PHMC policy that there will be no 
contamination spread outside of posted radiological areas. 

On September 28, 1998, surface contamination was identified in and outside of an officekhange 
trailer (the MO-967 Mobile Office) in the area immediately south of the B Plant/WESF facility. 
The finding of contamination outside of a posted radiological area initiated vigorous 
investigations, surveys, and mitigation actions. In the next days and weeks, contamination was 
identified primarily in the area south of B Plant/WESF, but also in some locations outside the 
controlled areas of the Site. In addition, minimal amounts of contamination were identified 
offsite in the City landfill and on socks in the home of a Site ironworker. 

This causal analysis report compiles investigations and analyses of the FDH Radiation Protection 
Department into the contamination spread event. Included are the results and conclusions from a 
team of FDH and PHMC contractor personnel, activated during the event, that analyzed and 
reported on the radiological contamination data that had been collected in and around the 
affected areas. This team analyzed the likely vectors for the spread of the contamination and the 
potential sources of the contamination. In addition, this report includes results of an 
investigative committee of FDH and PHMC contractor personnel that was focused on the events 
and processes that led to the contamination of the City of Richland Landfill: This committee 
used the REASON" event process model, software developed by Decisions Systems, Inc., to 
assist in explaining why and how the landfill contamination occurred. 

TM REASON is a trademark of Decision Systems, Inc 
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D3.1 OPERATIONS IN THE 241-ER-152 DIVERSION PIT 

The work at the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit on September 15,1998, consisted of opening the pit 
and disconnecting flexible jumpers. The pit had been sprayed with fixative on September 10, 
1998, in preparation for this work. The fixative application during this work activity was 
performed with a sprayer that was not long enough to reach the bottom of the pit. This 
contributed to the contamination spread during the work activity and may have compounded the 
amount of contamination spread by the fruit flies. A large amount of water was introduced into 
the pit during the work activity; this rinsed away some of the fixative and contributed to the 
localized spread of contamination. This is relevant to the fruit fly scenario only because water 
can serve as an attractant to fruit flies. This was not the only source of water in the area. 

A contamination spread occurred during jumper work and was investigated as a potential cause 
of the contamination spread to the City landfill. This contamination spread associated with the 
work activity was determined not to be a factor in the spread of contamination to offsite 
locations. During the preparation and work process, fruit flies may have been attracted to or 
were isolated in the pit, where they were able to breed in the residual water and fixative in the 
pit. These contaminated fruit flies have been identified as a major contributor to contaminated 
refuse later transported to the City landfill. Some discussion centered on the application of 
fixative during the work activity and the presence of large quantities of water. 

D3.2 USE OF GLYCERINMONOSACCHARIDE (SIMPLE SUGAR)-BASED 
FIXATIVE 

A Contamination fixative was used in the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit on September 10,1998. A 
good radiological practice is to use fixatives to help keep contamination from becoming airborne 
when work disturbs surfaces. This particular fixative was obtained from a contractor and 
consisted of a monosaccharide and glycerin in a water solution. The contractor either applies 
this fixative for clients as a fog, using an ultrasonic aerosol generator, or sells the solution 
directly to companies for their own application. This thin coating fixes radiation only 
temporarily because it washes away easily. This material has been used at the Hanford Site for 
the past 2 years without any problems (Table D-1). During this application, however, the 
material attracted or, at least provided a food source for, fruit flies. There is no indication that 
the manufacturer or anyone using this fixative at the Hanford Site performed a formal study of 
the potential of the material to attract or support biota. The levels of contamination in the 241- 
ER-152 Diversion Pit were sufficient to result in the contamination subsequently found on the 
fruit flies. 

The fixative is sold by the manufacturer with an expiration date. Controls are in place to prevent 
the fixative from being issued in its original container after the expiration date, but no controls 
are in place to prevent its use once the fixative is issued or transferred to secondary containers. 
In the field, the fixative is stored in its original containers and sprayers, without any controls. 
This includes being stored in outside temperatures during the hot summer that immediately 
preceded this event. Sprayers are not cleaned between uses. Fixative in a sealed bottle has been 
reported to build up gas pressure after prolonged storage. When this gas is released, an odor 
similar to rotting fruit occasionally has been noted. This odor could enhance the attractiveness of 
the fixative to fruit flies. 
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LMHC 
LMHC 
LMHC 
LMHC 
LMHC 
LMHC 
BWHC 

LMHC 
LMHC 
LMHC 
LMHC 
LMHC 
LMHC 
LMHC 
LMHC 
LMHC 
LMHC 
LMHC 
LMHC 
LMHC 
LMHC 
LMHC 
LMHC 
LMHC 
LMHC 
LMHC 

Table D1. Selected Examples of the History and Use of GlycerinMonosaccharide (Simple Sugar)-Based Fixatives at the 
Hanford Site. 

Comments Fixative Fixative Application (e.g*' 
Applier Type Method Work 

Date of Facility 
Company Fixative Structure Sub-ID # 

LMHC Unknown 244-A 10/96? 1st use at 244-A, per LMHC 
Use ID# Document #) 

Unknown 244-A Per LMHC list 
Unknown 244-A Per LMHC list 
Unknown 244-A Per LMHC list 
03/01/97 244-A 
03/01/97 241-A 
04/01/97 241-A 
12/01/97 Tk-100 

02/01/98 '241-AN 
02/01/98 241-AW 
02/01/98 241-A 
03/01/98 241-AN 
03/01/98 241-A 
05/01/98 241-A 
06/01/98 241-ER 
06/01/98 241-AW 
06/01/98 241-A 
07/01/98 241-AY 
07/01/98 241-AY 
07/01/98 241-A 
08/01/98 241-A 
09/01/98 241-ER 
Unknown 244-A 
Unknown 244-A 
Unknown 241-AY 
Mar-98 241-AN 
Feb-98 241-AN 
Unknown 2334 

A-A pit 
A-A pit 
Vault Vendor Sugar 

AN-B pit 
02E pit 
A-A pit 
AN-A pit 
A-A pit 
A-A pit 

02E pit 
A-A pit 
02A pit 
02D pit 
A-A pit 
A-A pit 
ER- 152 LMHC 
Pit Vendor 
filter pit Vendor 
102-A process pit Vendor 
AN-A valve pit Vendor 
AN-B valve pit Vendor 
DiDe trench Vendor 

ER-153 

Sugar 
Sugar 
Sugar 
Sugar 
Sugar 
Sugar 

PAC 

PAC 
PAC 
PAC 
PAC 
PAG 
PAG 

Per LMHC list 
Per LMHC list 
Per LMHC list 
Per Vendor; confirmed by WESF 

Per LMHC list 
Per LMHC list 
Per LMHC list 
Per LMHC list 
Per LMHC list 
Per LMHC list 
Per LMHC list 
Per LMHC list 
Per LMHC list 
Per LMHC list 
Per LMHC list 
Per LMHC list 
Per LMHC list 
Per LMHC list 
Per Vendor list 
Per Vendor list 
Per Vendor list 
Per Vendor list 
Per Vendor list 
Per Vendor list 

WESF work package 
#2B-97-01258/w 

LMHC Unknown 244-TX DCRT pit Vendor Sugar PAC Per Vendor list 
BWHC = B&W Hanford Company. 
DCRT = double-contained receiver tank. 
LMHC = Lockheed Martin Hanford Corporation. 
PAC = passive aerosol generator. 
WESF = Waste Encapsulation and Storage Facility. 
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D3.3 VECTORS AND TRANSPORT PATHWAYS FOR THE CONTAMINATION 
SPREAD 

During the contamination event, the PHMC Radiological Coordination Team identified a Data 
Analysis team, consisting of Site radiation protection professionals. Their task was to evaluate 
the radiological contamination data being collected as a result of the contamination event in and 
around the affected area and to determine the likely vectors for the spread of contamination and 
potential sources of contamination. The Data Analysis team was formed to aid in the immediate 
control and ensuing investigations of the contamination event. The team also was to provide 
conclusions and recommendations to management for the continuing radiological control 
programs. 

The Data Analysis team’s conclusions supplement the causal analysis efforts. The team 
identified several vectors and pathways that could have resulted in the radioactive contamination 
found in and around the affected area: 

Deep-rooted vegetation 
Rodents 

Flying insects (fruit flies) 

Human- and work-related events and activities 

Ants and other burrowing insects 

Human vectors and cross contamination where personnel contacted the contamination. 

0 Each of these vectors and pathways has had an effect on the contamination status of the affected 
area. They are discussed more thoroughly in Appendix B. 

The team concluded that fruit flies contacting contamination in the 241-6R-152 Diversion Pit 
were the primary vector involved in the contamination spread that resulted in identification of 
contamination outside of controlled areas of the Site and offsite in the landfill. 

D3.4 PICK-UP AND DELIVERY OF REFUSE TO THE CITY LANDFILL 

The dumpster at the MO-967 Mobile Office was emptied at approximately 7:45 a.m., 
September 28, 1998. Refuse inside the MO-967 Mobile Office was discovered to be 
contaminated at approximately 8:45 a.m. that day. This resulted in more surveys, including one 
performed at 11:30 a.m., of the nearly empty dumpster outside the MO-967 Mobile Office, 
which also was found to be contaminated. The garbage truck containing the contents of the 
dumpster from the 7:45 pick-up dumped its load at the City landfill at approximately 1:30 p.m. 
If the group that manages the refuse pickup service (Transportation Operations) had been 
promptly notified that the contents of the dumpster might be contaminated, the material might 
not have been dumped at the City landfill. Two additional loads of contaminated waste were 
dumped at the City landfill before Transportation Operations finally was notified at a meeting on 
September 30. At that time, refuse dumping ceased. 
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D3.5 USE OF AN OFFSITE LANDFILL 

A potential for inadvertent transfer of radiological contamination to an offsite landfill had been 
recognized at the Hanford Site for some time. To address that issue, early in fiscal year 1992 the 
Site developed Project L-063, Solid Waste Transfer Station, to build an onsite transfer station 
where refuse could be surveyed before release for offsite disposal. However, the project was not 
funded and was canceled in January 1992. In October 1995, the U.S. Department of Energy, 
Richland Operations Office (RL) entered into a contract with the City of Richland to use the City 
landfill for disposal of nonradioactive, nonhazardous solid refuse. The Hanford Central Landfill 
was closed down on March 3 1,1996. 

The City of Richland Landfill Contract, Section B-2, states: 

“The City of Richland will construct a facility to review wastes received under 
this contract. This facility will be amortized by all revenues received by all users 
of the facility during the life of this contract. Ifrevenues received by all wastes 
using this facility during any federal fiscal year are less than $432,900 DOE shall 
pay the city the drfference between the actual amount received and $432,900. 
This payment shall be made in the first quarter of the federalfiscal year ajier 
billing to DOE by the City of Richland. ’’ 
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D4.0 ROOT CAUSE 

ROOT CAUSE: 
Inadequate processes to prevent contamination via biological vectors (fruit flies) 
from spreading contamination outside of radiological areas (contamination areas). 

JUDGMENT OF NEED: 
Strengthen the implementation of existing administrative and engineering radiological 
controls, and establish new programs and processes to identlfy all potential vectors 
(including biological) and prevent the spread of contamination. 

D5.0 DIRECT CAUSE 

DIRECT CAUSE: 
Flying insects (fruit flies) spread contamination from the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit 
to controlled and uncontrolled areas in or near the 200 East Area. 

JUDGMENT OF NEED: 
Prevent accessible conditions (e.g.. open containment) to contaminated work locations 
and attractant conditions (e.g., moisture, nutrients) for flying insects. 
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D6.0 CONTRIBUTING CAUSES (CC-#) 

CC-1 The contamination fixative used on the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit is suspected of 
attracting fruit flies. 

Investigation Findings; 
The fixative has not been evaluated to 
see ifit is an animal attractant. 

No system is in place to ensure that 
fixative issuedfrom the stockroom is 
not used beyond the manufacturer S 
expiration date and that secondary 
containers are controlled. 

No assessment has been performed to 
determine appropriate conditions for 
storingfixative after it is issuedfrom 
the stockroom. 

Formal processes have not been 
established for cleaning containers, 
including sprayers, before introducing 
fixative from a new batch 

Judgments of Need 
The use of dvceriidmonosaccharide- 
basedfixitkis should be stopped until 
it can be demonstrated that they are no1 
an animal attractant. 

AI1 fixatives, including those currently 
used at the Hanford Site, should be 
studied to determine ifthey have the 
potential to act as an animal attractant. 

A system should be established to 
ensure thatfixative is not used beyond 
the manufacturer’s expiration date and 
that secondary containers are 
controlled 

Temperature effects should be studied 
before fixatives are allowed to be 
stored at elevated temperatures. 

Fixative processes should be modified 
to include provisions for containers, 
including sprayers, to be emptied and 
cleaned following each application. 

Containers offixatives in the field 
should be stored consistent with their 
contents. 
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Investigation Findinps: Potential sources of 
intrusion are not readily apparent until a 
contamination event has occurred. The 
detection of intrusion opportunities is not 

~ currently part of required surveillances of 
~ contaminated systems. 

service when contamination is detected. 

manages the refuse pickup service was not 

Judaments o f  Need: Incorporate routine 
surveillances of contaminated facilities and 
systems with biological intrusion potential into 
facility operations and maintenance. 

promptly notiJied that the contents of 
dumpsters might be contaminated. rfthe 
garbage truck drivers had been promptly 
notified, the volume ofpotentially 
contaminated waste dumped at the City landjll 
would have been significantly reduced or 
might have been eliminated. 

No requirement is in place for surveying refuse 
before it is picked up. An intermittent survey 
of dumpsters is conducted. 

Judaments ofNeed 

Establish a system to notiJL Transportation 
Operations of any suspect contamination 
that inadvertently may have been picked 
UP. 

Establish a merhod for controlling or 
determining the contamination level of 
refuse in dumpsters before the refuse is 
moved offsite. 

~ 

CC-3 No policy is in place establishing routine surveys of areas with past known 
contamination spreads caused by biological transport vectors. 
Investigation Findings: The August 4, 1998, 
discovery of a contamination spread via a 
biological transport vector (rodents) at the 
B Plant K-3 Filter Pit Encapsulation Facility 
resulted in an alert to surrounding facilities to 
increase their radiological surveillances. This 
communication was informal. 

Judgments ofNeed: Establish a policy 
requiring routine surveys of areas with past 
known contamination spreads caused by 
biological transport vectors. 
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Investigation Findings: Animals in search of 
food are attracted to dumpsters, gaining access 
through openings. This is especially true of 
mice entering through bung openings on the 
bottom of dumpsters that allow for water 
drainage. 

CC-5 The Project Hanford Management Contract (PHMC) team has not adequately 

Judgment of Need Establish requirements to 
keep dumpsters closed when not in use and to 
install access guards or screens on the bottom 
drainage openings. 

integrated Sitewide biological control. 
Probable Cause: The changefom a 
Management and Operating contract to the 
current PHMC resulted in a fractured 
organization. DynCorp Tri-Cities Services, 
Inc., has been tasked with resolving this issue. 
This new program is in its infancy and was 
not established at the time of the fall 1998 
contamination. 

Investigation Findings: Mice, frying insects, 
and other animals are attracted to food. 

Judgments of Need 
Biological control should be integrated 
A review of Sitewide services should be 
performed to determine ifneeds could be 
met better by integrating all biological 
control efforts among contractors. 

The roles and responsibilities of biological 
control at the Hanford Site need to be 
clarified 

Judgment of Need Evaluate the need for 
requirements to control food substances, 
including reficse, f o m  entering areas near 
known sites with contamination spread 
potential. 

I CC-6 No policy is in place to prevent animal encroachment at refuse collection points. I 
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APPENDIX E 

FLYING-INSECT MONITORING 
TRAP LOCATIONS 

Flying-Insect Monitoring Trap Locations 
Area I Facility I Description I Date I Date 

I Placed I Removed I 
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Flying-Insect Monitoring Trap Locations 
200 East I Canister Storage I Ice Machine I 10/08/98 1 12/02/98 

I Line 
600 1 Cross-Site Transfer I 241-EW-151 West Fence I 1 1/04/98 I 12/02/98 
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APPENDIX F 

ALL-EMPLOYEE MESSAGES 

The establishment of an employee communications system early in the fall 1998 200 East Area 
biological vector contamination event, coupled with frequent and regular updates thereafter, 
proved to be a successful implementation of “risk communication theory” in practice. 

It was decided early on that Hanford Site employees should be kept informed of unfolding events 
either simultaneous to, or immediately following, notification of management. The adage that if 
one is not given information, one will speculate (usually negatively) was the principle on which 
the communicators operated. Therefore, every attempt was made to inform employees of the 
latest findings and developments as soon us they became available, with no detail spared. 
Successful execution of this function can be attributed to U.S. Department of Energy, Richland 
Operations Office management giving full responsibility to Fluor Daniel Hanford, Inc., as the 
single point of contact. Had this responsibility not been under a single point of contact, the 
messages would not have been as prompt or as effective. 

The operating principle of early, frequent, easily accessible, and detailed employee 
communication proved to be successful, based on the feedback that the communications team 
received. Several employees and their family members expressed appreciation of the efforts of 
the communications team to keep speculation to a minimum. 

The following pages are exact copies of the all-employee General Delivery e-mail messages that 
were sent out via the Hanford Local Area Network to every computer on Site. 

GENERAL DELIVERY MESSAGES ON HANFORD INTRANET: 

10-05-98 

10-07-98 

10-07-98 

10-07-98 

10-08-98 

10-09-98 

10-09-98 

10-12-98 

IO- 12-98 

IO- 13-98 

10-15-98 

10-29-98 a 

Contamination Spread Outside of Controlled Areas 
Update on Contamination Spreads 
Additional Update on Contamination Spreads 
Waste Minimization to Prevent contamination Spreads 
Thursday Update on Contamination Spreads 
Thank You! 

Friday Update on Contamination Spread 
Contamination Spread Questions and Answers 
Trash Collection 
Tuesday Update on Contamination Spreads 
Update on Contamination Spreads 
Update on Contamination Spreads 
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GENERAL DELIVERY MESSAGE 

OCTOBER 5,1998 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
TO: All FDH and Subcontractor Company Employees 

FROM Robert Shoup, vice-president, FDH Environment, Safety 
and Health, and Robert Frix, president, DynCorp Tri- 
Cities Services, Inc. 

SUBJECT 

This message Is to provide you wlth updated Information as we work 
to resolve this issue. 

Low levels of radioactive contamination were found outside of 
Hanford Site radiation control areas in eleven separate locations 
last week, prompting the formation of a Project Hanford Managemenl 
Contract (PHMC) investigative team and the isolation of an area 
just south of 5Plant In the 200-East Area. 

Contamination was detected in a dumpster, two Site garbage trucks, 
two mobile office trailers, five other buildings, a government 
van, and on the personal belongings of one worker. The 
contamination has now been isolated in the area near &Plant in 
the 200-East Area. Intensive radiological surveys were started 
last Wednesday in the affected area, which measures about 500 
yards by 200 yards. Radiological contml personnel have posted 
and roped off the area, they are controlling access, and 
conducting surveys of all personnel and equipment that leave the 
area. Although two contaminated spots were found in the 200-West 
Area, those areas have been decontaminated and released to normal 
operations. 

All employees known to work in the affected area have been 
contacted and surveyed. Four contaminated socks were discovered at 
the home of one Hanford worker, but no other contamination has 
been detected off-Site. Whole-body counts were conducted at the 
Pacific Northwest National Laboratorybs in vitro assay facility on 
any persons requesting them. Thus far, approximately 40 people 
have undergone the assay with no contamination found. 
Radiological surveys will continue to safeguard any other 
employees who may have been in the contaminated vicinity last 
week. 

Any contamination outside of radiation zones on the Hanford Site 
or elsewhere is unacceptable. We take any contamination spreads 
vely seriously, and we are committed to maklflg sure that such 
events don't happen again. 

Before the contamination was found on the garbage trucks, one of 
them transported a load to the Richland City landfill. Although 
it is not known that any contaminated solid waste reached the 

CONTAMINATION SPREAD OUTSIDE OF CONTROLLED AREAS 

a 
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dichland landfill, DynCorp Tri-Cities Services, Inc. and Fluor 
Daniel Hanford, Inc, (FDH) officials notified city officials soon 
afler discovering the first contaminated spot on a garbage truck. 
They then began a series of joint planning discussions between 
PHMC Investigative team members and city officials. An initial 
radiological survey of the city landfill found no contamination. 

Weather permitting, excavation of potentially affected areas of 
the landfill is beginning today, under the joint supervision of 
personnel from the Washington Department of Health, the city, FDH 
and DynCorp. Deliveries of Hanford solid waste to the Richland 
landfill have been halted temporarily. 

The contamination was discovered during routine radiological 
surveys last Monday In a trailer used by craftspeople just south 
of E-Plant in the 205East Area. Immediately. surveys were 
extended to facilities and dumpsters In the 2OO-East Area, to 
vehicles and facilities Site-wide that are used by these crafts, 
and to many additional locations. An occurrence was declared, 
and notifications were made to city, county. and state officials, 
the Department of Energy (DOE), Richland Operations Office and to 
DOE headquarten. 

Worker safety is our highest priority. We are open and ready to 
provide infomation or surveys to anyone concerned. The PHMC 
investigative team will continue to meet daily until the 
contamination source has been identified, decontaminated and ail 
areas returned to normal. A lessons teemed critique will be 
performed to identify future protective measures. 

Site employees wanting additional information can tune to radio 
AM530 (the Hanford Site broadcast channel), or can call the 
DynCorp information line at 373-1212. Employees who wish to have 
questions answered may leave a recorded message on the DynCorp 
hotline at 376-4055. As new information is discovered, it will be 
disseminated through additional employee communications. 0 
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TO: All FDH and Subcontractor Company Employees 

FROM: Bob Shoup, vice president, Environment, Safety and 
Health, FDH, AND Bob Frix, president and general 
manager, DynCorp Tri-Cities Services 

SUBJECT UPDATE ON CONTAMINATION SPREADS 

We promised to update you with more information, as it becomes 
available, regarding contamination spreads outside of radiation 
control zones on the Hanford Site. 

We have now found contamination on'fruit flies, nats and other 
pests on wet garbage in three areas, two of whicf are in the area 
that was roped off last week just south of B-Plant in 200-East 
Area. Contaminated h i t  flies also have been trapped on pest 
strips in other locations in the specified area. 

Additionally, we found contaminated fruit flies on arbage in a 
trash can just outside of the Canister Storage Bufding, about 114 
to 1/3 mile west of the roped off area in 200-East Area. The 
Spent Nuclear Fuel Project, which is constructing the Canister 
Storage Building, has suspended work in that facility as a 
precautionary measure until such time as the pests are eradicated 
there. We are conducting an extensive health physics survey in 
the facility to confirm that it is free of contamination before we 
allow achvities to resume there. Managers of the Spent Nuclear 
fuel project will communicate with the 8-10 affected employees 
regarding their return to work. 

Pests such as ants, nats, fruit flies, and rodents occur 
naturally both on an jo f f  the Hanford Site. On the Hanford Site, 
we conduct general periodic sprayings to control these pests, and 
we have now stepped up s raying and fumigating activities in areas 
where the flies have been gund. 

The pests may be related to the contamination spreads outside of 
radiation control zones that we reported to you on Monday. It is 
possible that they constitute a transport method for the spread of 
contarnination, which was first detected in a mobile office trailer 
and which now has spread to the locations reported Monday, to two 
additional facilities just south of B-Plant, and to three garbage 
cans. 

The Canister Storage Facility is the only areas outside of the 
roped-off area near B-Plant where new contamination has been found 
this week. The other facilities where contamination has been 
found (or has been found on garbage nearby) is limited to the 
roped-off area near B-Plant, including the 212B,225BE, 272BS, 
274E. 275E, 2245B,2707E, 2711E, 2719E, 2721EA, M0958,.M0959 and 
M0967 facilities. In the 200-West Area, contamination yfas.found 
and decontaminated last week in two facilities. NQ fumer... .. , , ... . 
contamination has been detected in the 200-West Area: 

None of the contamination is of the alpha type, which means that 
none of it is associated with plutonium. We have confirmed that 

. 

. .  
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. .  : 

the contamination is composed principally of strontium-90. 

All information on this situation will be conveyed to you as soon 
as we learn it, and we will provide frequent updates as warranted. 
The employees on the Hanford Site, and the citiiens of the Tri- 
Cities, have a ri ht to know that they are living and working in a 
safe and health81 environment. We pledge to answer your 
questions and to persevere in finding, containing and controlling 
all sources of contamination that could spread outside of 
controlled areas. 

To keep track of information in a single clearing house, we have 
established a situation room in $e 2420 Stevens Center Building. 
For more information, or to provide new facts, send a cc:mail to 
David Marsh or call him at 376-9573 or 376-9596. '* 
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October 7,1998 
.................................................................. 

G 

TO: All FDH and Subcontractor Company Employees 

FROM: Bob Shoup, vice president, Environment, Safety Health, 
and Quality, FDH, AND Bob Frix. president and general 
manager, DynCorp Tri-Cities Services 

SUBJECT: 

We would like to provide you with more information about the steps 
being taken to address the recent contamination spreads outside of 
controlled radiation areas. On Monday, representatives of the 
Projed Management Hanfotd Contract (PHMC) companies, the City of 
Richland, the Washington Department of Health, and the Department 
of Energy (RL) met for mutual discussion of the situation. Later 
that day, the PHMC Company and City representatives briefed the 
public media and answered their questions. Additionally, they 
formed an integrated action team with three major sub-teams. The 
teams are meeting daily, with RL, other Hanford contractors, the 
Washington Department of Health, and others. 

ADDITIONAL UPDATE ON CONTAMINATION SPREADS 

The integrated team is headed by Dr. Bob Shoup, FDH vice president 
for Environment, Safety, Health and Quality, and by Bob DeLannoy, 
DynCorp senior director for Environment, Safety, Health and 
Quality. Other key members include Tom Harper, director of 
Infrastructure for FDH, Bob Fnx, president and general manager of 
DynCorp. and Mike Dallas, operations director for DynCorp. 

The Radiological Control sub-team is headed by Greg Perkins. 
radiological control manager for FDH. This team is working 
actively to survey for contamination in the area that has been 
posted and roped off just south of E-Plant in the 200-East Area 
and in any other areas where contamination is reported or 
suspected; and to search for the cause@) and source@) of the 
contamination. This team also is working with pest control 
personnel from Waste Management Services Northwest (WMNW), to 
trap, investigate and develop plans to eradicate pests that may be 
causing contamination spreads. A decision is expected within the 
next 24 hours as to spraying methods, pesticides, and methods and 
times of application. 

Thus far, beta-emlttlng radiation contamination has been found at 
levels ranging from 2,000 disintegrations per minute (dpm) to 
about one million dpm, fuced on facilities and garbage. The 
contamination is composed primarily of strontium 90, and the 
highest level reading would give about 8-12 millirads on a direct 
survey. If a person were exposed to this level of radiation, it 
would be equivalent to a dental X-Ray. To date, no employee is 
known to have received a radiation dose from this contamination. 
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The Solid Waste sub-team is headed by Bill Ferree, logistics 
director for DynCorp. This team Is working on several actions, 
including emptying. cleaning and fumigating the Site's garbage 
trucks; obtaining state permits to work in the Richland city 
landfill and the Site burial grounds; covering and cleaning up 
trash on the Hanford Site: developing a contingency plan to deal 
with Hanford's sanitary refuse in the near term before city 
landfill arrangements retum to normal; and developing criteria 
for the resumption of off-Site garbage shipments in the future. 

The Solid Waste subteam is also working closely with the City of 
Richland on landfill excavation, which began Monday about 2 PM. 
Contamination has been discovered In the landfill and actlons are 
underway to remove that material and to continue excavation of all 
other potentially affected areas. 

The Policy subteam is headed by Bob Shoup, and focuses on 
information, communications, employee health, planning. 
notifications and critical paths forward. 

The integrated team and all of the sub-teams are committed to 
working together, communicating openly, and finding and 
controlling sources of radioactivity. The specific cause of the 
contamination spreads experienced this past week at Hanford has 
not yet been identified. However, any spread of contamination 
outside of controlled areas, even small amounts. is unacceptable. 
Employees and citizens of this region should have confidence that 
their environment is safe and healthy. 

Actions planned by the teams in the near future include continuing 
to survey potentially affected employees, and working with the 
PHMC employee health advocate and the PHMC safety office to 
provide information and assistance to employees. In addition, 
intensified radiological surveys are continuing in the 200-East 
Area. with confirming surveys in other Site areas to ensure that 
there is no further spread. 

Health physics experts from the Pacific Northwest National 
Laboratory have been called in to consult with the teams and to 
provide information to employees. They confirm that adequate blo- 
assay tools exist. Because the principal contaminant has been 
Identified es strontium-90, whole body counts and lung counts do 
not provide useful Information. 

We have confirmed that pests are transporting and causing the 
spread of contamination in the immediate area south of BPlant in 
the 200-East Area. We encourage all persons on the Hanford Site 
to cany their food in closed containers, to wrap all garbage in 
plastic and cover trash cans with lids. Do not leave fruit, 
cookies, or other unwrapped food out in bowls or on tables. These 
precautions can help to provide good hygiene at all times, and 
especially in seasons when pests are abundant. There have been no 
incidents of personnel contamination from fruit flies or other 
pests. 
To keep track of information in a single clearing house, we have 
established a situation room in the 2420 Stevens Center Building. 
For more information, or to provide new facts, send a cc:mail to 
David Manh or call him at 370-9573 or 376-9596. 
D 

' 
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TO: 

FROM. 

All FDH and Subcontractor Company Employees 

Bob Shoup. vice president, Environment, Safety Health, 
and Quality, FDH, AND Bob Frix, president and general 
manager, DynCorp Tri-Cities Services 

SUBJECT WASTE MlNiMiZATlON TO PREVENT CONTAMINATION SPREADS 

Preventing pollution or reducing waste requires everyone to take 
an active role-especially with the deliveries of Hanfords solid 
waste to the Rlchland City Landfill temporarily halted. The 
following are some tips to REDUCE the amount of trash discarded, 
REUSE containers and products, and RECYCLE materials through 
existing Site programs. 

There are a number of ways we can reduce, at the source, the 
amount of waste generated. Some examples of ways to reduce paper 
waste include: utilizing electronic distribution of 
correspondence. documents, and presentations. editing on the 
computer before printing: eliminating cover sheets when faxing; 
posting notices and information through e-mail instead of using 
handouts; sharing newspapers and magazines with others to extend 
the lives of these items, and requesting to be removed from junk 
mail lists by writing "return to sender on the envelope or 
calling the company's 800 ordering number and requesting to be 
removed from the mailing list. 

Some inventory management techniques are to encourage shippers to 
use minimal packaging and reusable shipping containers, avoid 
over-purchasing, practice inventory controls with "first in, first 
out" policy to prevent unnecessary waste generation from retaining 
malerials past their expiration dates, exercise careful storage 
practices. 

0 

If it's not possible to reduce the waste source, consider reusable 
products. For example. bring mugs to work, meetings and 
conferences, rather than using disposable cups. Use sturdy and 
washable utensils and tableware. Before discarding bags, 
containers, and other items, consider if it is hygienic and 
practical to reuse them. Reuse scrap paper and envelopes. Use 
both sides of a piece of paper for writing notes before recycling. 
Reuse newspaper, boxes, packaging "peanuts" and "bubble wrap" to 
ship packages. Wash and reuse empty glass and plastic jars, milk 
jugs, coffee cans. dairy tubs, and other similar containers. (Do 
not reuse containers that originally held products such as motor 
oils or pesticides). Use cloth napkins, sponges, or dishcloths 
that can be washed and reused. Use rechargeable batteries. 

I 
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Choose recyclable p~oducts and Wntainers and recycle them through 
the Site's extensive recycling programs. Some materials recycled 
include: paper, toner cartridges, caTdboard. software, scrap 
metal, chemicals. batteries. DOP ballasts, and lamps. Recycle 
flowcharts by commodity and point of contact are available on the 
Hanford Pollution Prevention Homepage at Uniform Resource Locator: 
http://apsqlOSrl.gov/polprev/sanaalylsanita~.htm. Utilize 
facility recycling containers for glass, plastic, tin. magazines 
and newsprint. If containers are not available at your facility, 
for lhe PHMC and BHl contact Kathleen Hinkelman at 376-7631 or 
PNNL wntact Elizabeth Raney at 376-7632. 

Recycle your lransparencies by Sending them to Waste Management 
Hanford Pollution Prevention at H6-06 (attention: Dionetta 
Freeman) or send directly to 3M Recycle Program. c/o Gemma&, 99 
Stevens Lane, Exeter, PA 18643. Outdated telephone books can be 
collected in a central location for pickup by USWest. 

By reconsidering waste producing activities and by making 
environmentally conscious decisions about everyday work, we can 
reduce the amount of solid waste generated. 

If you need more Information, please Donna Meny of Waste 
Management Hanford Pollution Prevention Program at 376-9773. 

~ 
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T O  

FROM: 

All FDH and Subcontractor Employees 

Bob Shoup, vice president, Environment, Safety, 
Health. and Quality, FDH, and Bob Frix, president and 
general manager, DynCorp Tri-Cities Services 

SUBJECT: THURSDAY UPDATE ON CONTAMINATION SPREADS 

We promised you that we would provide updates on the resolution of 
the contamination spreads experienced during the past few days. 
In the past 48 hours, we have not found any further areas of 
contamination on the Hanford Sie. 

RICHLAND CITY LANDFILL UPDATE 
However, contamination has been found on two pieces of garbage 
from the Hanford Site in the Richland City landfill, halting the 
excavation of the landfill until environmental permits can be 
obtained to move the contaminated waste back onto the Hanford 
Site. One piece of solid waste found at the city landfill read 
70,000 disintegrations per minute (dpm), and one piece read 
660,000 dpm of measured radioactivity. The highest reading is 
still indicative of material that could deliver an extremely low 
dose of radiation, equivalent to about 1/2 of a chest X-Ray, if it 
were ingested. The radioactive material found on the solid waste 
continues to be principally strontium-90, a beta-emmer that is 
not related to plutonium. Continuous air monitors set up at the 
Richland landfill in the excavation area show no spread of the 
contamination, indicating that any insects In the area are not 
contaminated. 

As of 10 AM today, two important permits have been signed by the 
Washington Department of Health. One permit allows removal of the 
contaminated waste from the Richland city landfill back to the 
Hanford Site. The waste removal was due to begin almost 
immediately after the permit was issued. However, due to windy 
conditions at the landfill, city and Site officials made a jolnt 
decision not to begin the removal operation until the wind 
diminishes. The other permit will allow the contaminated waste to 
be buried at Hanford. We arevery pleased that the permitting 
actions were accomplished quickly, so that we could begin waste 
removal. Any contamination off of the Hanford Site is 
unacceptable. and we want to retrieve the contaminated material 
from the city landfill as soon as possible. 

COMMUNICATIONS ACTIVITIES 
Other important activities that have occurred in the past 48 hours 
included a media availabilitylbriefing on Wednesday by Bob Shoup, 
vice president, Environment, Safety, Health a?d Quality for FDH. 

* 
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and Bob DeLannoy. Senior director, Environment, Safety. Health and 
Quallty for DynCorp. The briefing was attended by five offlclals 
of the City of Richland. Including Mayor Larry Haler and new city 
manager Ron Rabun. FDH president Ron Hanson relerated at the 
briefing that the city will have full acc8ss to the resoums of 
the Project Hanford Management Contract IPHMC) comDanleS to 
resolve the current situation. 

Hanson also stressed the need for open and frequent wmmuniwtion 
with the clty. and with Sle employees and the public. Three all- 
employee messages were Issued yesterday. in addition to the one 
issued Monday. Hanson also issued two messages to the presidents 
of the PHMC companies, stressing the value of open communlwtlons. 
It is important to Ron Hanson and to us that communications be 
factual and timely. and that managers and employees take time to 
read and understand the facts presented. 

A special meeting was held yesterday by B&W Hanford Co. management 
with B-Plant employees, and both the Spent Fuel Project and 
Lockheed Marlin Hanford Co. prepared messages to their employees. 

PHMC EMPLOYEE HEALTH ADVOCATE 
The PHMC employee health advocate, along with a heaHh physicist 
from the Pacific Northwest National Laboratoly and FDH Safety 
Director Dave Jackson met with a group of employees identified as 
potentially interested due to their work locations near the 
affected area south of &Plant. It was a positive meeting, with 
several matters raised by employees. The PHMC employee health 
advocate pledged to take several actions that were requested by 
employees. Including installing portal control monitors In some 
additional locations on the Hanford Site. locating some additional 
employees who may want bio-assay surveys, contacting appropriate 
persons to correct a rainwater leak in one building. and other 
actions. 

NEW TEAM FORMED 
In another lmporlant development yesterday. an Operations Team was 
formed to manage activities in the situation mom that has been 
established In the 2420 Stevens Center Building. The Operations 
Team is headed'by Richard DeBusk of FDH emergency preparedness 

RADIOLOGICAL CONTROL TEAM 
The Radiological Control team that we described to you yesterday 
conlmues to look for the source@) of the radioactivity in the 
roped-off area just south of 8-Plant in Hanford's 20BEast Area. 
We have not yet isolated the source. However, we are paying close 
attention to a sucrose-based contamlnation futative spray that has 
been used In the area when endosed. contaminated plping and 
equipment has been opened up In orderto perform work. There are 
indications lhal the sugar-based spray may be attractive to pests 
such as flies and gnats. and these insects could serve as the 
transport mechanism to spread contamlnation. Nonetheless. we 
continue a concerted effort to Identify other sources of 
contamination. 

We have Increased spraying in the roped-off area In order to 
eradicate the insects. Waste Management Services Northwest (Wh4NW) 
has purchased a new "fogge? truck that will be delivered tonight, 
so that more extensive spraying can be conducted beginning 
tomorrow. We are surveying virtually everything in the affected 
area, which measures about 10 acres. and we are covering and 
taping over any contamination we find. Some employees have asked e 
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why we cannot proceed faster to 'shrink" the perimeter of the 
affected area, but we believe it 1s prudent to work slowly. 
thoroughly and carefully in order to be sure we contain any 
contaminallon and protect employee health and safety by preventing 
contamination spread. 

Additional measurn being taken by the Radiological Control team 
Include trapping lnseds on new traps being placed at multiple 
locations around the Site, both Inside and outside of the 10acre 
area south of BPlant. examining the exteriors of vehicles parked 
In the area; and sealing. taping and spraying garbage dumpsters 
and the Site's garbage trucks. The 152-ER diversion box. located 
in the affected area and considered to be a potential 
contamination source, is sealed. Today, Atlanta Avenue will be 
blocked from just north of M0414 to just north of the &Plant 
north parking lot. in order to prevent private vehicles from 
passing through the affected area while suwey teams continua 
their work. 

SOLID WASTE TEAM 
The Solid Waste team is working closely with Richland City 
officials at the city landfill site. We plan to remove the 
Hanford waste that was disposed in the city landfill during the 
final days of September. We expect that our waste removal 
activities at the city landfill can be finished in about a week. 

Other activities of the Solid Waste team Include formulating 
contingency plans for disposal of the approximately 5.5 tons of 
Hanford garbage generated by ordinaly housekeeping and personal 
activities each day, and readying a staging area to survey the 
refuse currently in the Hanford garbage trucks. 

We will continue to communicate with you oflen until the 
contamination spreads and sources are Identified, contained and 
controlled. As citizens and employees. you have a right to a safe 
and healthy environment, and you have a right to know the actions 
we are taking to provide such an environment. You also have a 
right to know what we are finding. In terms of contamination 
locations, types and levels. 

HANFORD WEED AND PEST CONTROL PROGRAM 
While the Hanford Sine periodically finds contaminated rodents, 
ants and beetles, contaminated flying insects have not been 
detected for many years. In an integration effort planned since 
last summer, the PHMC Weed and Pest Management Program soon will 
Integrate under DynCorp. This integration will improve the 
efficiency of spraying and other pest control activities. and Is 
one of the long-term solutions to improve environmental 
protection. 

The Hanford Site has maintained weed and pest control programs 
since World War II in order to exterminate Intrusive and nuisance 
pests; prevent disease; control vegetation along roadways, power 
lines and fire breaks: protect property, and provide a clean work 
environment. AddtionallyfhmUgh an agreement with local 
counties, the Site program controls noxious weeds so that Hanford 
does not become a seedbed for weeds that are destrucUve to 
farming. 

For more information on the contamination spreads, the search for 
the souw(s), the removal of trash from the city landfill. or to 
provide new facts, Send a cc:mail to David Marsh or call him at 
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GENERAL DELIVERY MESSAGE 

October 9,1998 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

TO 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: THANK YOU1 

All FDH and Subcontractor Company Employees 

Ron Hanson, FDH President &CEO 

With the weekend almost here I want to express my thanks to 
everyone who has worked so hard for the past two weeks to respond 
to the contamination problem we have experienced. While no one 
wants this kind of problem to occur, It Is gratifying to know we 
have the capable and dedicated people on this site to respond to 
such Situations. It Is also important to note that discovery of 
this problem shows our surveillance program works. The problem 
was discovered quickly. allowing us to respond immediately, 
preventing a far worse situation from occurring. 

Our highest priority since the problem was discovered on September 
28 has been the protection of our employees, the public and the 
environment. But you are on the front lines. Your health and 
safety are paramount. I want to reiterate that our policy Is no 
tolerance for contarnination outside of controlled radiation areas. 
Such situations are simply unacceptable. That Is why we are 
working so hard to locate any contamination that may have reached 
the Richland landfill and retum it to the site. Excavation at 
the landfill resumed at 7:30 this moming and will continue 
through the weekend until the work Is finished. 

We have tried very hard to provide you with frequent updates on 
oursituation so that you have the very latest information. Our 
teams responding to the problem have approached the situation in 
an orderly manner to identify and contain the spread of 
contamination. Others are trying very hard to pinpoint the source 
of the contamination. This kind of problem is extremely rare at 
Hanford and we need to leam as much as we can to ensure it never 
happens again. Lessons learned will be shared with you as soon as 
they are available and with the rest of the DOE complex. 

We have also added a new page to the Hanford web site under What's 
New. Or, you can go diredly to the page at: 

The pagewill include all of the employee messages that tiave been 
sent out on this subject, maps and other Information. plus points 
of contact and telephone numbers, should you have questions or 
comments. 

.-http:/lwww.hanford.gov/safety/conspreadlindex.html 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
GENERAL DELIVERY MESSAGE 

October Q, 1998 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
MANAGERS - PLEASE POSTlil PLEASE POSTlll PLEASE POSTIIi 

TO: Ail Site Employees 

FROM: James Mecca, RL Deputy Assistant Manager, Facilities 
Transition. Bob Chap, vice president, Environment, 
Safety Health, and Quality, FDH, and Bob Frix: , 
president and general manager, DynCorp Tri-Cities 
Services 

SUBJECT: FRIDAY UPDATE ON CONTAMINATION SPREAD 

We continue to be committed to keeping you informed of steps being 
taken to address the recent contarnination spreads outside of 
controlled radiation areas 

On Thursday, one spot of new contamination was found inside the 
posted and roped-off area south of B Plant. As of this morning. 
no new contamination had been found outside of that area. 

Normal work has resumed at the Spent Nuclear Fuel Canister Storage 
Building construction site, where contamination was removed from 
several locations in and around the building. Personnel 
monitoring is being offered to workers at that site. 

If you wish to have access to personnel monitoring but do not have 
that service available at your workplace, several additional 
locations are now available to you. The list of locations is at 
the bottom of this message. Monitoring of personal vehicles is 
ongoing upon request at the monitoring stations listed below. No 
contamination was found on any of the vehicles surveyed since last 
weekend. 

RICHLAND CITY LANDFILL UPDATE 

We are acting to retrieve contaminated material from the clty 
landfill as soon as possible. We also are establishing procedures 
to prevent such contamination from occurring in the future. 

Representatives from the Solid Waste Team, including the 
Department of Energy, met with the City of Richland engineer 
yesterday and presented a plan for the site to resume shipments of 
refuse to the Richland landfill. Pian was well receive. The 
final decision will rest with obtaining concurrence from the city. 
The team also presented a plan outlining a new policy under which 
the site will transport solid waste to the landfill. That pian 
includes extensive verification surveys to ensure that no 
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contaminated material is sent l o  the landfill. Any contamination 
outside of designated radiation zones on the Hanford Site is 
unacceptable. 

At 230 this morning we began removing contaminated solid waste 
from the landfill. (High wind conditions prevented the start of 
operations yesterday.) That work will continue through the 
weekend and until the job is finished. Approximately 35 tons of 
material will be returned to Hanford. The material will be 
delivered to a building In the Central Waste Complex, surveyed, 
packaged, and disposed of In the Hanford low level waste burial 
grounds. 

PEST CONTROL 

Waste Management Northwest continues to spray onsite dumpsters 
with insecticide and to cover dumpsters. A new insecticlde 
sprayer truck is onsite. as is the insecticlde material. If 
weather conditions permit, spraying will begin tomorrow. Saturday, 
within the roped-off area south of B Plant. Additional sprayings 
are planned for Sunday and possibly on following days, as 
operational activities allow. 

During spraying and for approximately 12 hours affer the spraying 
employeeswill need to remain clear of the boundary area. The 
spraying is limited to the 10-acre roped-off area. The chemical 
to be applied is "Clean Crop Malathion 57EC." The MSDS number is 
016235A. The employee health advocate's office 373-1289 or 
628-0597 has been provided with information on this chemical. as 
has the contamination control team at 376-9573 or 376-9596. 

If it becomes necessaly for you lo  enter the boundaly area, please 
contact Tom Nemzek of Waste Management Northwest at pager number 
853218. 

Removing food sources as breeding areas Is key to controlling 
pests; these pests appear to be the significant source of the 
contamination spread. Two hundred new insect traps are being set 
today in the contaminated area and other locations around the 
site. 

EMPLOYEE MEETINGS 

We continue to hold your health and safety as our highest 
priority. Your concerns are our concerns. Later today we will be 
distributing a list of frequently asked questions and responses. 
We also have Instituted an Internet site that is available to you, 
your families and the public. The site will include all employee 
messages. You can access it at: 
http://www.hanford,gov/safety/conspread/index. html 

LOCATIONS WHERE PERSONNEL MONITORING IS AVAILABLE 

200 EAST 

LOCATION N P E  OF 
MONITORING 

ACCESSIBILITY 
HOURS 

ACCESS 

272AW PCM-IB Easy Access - Near Lunch Contad Shifl 
room - located in a non-rad Mgr. 24 hrs 
area 
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RCT Survey Easy Access - HPT Office 
located in a non-rad area Mgr. 24 h n  

Contact Shift 

209E PCM-I B Easy Access - located In a Sign In at Front 
non-rad area desk 7am-3pm 

2704HV RCT Survey Easy Access - HPT Oftice 
rm HI04 located in a non-rad area Office rm H104 

Contact HPT 

7am-3:30 

MO-048 PCM-1B Easy Access - located in Contact DynCorp 
non-rad area HPT office as 

needed 
7am-3:30 

2025E RCT Survey HPT Oftice - located in a Contact Shift Mgr 
(200 LERF) non-rad area 7am -3:30 

200 E Hand & Foot Easy Access - Malnt. Area 7am - 3:30 
Garage Monltor located In a non-rad area 

200 West 

LOCATION TYPE OF ACCESSIBILITY ACCESS 
MONITORING HOURS 

272WA PCM-I B Easy Access - Near lunch Contact Shift 
mOm-lOMted In a non- 
rad area 

Mgr. 24 hour 

RCT Survey Easy ACCeSS - HPT Office Contact Shift 
located in a non-rad area Mgr. 24 hour 

M0-438 RCT Survey Easy Access - HPT Oftice 7am - 3:30pm 
located in a non-rad area 

271T RCT SUNey Easy Access - HPT Office Contact HPT 
located In a non-rad area Office 

7am-330pm 

222s Lab. RCT Survey HPT Office - located in a Go to front 
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MC-556 

non-rad area within desk and 
facility contad HPT 

Office 
7arn-330p 

PCM-1B Easy.access - located in a 7arn - 3:30prn 

HPT office as 
needed 

non-rad area Contact DynCorp 
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GENERAL DELIVERY MESSAGE 

+++++++++~~~~+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++~++++++ 

TO: All Site Employees 

FROM: James Mecca, RL Deputy Assistant Manager. Facilities 
Transition; Bob Shoup. FDH vim president, 
Environment, Safety Health, and Quality; and 
Bob Frix, president and general manager, DynCorp 
Tri-Cities Sewices 

SUBJECT: 

The following are questions Hanford employees and otherr have most 
frequently asked about the contarnination spread. Responses have 
been provided by members of the Project Hanford Management 
Contract team that is responding to the issue. 

CONTAMINATION SPREAD QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

1. How can I be sure i am not transporting contaminaUon home? 

The contamination has been conflned ptindpally to an area within 
a radius of approximately 1/4 mile from the border of the 10-acre 
radiological buffer area just south of B Plant. intensive 
radiological surveillance continues to take Diace around this area 
and the site 

Other than the craftsperson with contamination found In his boot, 
no other personnel contamination has been detected over the past 
two weeks. All individuals known to have been in or around the 
affected area of 200 East Area have been surveyed. No 
contarnination was found on the individuals or on any personal 
vehicles. More than half of the bioassays taken, including that 
of the craftspenon, have been returned. They show no evidence of 
contamination. 

Most of the contamination has been found on damp kitchen waste, 

e 

a 
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apparently deposited and spread by contaminated gnats and fruit 
flies. The source of the insect contamination is still being 
investigated. Intensive fogging with insecticide took place in 
the buffer area this weekend. Traps were set in the buffer area 
and around the site, and no contaminated inseds have been found 
for several days. 

2. There is no way to monitor individuals outside of controlled 
areas. 

Worker and public safety continues to be our number one priority. 
For workers who would like to have continued assurance, voluntary 
monitoring stations are being installed in several locations. A 
complete list of those locations was distributed with the 10/9/88 
all-employee message and also is Included at the end of this 
message and on the Internet at 
www.hanford.gov/safety/conspreadlindex.html 

N O E :  The current distribution program for all-employee massages 
is not designed to send tables. me Internet chalt may be easier 
for you to read. 

SUPERVISORS Please post the Internet table of monitoring stations 
and make it accessible to your employees. 

3. There was enough contamination to shut down Canister Storage 
Building on Wednesday. why are we not concerned about working 
there today (Thursday)? 

When surveys detected contamination in and around the CSB, 
management stopped construction activities as a precautionary 
measure until safe work conditions could be verified. The 
contarnination was cleaned up, and new surveys showed that it is 
safe to return to w o k  These surveys are continuing. A survey 
station is available in the CSB area for those workers. 

4. If they surveyed my work area yesterday. how do I know this is 
going to be followed up? 

our radiological control teams routinely survey all areas of the 
site where contamination may be found, such as dumpsters and 
garbage cans. Increased surveillance is taking place in areas 
where contamination is more likely to occur or has already 
0CUrned. 

5. Can we get access to portal monitors in B Plant? 

Because several new monitoring stations have been set up, it is 
not necessary for anyone to use the B Piant monitors, other than 
individuals who normally use that equipment. For example, 
monitoring is being provlded on-site at the Canister Storage 
Building. 

6. Can portal monitors be installed in our work areas? 

In some cases. radiation monitoring has been expanded to Include 
specific work areas. The Canister Storage Building construction 
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site is an example. For other employees, monitors are being 
installed at locations that are convenient to most work areas. 
Check the list at the end of this message. If you have dfficuity 
obtaining personal or equipment monitoring, contact the 
Radiological Investigation Task Team at 3757718. 

7. If the contamination is not a big concem, why are there so 
many news stories 0.e.. newspaper articles and N ne%)? 

Any contamination outside of a control zone is of concem because 
it isn't supposed to happen. We have increased the ail-employee 
messages to keep our work force informed. 

The fact that Hanford contamination was identified off site in the 
Ciy of Richland landfill is of significant interest to our 
community. We are maintaining contact with the local news media 
to ensure that residents receive full and accurate Information on 
this issue. 

Even though the level of contamination was very small. any 
contarnination outslde of controlled radiation areas is 
unacceptable. The site is working with the City of Richland and 
the Washington Department of Health to ensure that thistype of 
incident does not happen again. 

8. I don't understand the risk to me when I hear that the 
contamination is sand-so disintegrations per minute (e.9.. 
20,000 dpm) 

Any unanticipated risk is unacceptable. regardless of Its 
significance or alleged insignificance. A rate of 20,000 dpm from 
contamination is a smaii fraction of a miliirad dose that wuld 
occur If a person were in contact with such contamination for one 
hour. Although not precisely equivalent, a IO-millirad dose IS 
much less than a dental x-ray. The highest dose rate we have 
measured during this incident is about 15 miiiirads. It was found 
on a piece of rotting fnrit In a dumpster. 

Also, a 20,000dpm rate Is so small that it wouldn't be recorded 
on the dosimeters we use on site to measure potential expsures to 
employees wolWng in radiation control ateas. AS of this time, 
surveys and bioassays show that no worker who has been near the 
IO-acre controlled buffer area has received any radiation exposure 
from this contaminatlon incident. 

9. How are we establishing the perimeter of the controlled area? 

A very conservative controlled area was established and posted 
based on the identification of contaminated areas. The 
established area included the most probable source of 
contamination. 

IO. Can we have our penonal vehicles surveyed? 

Yes. Vehicle surveys are available upon request from your 
Radiation PrOtection organization or at any of the locations 
listed at the end of this.message. If you have difficulty 
obtaining personal vehicle monitoring, contact the RadlOlOgical 
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e Investigation Task Team at 316-7718. 

11. Are we sure the fixative is a contributing factor to the 
contamination? 

The sugar based contamination fixative may be a contributing 
factor to pests spreading contamination, but it is not a 
contributing factor to the contamination itself. We are working 
aggressively to determine the contarnination source. 

12. Are we sure that 241-ER-152 is a source of the contamination? 

We are continuing to investigate all possible sources of 
contamination within the 10-acre buffer area south of B Plant. 
including 241-ER-152. 

13. The contaminated fruit flies have bean detected in the 200 
Area. How far can a fruit fly fly? 

Independent fruit fly movement is limited to the immediate 
surroundings. Weather factors or relocation of food sources can 
expand the fNit fly range. A short desuiption Of fnrn flies 
and their habns is on our web page at 
www.hanford.gov/safely/wnspreadlindex.html 

To date, contaminants spread by flying pests have been found only 
within a radius of approximately 114 mile from the 10-acre buffer 
area. On Saturday, Oct. 10, and Sunday. Od. 12, Waste Management 
Northwest fogged the posted area south of B Plant with 
insecticide. 

Traps were placed in the buffer area, as well as other locations 
amund the site. No contamination has been detected on trapped 
insects outside the buffer area for several days, and none was 
found on insects inside the buffer area on Saturday or Sunday. 

LOCATIONS WHERE PERSONNEL MONITORING IS AVAILABLE 

NOTE The current distribution program for ail-employee messages 
is not designed to send tables.. The internet chart may be easier 
for you to read. 

SUPERVISORS: Please post the Internet table of monitoring stations 
and make it accessible to your employees. 

200 EAST 

LOCATION TYPE OF ACCESSIBILITY ACCESS 

272AW PCM-IB Easy Access - Near Lunch Contact Shift 

MONITORING HOURS 

mom - located in a non-rad Mgr. 24 hrs 
area 

located in a nonrad m a  Mgr. 24 hrs 
RCT Survey Easy Access - HPT office Contact Shift , 
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209E PCM-I6 Easy Access - located in a Sign in at Fmnt 
non-rad area desk 7am-3pm 

2704HV RCT Survey Easy Access - HPT Office 
nn HI04 located in a non-rad area Office nn Hi04 

MO-048 PCM-16 Easy Access - located in Contact DynCorp 

Contact HPT 

7am-3:30 

non-rad area HPT office as 
needed 
7am-3:30 

2025E RCT Survey HPT Office - located in a Contact Shifl Mgr 
(200 LERF) non-rad area 7am 9:30 

200 E Hand 8 Foot Easy Access - Main!. Area 7am - 3:30 
Garage Monitor iocsted in a non-rad area 

200 west 

LOCATION TYPE OF ACCESSIBILITY ACCESS 

272WA PCM-IB Easy Access - Near lunch Contact Shifl 

MONITORING HOURS 

mom-located in a now 
rad area 

located in a non-rad area 

located in a non-rad area 

located in a non-rad area Office 

Mgr. 24 hour 

RCT Survey Easy Access - HPT Office Contact Shifl 

M0-438 RCT Survey Easy Access - HPT Office 7am - 330pm 

271T RCT Survey Easy Access - HPT Office Contact HPT 

Mgr. 24 hour 

7am-3:30pm 

2225 Lab. RCT Survey HPT Office - located in a GO to front 
non-rad area within desk and 
facility contact HPT 

Office 
7am-3:30p 

HNF-3628 

MO-556 PCM-1B Easy access - located in a 7am - 3:30pm 
non-rad area Contact DynCorp 

HPT office as 
needed 
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............................................................... 

................................................................ 

GENERAL-DELIVERY MESSAGE 
~ OCTOBER 12,1998 

MANAGERS - PLEASE POSTil--PLEASE POSTI! PLEASE POSTli 

TO: Ail Site Employees 

FROM: James Mecca, RL Deputy Assistant Manager, Facilities 
Transition: Bob Shoup. FDH vice president, 
Environment, Safety Health, and Quality; and 
Bob Frix, president and general manager, DynCorp 
Tri-Cities Services 

SUBJECT: TRASH COLLECTION 

Your help is needed. Over the weekend trash was collected from 
dumpsters In the 300 area, 400 area, 200 West area and in some 
portions of the 200 East area. Dumpsters in other areas are belng 
colleded today. These dumpsters must be surveyed to verify that 
they are free from radioactive contamlnatlon before they are put 
back into service. The dumpstea are being marked when the survey 
is completed. 

Please do not place anything in a trash dumpster unless it has a 
marking indicating that HPTs have completed the survey. We expect 
these surveys to be complete by Wednesday or Thursday of this 
week 

If you have questions, contact Brian Dlxon of DynCorp at 376-7053. 

Thank you for your coopebtion. 
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++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
GENERAL DELIVERY MESSAGE 

C I S ,  3: 
+++++++ , +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

TO: All Site Employees 

FROM: James Mecca, RL Deputy Assistant Manager, Facilities 
Transltion; Bob Shoup. FDH vice president. 
Environment, Safety Health, and Quality; and 
Bob Frix, president and general manager, DynCorp 
Tri-Cities Services 

SUBJECT: TUESDAY UPDATE ON CONTAMlNATiON SPREADS 

PLEASE POSTll PLEASE POSTll PLEASE POSTil PLEASE POSTll 

We want to continue our efforts to keep you Informed regarding 
what we are learning about the contamination spreads outside of 
radiation control zones on the Hanford Site. and in the Richland 
city landfill. 

RICHLAND LANDFILL 
Today we can report the very welcome news that our excavation at 
the Richland city landfill was completed late yesterday, alterwe 
boxed and removed about 200 tons of Hanford Site solid waste. We 
have brought that solid waste back to Hanford, and placed it in 
low level waste burial grounds In the 200-West Area. Yesterday 
morning, we found addrtional contamination in food waste in 
Hanford's trash at the city landfill. Once again, the 
contamination was low level, beta-emitting. and consisted 
prindpally of strontium-90. 

Today, we will push back into place and cap off the solid waste in 
the dty landfill that was disturbed In our excavation of Hanford 
trash. If further study shows any potential for further 
contamination, we will - with city concurrence - use a "gee 
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probe' to test any other aFas in the landfill that may be of 
concem to the city. 

A geo-probe is an hydrauliepowered instrument that Is mounted on 
the back of a pickup truck. The probe canles a variety of 
monitoring devices and can be driven 50-60 feet below the surface 
to take readings. Use of the probe will prevent potential worker 
exposure in handling additional refuse. Today we also will have a 
very important meeting with city officials, to try to establish a 
path foward for resuming garbage disposal in the city landfill. 

While we believe that the contaminated solid waste episode that we 
have just experienced iswinding dorm to a successful conclusion, 
we wiii not be satisfied until lhe city of Richland tells us that 
it is satisfied. The city is engaged in many active and 
farsighted pursuits on behalf of citizens. it is deeply committed 
to selective Industrial recnritment and business development. We 
support and applaud the city of Richland in those efforts, and we 
are committed to doing everything we can to preserve a civic Image 
that is conducive to economic grwvlh. 

CONTAMINATED FLIES CONFINED TO ONE AREA 
In perhaps the most positive discovery of recent days, we have 
confirmed that no contaminated flies or gnats have been found 
outside of the 10-acre area south of &Plant where the 
contamination spots were first discovered. This finding 
reinforces our belief that no fruit crops in the region have been 
affected by contaminated insects. The contaminated insects are 
limited to a relatively small area that is isolated 25 miles north 
of the Tri-Ciies. 

Over the past week, we have set out approximately 75 new traps for 
flying insects. At the present time, there are 12 sets of traps 
around various border areas of the Hanfonl Site, as well as a 
cluster of six traps at the Richland city landflll. We also 
wmntly have I1  traps set out In and around the 10-acre area 
that is roped off south of B-Plant. Only four traps in the 
10-acre area demonstrated contaminated flies, and no traps outside 
of that area showed any contaminated flies. No contaminated flies 
have been found in any locations during the past five days. 

The fly traps, shaped Ilke large mayonnaise jars, are baited with 
pieces of fruit and are taken out of service as soon as they 
capture a significant number of insects. The levels of 
contamination found in the traps varied from less than 5,000 to 
400,000 disintegrations per minute (dprn). 

RADIOLOGICAL CONTROL ACTIVITIES 
The directed fogging activities with malathion in the 10-acre area 
south of B-Piant that we described to you in previous messages 
continued last evening afler the day shifl ended. The same 
fogging treatment was applied Saturclay. Sunday, and will be 
applied again tonight. 

Surveying of Site dumpsters continues. Two additional 
contaminated dumpsters were found yesterday near the PUREX plant, 
just southeast of the 10-acre area south of &Plant. These 
dumpsters had contaminated spots reading 10,000 dpm and 40,000 dpm 
respectively. 

Thus far, 21 contaminated spots, many on dumpsters, have been 
found on the Hanford Site and taken to burial grounds. Within the 
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dumpsters. the contamination was found mostly on food waste. while 
a few spots were fixed contamination. Levels of radioactivity on 
the food, dumpsters. and some locations in and near trailers just 
south of &Piant varied from 10,000 to 700,000 dpm. and consisted 
of beta-emitting radioactivity mostly comprised of strontium-90. 

We also are working to reduce the size of the mped-off area of 
interest south of B Plant. Radiological control technicians are 
conducting shoulder-to-shoulder surveys across the 1 C-acre site. 
As these intense surveys show that specific areas are free of 
contamination. we will be able to reduce the size of the buffer 
zone and hone in on the source of the contamination. 

Bioassays have been extended to include nuclear operators and 
radiological control technicians who worked In the 241-ER-152 
diversion box in late September, about 29 people. Thus far, 
bioassays done on these workers and on workers Qlven the tests 
last week have shown no uptake of radioactivity. An additional 
personnel monitoring station where workers can go to obtain 
personal surveys. besidesthe locations reported to you in earlier 
messages, has been set up in MOM1 in the 200-West Area. 

SOLID WASTE TEAM 
The Solid Waste team continues In its efforts to contad any 
vendors or other persons who may have been in the lC-acre area 
south of BPiant in the past two weeks. Personnel and vehlcie 
surveys will be offered to these vendors. During the past 
weekend, the Solid Waste Team colleded trash from all Site areas 
except the 100 Areas, 1100 Area and the HAMMER facility. This 
trash (about eight truck loads) was disposed of in the 200 West 
Area low level burial grounds. 

Surveys of all site dumpsters are nearly complete. PLEASE 
REMEMBER TO DEPOSIT WASTE ONLY IN DUMPSTERS MARKED WITH M E  WORDS 
"HPT SURVEY" AND A DATE. 

The team has obtained the state permit needed for dlsposal of 
garbage in the low level burial grounds. The modification allows 
50 loads of trash to be disposed in these Site burial grounds. 
However, disposal in burial grounds is not an ideal solution long- 
term, because it Is expensive and it takes up valuable space 
needed for Hanfods cleanup mission. For this reason, the team 
continues to plan for trash surveying methods that will be 
acceptable to the city of Richland. so that we can resume Site 
solid waste disposal in the Cny landfill. 

MEDIA AVAILABILITY 
Bob Shoup, Bob DeLannoy. and dty officials will make themselves 
avallable to the media later this week, in order to answer any 
questions that may have arisen. While we anticipate that this 
appearance will be the final major press conference concerning 
this event, policy team members will be available for indlvldual 
questions from reporters until all issues are resolved and all 
inquiries answered. 

In conclusion, we want to state that we remain commffled to the 
principles with which we began this investigation. Foremost among 
those commitments is the fad that the health and safety of our 
employees. and of the citizens of the region SUKOUnding the 
Hanford Site comes first. No contamlnation outside of radiation 
control areas is acceptable. and we have zero toleranw for any 
contamination spreads. We will continue to investigate the 

e 
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soum(s) of contamination, and we will work until the 
contamination is controlled and confined. 

We value our partnership with the city of Richland, and we want to 
be sure that this event candudes In a manner that satisfies the 
city and allows us to share a positive future. We will continue 
to keep you informed. anhough daily messages most likely will not 
be necessary. We will send you periodic messages as needed as 
long-term plans for disposal of Hanford solid waste are finalized 
and as the radiological control team shrinks and finally releases 
the 10-acre area south of &Plant to normal operations. 

Many of you have told us that you have appreciated being kept 
informed. We consider It to be our job and duty to keep you, the 
citizens. employees and tax-payen of this area. informed about 
the issues that affect you. .We appreciate your confidence and 
trust. 
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.............................................. 
GENERAL DELIMRY MESSAGE 

October 95.1998 
*++++++cH++cH++cH+++++*+m++++*+++++f+*+ 

TO: All S l e  Employees 

FROM: James Mecca, RL Deputy M i n t  Manager, Facilities 
Transitlon: Bob Shoup, FDH vice president. 

Emrimnment. Safety Health, and Quality; and 
Bob Frlx president and general manager. DynCorp 
Trl-CHIes Services 

. SUBJECT UPDATE ON CONTAMlNATlON SPREADS 

PLEASE POST11 P W S E  POST11 P W S E  POSTII PLEASE POSTll 

We want to continue our efforts to keep you infoned regardlng 
what we are learning about the contaminatlon spreads outside of 
radiation contml zones on the Hanford Site, and In the Rlchland 
city lendfiii. 

RlCHlAND LANDFILL 
The excavated areas at the Richland city landfill have been capped 
off, and our demobilization there is nearly complete. The total 
amount of Hanford trash removed was about 210 tons, or 168 wblc 
metes  (220 wblc yanis). We are now holding discussions with the 
city concerning whether any additional surveys for potential 
contamination am necessary in the landfill. We am constructing 
a detailed time line to help make this determination. The time 
line is expected to tell us whether them could have been a 
potential for contamlnated trash to reach the landflll between 
September 24 and 28. Our efforts thus far have looked at trash 
disposed in the city landfill September 28-30. If we and the city 
decide that further surveying is necessary. It will be done with e 
'geo-probe" In order to prevent potential worker exposure in 
handling additional refuse. 

We also continue to hold frequent meetings with city officials on 
the long-ten path forward to resume soild waste disposal. We are 
working out the details of various trash handling methods, and 
considering alternatives to discuss with the city. It remains 
axtremeiy important to us  that the City of Rlchland be satisfied. 
that its civlc image be preserved. and that we emerge from this 
Incident as partnes. 

CONTAMINATED FLIES ISOLATED 
Fortunately. the good news that no contaminated flies or gnats 
have been found outside of the l0-acre area south of SPlant where 
the contaminatlon spots were fltst discovered. In fact no 
contaminated flies have been found in any locatlons at all since 
October 7. NeverVleless, trapping will continue for at least 
another week 
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RADIOLOGICAL CONTROL ACTMTIES 
The directed fogging activities with malathion in the l0-acre area 
south of &Plant that we described to you in previous messages 
could not be applied either Tuesday or Wednesday evenings. due to 
high winds. However, another application is planned for this 
coming weekend. 

Surveying of Site dumpsten contlnues. Two more contaminated 
trash cans have been found. bringing to 23 the total number Of 
contaminated spots found. The additional contaminated cans were 
found yesterday, one inside of the IC-acre area south Of &Plant, 
and one just west of that area near the 200-East Area shops. As 
before, the spots demonstrated low levels of beta-emitting 
contamination. principally strontium-90. 

,'he IO-acre area south of B Plant is still roped off as a 
radiological buffer area, but portlons of the area could be 
released as early as tonight Unless any unfoneen contamination 
Is detected, we expect to release most of that area, except for 
some mobile offices, by the time most employees return to wok 
Monday. 

Bioassays have been extended to indude approximately 13 mom 
persons who might have worked in or passed through the IOacre 
area south of &Plant during the time period of interest In late 
September and early October. This brings the total number of 
persons taking bio-assay tests to 55. Thus far. 32 results have 
been returned. with one person testing marginally positlve. This 
test result may be a false positive due to Its axlremely low 
level. The individual is now taking a re-test to clarify the 
results. All bioassay results are expected by October 20. 

SOUD WAS= TEAM 
The Solid Waste team continues In its efforts to contact any 
vendors or other persons who may have been In the 1 &acre area 
south of &Plant in the past two weeks. Personnel and vehicle 
surveys will be offered to these vendors. Trash collected from 
the Hanford Site each day continues to be disposed of In the 200 
West Area low level burial grounds. We thus far have disposed 
about 10 loads, with a total of 50 loads allowed by our state 
permit. Therefore, we have a few weeks to reach agreement with 
the City of Rlchland. and resume Site solid waste disposal in the 
city landfill. Our preference is to reach agreement as soon as 
possible. 

COMMUNICATIONS 
With the city's concumnce, we have decided not to hold a news 
conference this week. Happily, this deckion was reached because 
there have been no significant newdiscoven'es. We may hold a 
news conference jointly with the City of Richland when we reach 
agreement on a path folward. 

We are glad that we have been able to maintain the trust and 
confidence of the region throughout this episode. and that we have 
policies and procedures that contlnue to make the Hanford Site a 
good neighbor to surrounding citizens. We will continue to keep 
you informed as developments warrant. 

* 
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
GENERAL DELIVERY MESSAGE 

October 29,1998 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
TO: ALL SITE EMPLOYEES 

FROM JAMES MECCA, RL Deputy Assistant Manager, Facilities 
Transition; BOB SHOUP, FDH Vice President, 
Environment, Safety, Health and Quality; BOB FRIX, 
President and General Manager, DynCorp Tri-Cities 
SeNiceS 

SUBJECf: UPDATE ON CONTAMINATION SPREADS 

It has been a week since we last provided you with information 
concerning the contamination spreads that occupied so much of the 
Site's time and attention during October. We wanted you to have 
an update before the weekend. 

Three spots of contamination were found this past week, all near 
&Plant in the 200-East Area, and all on Monday, October 26. A 
trap for flying insects just outside of the glove bag cover over 
Diversion Box 241-ER-152 was found to contain 100,000 
disintegrations per minute (dpm) of betdgamma contamination. 
Another such trap on the north side of MO-966 near &Plant was 
found to contain 500,000 dpm, also betdgamma. Additionally, a 
plastic bag containing food garbage In a dumpster just outside of 
the 2101-M Building (south of 6-Plant) was found to contain 30,000 
dpm. The dumpster was sealed in plastic and taken out of service. 

Site pest control specialists sprayed the area around the 241-ER- 
152 Diversion Boxwith malathion on Wednesday, and sprayed the 152 
pit and its glove bag cover with pyrethrin (PT-585) on Tuesday. 
They have placed new insect traps Inside the pit to confirm that 
the pests have been eradicated. At this time, a comprehensive 
investigation of the source of the contamination Is underway, with 
a report expected in late November. Multiple sources. Including 
the 241-ER-152 Diversion Box, are still being considered for the 
contamination that we experienced during late September and 
October. Experts from several contractors will be involved In the 
investigation. 

Once the source of the contamination Is Identified. procedures 
governing work involving the soufce will be revised to provide 
assurance against future contamination events. As Hanford's waste 
cleanup moves forward into active operations that disturb legacy 
wastes In order l o  move them or better confine them, we must be 
sure that we control these substances and continue to protect the 
health and safety of employees and the public. 

DynCorp Tri-Cities Services is continuing to dispose of everyday 
Site solid waste in the 200-West Area low level waste burial 
grounds. Thus far, wf~ have disposed of I 9  loads of solid waste, 

. 
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while our state pennlt allows us to dispose up to 50 loads. 
Therefore, we still have several more weeks during which we can 
continue this disposgl method while the Department of Energy 
negotiates with offslte disposal services and locations for a 
long-term disposal agreement. 

The DOE is negotiating with the City of -land. to determine 
solid waste survey standards that are acceptable to both the City 
and to DOE. NegoUations are cordial, as all share the same 
ultimate goal of assuring that the landflll, a valuable Cny 
resource, remains fm of radioactivity. We also share the goal 
of maintaining a positive civi,c and regional image that is 
conducive to growth. 

DOE has proposed to the City a graded survey approach, In which we 
would survey all Site trash for a 3 M a y  baseline period. 
FOllOWing that, and based on the baseline results, it is proposed 
to separate Site trash into three different categories, based on 
the types and locations of facilities in which it is generated. 

We hope that this graded approach. or another compromlse posltlon. 
will provide the assurances the City needs to reach agreement with 
DOE. DOE is also pursuing negotiations with another commem'al 
refuse contractor as a back-up servlu, for future needs. 
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APPENDIX G 

NEWS STORIES 

The majority of media coverage surrounding the fall 1998 200 East Area biological vector 
contamination event was local, although there was considerable interest and coverage from 
regional and national media as well. 

The issue received a great deal of attention locally, because of the offsite contamination of refuse 
at the City of Richland Landfill and because of the worker bringing home contamination on his 
socks. The finding of contamination outside the Hanford Site boundary was obviously of 
interest to the surrounding communities, as was the phenomenon of radioactive insects and the 
possibility that they could carry radiation off Site. 

The regional and national exposure given this event focused almost exclusively on the insects. 
The media began to take notice via the Associated Press, in part because of some science fiction 
references in some of the early local print stories. 

Although the science fiction references may have been a bit misleading, the overwhelming 
majority of local, regional, and national media coverage was accurate and fair. Nearly every 
piece published on the subject contained statements regarding the lack of a serious health threat 
and the attempts that the Site was making to correct the problem. 

The following pages are copies of all the news stories that the Hanford Site is aware of from both 
the public, commercial media and the Hanford Site plant newspaper. 

NEWSPAPER ARTICLES: 

Radioactive ants no work of science fiction 
Radioactive socks found in Hanford worker’s home 
Hanford puzzled by radioactive garbage bin 
Hanford digs for more off-site radiation 
Fruit flies suspects in Hanford contamination 
Hanford trash being removed from Richland 
Radiation bugging Hanford 
Hanford hot spots blamed on radioactive bugs 
Richland wants transfer station built at Hanford 
Hanford works to trap contaminated bugs 
Insects spread radiation on nuclear reservation 
Radioactive Bugs Found at Nuke Site 
More Hanford workers tested for exposure to 

radioactivity carried by fruit flies, gnats 
Two more contaminated flies found miles from 

suspected Hanford origin 

0 Contaminated fly found near trash bin came from B Plant 

Tri-City Herald 09-29-98 
Tri-City Herald 10-01-98 
Tri-City Herald 10-02-98 
Tri-City Herald 10-06-98 
Tri-City Herald 10-07-98 
Tri-City Herald 10-08-98 

Spokesman Review (Spokane) 10-08-98 
Seattle Post-Intelligencer 10-08-98 

Tri-City Herald 10-10-98 
Tri-City Herald 10-13-98 

Arizona Republic (no date) 
Washington Post (Internet) 10-21 -98 

Tri-City Herald 10-22-98 

Tri-City Herald 11-03-98 
Tri-City Herald 11-05-98 

~~ ~ 
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Hanford digs up backup landfill, collector 
Radioactive reading in trash tied to potassium 40 in bag 
Richland, DOE reach deal on dumping 
Hanford to resume dumping in Richland 

Tri-City Herald 11-13-98 
Tri-City Herald 11-14-98 
Tri-City Herald 12-06-98 
Tri-City Herald 12-09-98 

HANFORD REACH ARTICLES (WEEKLY PLANT NEWSPAPER): 

10-19-98 

10-26-98 

1 1-09-98 

1 1-1 6-98 

0 1 -04-99 

All-out effort stems spread of contamination 

Contamination spread episode winding down 

Another contaminated h i t  fly 

Contract signed for trash disposal services 

200 Area contamination spread contained 

e 
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TRI-CITY HERALD 

%EP 2 9  1998 T r i - C i t i e s ,  w 

rk of science fiction 

Pest contml workers have muted 
1sI anthills in the spot - H@or@s most 
~t-bfesteddte,saidRayJohnson, an en*- 
mnmentd scientlstwithWsste?dmagemmt 
Federal Servicu Northwest OpemUoe+ 
There’s certalnlr something out there 
thatattreekthea,”hesaid. 

Somewhere from IOtoMfeetbelosthesuF 
face In that spot is a jundion hox for old 
und-undradioacnve w&epipcs,whlch 
b*L.  ..”- 

Redharvesterants b m w  down to2ofecl 
deep. Jotuson speculated 10 percent - 
mqybemore--orthcmOunLInthatanaend 
UP conuuninated, alongwiththe anu 

Thepmblemofradioadiveant.imtnew- 
and It’swelldcewenteb 

The 1ffl wi.5 4lm ?%em - available OD 
vtdco cwefte - ehmnicled how James 
A m C U  Md James Whitmom rewlved 
the A n W s  tmublcr with ants that grew 85 
his at housesalter being exposed to atomic 
bombradiatlon 
. The latest doementation of the smaller, 
less fictional H d o r d  ants is Ned In the 
I n n e r r e c e J s e s o l t h e D ~ n t o ~ ~ ~  

..Reading Room in Rlchland - where the 
Sept 10 discoven of eight contaminated 
a n W h c l ~ e d , a t a n ” o f f . ~ r m a l ” I n ~ -  
dent 

J o h o n  claimed Hdordb ants --untllre 
the stars of Them - havent mutated 1610 
8iantsbeadedforLosAngelngeleJ. . 

couldit be becausethevonlv veremildb 

7 
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socksfound : 
in Hanford 
worker's home 
BythsHanldM 

FOW socks with LOW levels OF 
radioactlvecontamiaation w e e  
foundinalaundryhamperina 
Hanford worker's home this' 
week. 

The dlscoveiy endeda seame 
thatbeganlateTueAwmornlng 
whenaFluor Daniel Northwesf 
worker was leaving one of Han- 
ford'stankfarms. wheremuthe 
radlatloncheekrfomdsomecon~ 
taminatednartic1eSon Ilia boat 

~ ...- 
As the worker was checked 

out further, oneofhlssociu was' 
found lo  be sllghUy c o n t a d  
natedwithsomepartides. ~ 

It appeared he picked up  the 
c o n l a n l n a t i o n o n h l s b p ~ o n  
to Tuesday. sald Fluor Daniel 
Hanford spokesman Mike 
Berrlochoa 

The worker, who ras not lden- 
Ufied, was leaving his boots at 
thesiteeachdaybutwearinghis 
socks home. So the worker's 
laundryhamperandtherestor 
his home werecheck&forcont2 
amlnation,Berrloehoasaid. 

Four soelrs were found to be' 
sWUycontaminatedTherestof 
the clothes and house were free. 
of contamination The work& 
was checked out on a whole boqy 
counter, and was found to be 

The source of the partic& 
was not determined, but Hani 
fordo5cialsspeculatedthat the 
worker might have stepped in- 
contaminatedanlmalfeces. 

CleanOfCOnbJdMtiOU . 
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Hanford 
puzzled by 
radioactive 
garbage bin 

OfRciaIs are scratching their 
headsoverspots ofcontam~nsti~n 
that showed up in a W o r d  
garbwe bhandlnatruckthattmk 
a load of H d o r d  trash to Rich. 
IandkIandIlU. 

Amford 
garbwe bhandinatruckthattmk 
a load of H d o r d  trash to Rich. 
IandkIandIlU. 

Butsofar,noradioactive contam- 
hation bas shown up at the city 
dump, Hanrord 05ciPs sald 
Thmniayaftemoon 
The amounts of contamination 

involved in this week’s incident 
are too Small to give a dose of 
radioactivity to a human, said 
Bob DeLannoy environmental 
~e~heillthanhqualitydirector 
for DYnCorp mCi t i e s  Services 
1°C 

DynCow is the subcontractor 
that handles utility matters at 
Hanford, including trash 
pickup. 
“It‘s very rare when something 

’ WthishaPpens.And whenit hap  
Pens, we take it very seriously,” 
s a d  FlUorDanielswkesnanMike 
Be rri och o a 

Sma1IamountsofH~ord haz. 
ardous Wastes have shown up a 
feti times at Ricblend’s landnil 
in the last couple of yeam. said 
Stan Arlf the city’ engfneering 
and Utility services director. He 
Was unsure of the number of 
times. 

“we’re not seeing a deflnitiv- 
P a e a ” A r l t d d .  

. . - .- ___ 
Contamination 

TRI-CITY HERALD /?2 
T r i - C i t i e s ,  w OCT 0 2  1998 

The technician found some cou- 
tamination at the trailer, which 
ledtoadditionalchechthat found 
a spot of contamination inside a 
nearby garbage bin. 

The,trarh bin was cordoned off. 
People who recently used the 
trailer tiere checked and found I 

Treeofcontamination 
And Hanford officials and tech- 

nicians huddled Wednesday to 
gatherfacts onwherethe contami- 
natiouinthetrash hincpuldhave 
comefmm. 

They then learned the bln was 
emptied into a Hanford garbage 
truckat 7dJ km Monday-shortly 
bef6rethetecbniciancheckedihe 
@sb bin 

Hmford contacted Richland 
about 180 pm. Wednesday to say 
the truck with possibly contami- 
nated trash had gone to the land- 
NLlisnford technicians went to 
the dump that afternoon- and 
checked an area for Contamha- 
tion. 

Officials then specdated they 
maybave checked the wrong spot. 
soon Thursday theytested another 
partofthe IandfilL Nocontamina- 
tion WBS found. then, either, 
DelaMOyspid 

are isolated. and people have 
beenkept out, said DeLannoyaud 
Ark 
Thetruckandthetrashfouud in 

it also have been kept isolated. A 
Binch-square patchofcontamina- 
. tion was foundnear the rear ofthe 
truck- 

~o.abOxwasfound~~Yitaspot 
oflesser conhination that likely 
came from the bed of the h u c t  
D e ~ O Y S a i d  

Investigators still were PUP 
zled Thursday by where the con- 
tamination origluaily came 
from. The investigation is con- 
tinuing. 
Meanwhile, Hanford and RiFh- 

land omcials. are eonsidenng 
whether any m e r  tests are 
neededattheland5U. 
mReporterJohnstplgcanberaschedat 
682-1517 01 vla 4 at ]atang*W 
cnyhe&m 

The suspected landflll areas . 
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Inc . 
The worst spot found Tuczdsy 

WBS Imide the mpcdnff area in 
wetgarbage where lliesandgnats 
had beeaItme-d 10 to 12mii- 

.liradsperhour-aboutth-s~e ' 

doseofradiationinaden~x.~. . 
It's also abut the lame as the 
potential radiation dose of the 

l a r g e n c o n w d ~ t f o u n d i n  
theclosednffe.reabeforr?lluday. 
a.rpo! about the sire of a salad 

that insects are amctedto a flxa- 
tive. The mlx 1s sprayed on aread 
that might be'eontamlnated so no 
radlosctlvematerialgets in the alr 
while workerrare cheddnn iL 

Untli two or three yearS ago, a 
flxative with an organic base was 
commonlyusedButbecause i t b  
not healthy to breathe. Hanford 
has begun using another flxative 
withasugarbase. 

Iianfordwbagehuc!ss,wbage 
.bin? and other areas were being 
fumlzated mwdayto kill insects. 
BmadersprayInsfsplanned. 

"We don? need Mother Nature 
heipiW spread contamination, 
Shoupsald 
Workers also are. being told to 

wrap theirtrash before they throw 
itawwandtokeep lidsongarbage 
Cans. 

since last weekthatthere's apossi- 
bilityeontaminatedtrashmw have 
been sent to the Rlchland landill1 
in a garbage truck that later was 
found to be contaminated. Since 
then. trash is kept at Hanlord, 
whereit'rbegidngtopiieup. . 

The search for the potentialiy 
contaminated trash buried at the 
landfill continued ?Uesday:Han- 
ford workers slowlyweresbweling 

.layen of garbage. then sweeping 
the area for radioactivib through- 
outtheday. 

Hanfordoflleial?iwerecoI+med 
that in addition to contarmnated 
ka84contamlnatedIliesandgnats 
might have hitched a dde ou the 
tnl&tothelan~Bwer,work-  
ers found no eontamlnatlon T u e ~  
day,buthadnotunea&edthebuU 
oftheHanford trashby evenlng. 
Some 50 to 80 tops Qf tmih has 

been moved, 10 Tar. The load 
dumpedlastweekffomthecontam- 
inatedHinfordtruckisbelieved to ' 
beaniupaabnut200fee!by2W .feet.,' . . .  . . 

H ~ U F O ~  omcialr have I ~ O \ M  

Earford worken have a s o d  
idea where most of the.Mute 
should be in the landfill because . 
CilYworkershIewtheloahdump?d 
On top of it was waste hm'a food 
P?xesfoc It3,nOt all in tidylayen, 
however.. The waste 'had' k e n  
DUhed wether and compacted, 
midnsaomeofit together. 

At W o r d ,  no workers are 
known to have received a dose of 
radiation from the contamination 
found ti the 200 East Area Forty 
havebeengivenfuU.bwJychec€sto 
determine ittheyhaveing&dw 
radiation. Those checks came up 
clean,butallhaverepuestedbloe, 
says. Those teats, done on hody 
warte,canllndexposuremtutdin 
thefuu-bodychecks. ' 

An ironworker earlier found to 
haveradiationononebwtMdon 
four6oCbhnhulaundr);hamwrat 
homeah hasaskedforthebioas 
s a y . ~ b w i l l n o t b e b a ~ f o r a t  
leasttwoweeks 

muor omeials aaldmesdaythat 
small amounts of eonbmlna~on 
werrfo~dnotjuJtontheworke~s ' 
bwtandsoeh hut also onthe Out- 
side of his IunLh bag and ih con. 
tents A tiny amount Of radiation 
was detected on We lid o f s p l d c  
food container and the hendie ofa 
toothbmsb both of which were 
insldetheiidcgmCWrydDrrbsg 
hewedtocalyhisl~Ch 

Hmf~rd ofIlclals had not COD- 
flimed what radioactive inakrial 
was found in contaminated spots 
piscovered Tuesday, but the 
I1 apotS found by Mondayall eon- 
tained pure strontium a0, which, 
gives a cluetoits source. 

' 

Mically, shOnUUm would be 
found mixed with cesium The B 
Plant, whereatmntlum and euium 
wereseparatedhmtanbrwsler Is 
oneofthep~cesonsiteraherep;re 
atmntiumcould be found 
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eing remowed. 
rn Richland 

Radloactive apple corer and 
banana peek found Wednerdwin 
the Rlchland c i t  larrdtlll are 
among 35 tons of H d o d  trash' 
scheduled to make a return kip to 
thenuclearsite. 

The trash Is part of ~ d i o a c t i ~  
contamination W o r d  oMcIals 
belleve I s  belng spread around 
oftlee and shop bulldinga on the 
nuclearrrsenrationby lllesdining 
on a sugary substance sprayed on 
areas contaminated by radiation 
Yem.w. 

Acontinulwsearchoftheland- 
fill Wednesday mornlng turned 
up 10 Items contaminated with 
radlatlon. Hanford omclals said 
they were mostly wet garbage. 
such as apple cores, that would 
have anractedcontaminatednles 
sndgnatstogarbage binsatHan- h a  

All 35 tons - about three truck- 
loads-aregolngto betakenback 
toHanford. 

Worken Emmthenuclearrcser. 
vationhavesloppeddlg8ingatthe 
cltylandflll andcoveredthetrash 
with Laws to keep the 
noc~totheaarbaeefromf2E 
conlaminaGd. - 

HanfordoMclals are waltingfor 
astateDapartmentofHeaith~d1~. 
logical con$Krue_tton,penuit @at's 
requiredtodo\~orkwhencontami- 
naled material I s  fouid. They 
expectitto be issued today or Fri- 
day. 

H d o r d  employees have been 
golngovera40,KWquare.fmtarea 
at the landfill since Nonday witb 
Getger counters after radtoactive 
contamination .m found on a 
garbagetruck 

Workers uncovered tlie bulk of 
thetrashhumthat loadby Wednes 
day, butHdor8 oMclalsarelwk- 
Ing fortrash dumped aslong'ago as 
Sept 21 because contaminated 
applep&istumedupIna€I~o~ 
lunchmomSept22 

The most radioactivel~m f o ~ d  
at thelandfu hadlow-level codta- 
minatio~$vi~off2smilllrsdJan 
hour.AchastX-rarplvuadoseof. 
I O ~ l Z m l l l ~ d s .  

and equipment were &&d 
there by imects. 
_Most,ifnotailofthespotr,are 
contfunbated' with strontium, 
whlch is usually found inradioac-. 
Uve waste mlxed with cesium. 
However;the BPlant,justqort!iof' 
where most ofthe contamlnatibn 
was found was used to separate 
strontium and cesium Emmunder- 
groundwestetanks. ' 

Thi lbacre area with most of 
the contamination has closedoff 
pipes that used to carry waste 
from the stmntium a n d  the 
cesium sepmttionpiocess.Wben 
workers need to get Into those 
places for maintenance, they 
sprayonafinativethat'smadeup 
mostly of the sugar glucose. It 
driestoa hard fidIsbkeephgany 
radioactive eontamln?:Ion~ .in 
place. 

utbeforeltdr!ea-orlfltgeb 
wtttagain-itmaybeattracting 
flies andgllatsthat Fatnotlustthe 
sugarbut also the conlamination. 
. .Hagord oMcIals aFe' Wng to 
trace any recent work that may 

' .have requlre.d.p.of.the.%wav 

TRI-CITY HERALD /a! 
T r i - C i t i e s ,  w VCT 08  1998 

subshce  or that would havegot. 
ten wet them East Area, where 
most of the contamination bas 

. -bean found. 
5 :, In the meantime, Hanfoiq bas 
stopped using the fixative, said 
JlmMecca,deputyassistant man- 
ager for facllitfes transition for 
the Rlchland DOE oblce. Before 
any work is done that requires 
QrartetobeAxedlnplace another 
mixture wi l l  have to be iound.he 
said. 

The swan mlxture bas only 
beenused Inthe last few years at 
Hanford -rePlaclng~otherAx. 
ative that wis not as healthy for 
workers: . .  

The two lamest spotroleontam. a 
Inationlomd In the 2w East h a  
would have Oven a worker who 
s at close byforan houraboutthe 
samedose as achestX.ray. 
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SPOKESMAN REVIEW & 
Spokane, WA OCT O?REi88 

Radiation bugging Hadord 
Safety officials tNnk Insects 
may be contamlnatlnn source 
Anbculrs Prm 

'RICHLAND - Insects mainn 
fmm fruit Dies to gnats and ants gay 
be spreading radioachve contamma- 
tion amon oEfices.and shops at the 
Hanfard 8udear Reservation. . .Elmn,spou in the UM &-I Area 
andIwomIheuX)WcstArcafNe 
miles away have been contaminated. 
?he source has not been determined. 
butbugiarebelicvedtobepanofthe 
problem. 

"We'revcrymncernedabout tbii" 
Ron Hamn. Fluor Daniel Hanford 
president, said Tuesday. ' 

Fmdinx the source of the radiation 
has takei loo CT than .expected, he 
sad adding bewill 
attcition u~ m fiXE2&?" 

No workers arc believed to have 
received a dose of radiation froam the 
contamination found in the %%.st 
Area. Forty have been given full- 
body chedy which came up clean 
AU of them also requested bioas- 

sap - tests on bodpmst? L-Wbi 
can find exposwe w d  IIL the full- 
hody checks. 
An imnwprkcr earlier found to 

'have radiation on one boot and on 
four soelu in his laundry hnfppcr at 
home also has asked for the bioassay. 
Resds will not bc back for at least 
hvo week 

About10 acres with offie build- 
ings and trailers have been c l o d  to 
worken becam of scot contamina- 
tion. 

Additionally wet garbage in bii 
and garba e tins tested posilivc for 
radiation fuesda Mat  w m  inside 
the clmcd.off d ?hi Area, but at 
least one s w t  was in a trash can 
ouiide-&e&undaries. 

?he ymt spot found Tuesc@y was 
inside the mpedoff wea m wet 
C a g e  where 5ies and gnats had 

a It measured 10 to 12 millirads 
per hour - about the same dose of 
radiation in a dental X-ray. 

Consrmction of a storage building 
for nuclear waste at the site has been 
stopped. temporarily pec+w con- 
tarmnatlon was fodnd m a trash can,. 

f 

there. l t m ~ m u ~ l ~ d  
per. hour, said Robert houp, nce 

ealth for Fluor Daniel Hanford, the 
nservahon's prime contractor. 

%me of the contaminated spots 
are lust spedrr and could have been 
spread by insects Shoup said. 

w o r d  offish hive not mi- 
finned what radioactive material was 
found in contaminated spou dircov- 
wsd Tunday, but at least U spox so 
far have contained pure stronnurn 90. 

grendentof emnronment, safety and 

Alsounder invcstiptibniswhether 
pan of the problem IS that ioqau arc 
amacted to a fixalivc with a sugar 
bax that is being w e d  in some 
plaou to pment ra%oactiveplateri- 
al from getting into the ak. 

Until mv or three yean ago a 
fixative with a different e h e n i d  
base was commonly wd, but it was 
not healthy to breathe so Hanford 
switched to the sugar-b&d fixative. 

Hanford garbage wdy garbage 
bins and other areas are being fue 
gated tokillinwcs.Bmadersprapg 
Is planned. 
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H d o r d  hot spots 
blamed on radioactive bugs 
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transfer station built at Hanford 
4MnlrBuffck 
kuIDlMlfl 

in W o r d  garbase W b t  have been 
detecledbefo~theretwasdum~dhada 
transfer station been built at the Rlchland 
landfill 

But Richland, whlch has been collecting 
money to buUd the facility for three yean. 
nowwmts Its cantractwith theDepPltment ofhcm changed ao the tJO0,Mo bullding 
can be conatmeted at H d o r d  - at more 
expenseloDOE 
The 199J contract between DOE and the 

clty forgarbage dnmpingrequlredthe city to 
build atransferfaclllty at the landoll where 
waste would be monltored DOE has been 
payings4328per ton ofgarbage- !%times 
~ b a t ~ o m m d c ~ o m e m  inRichland DW 

~heradloactive contaminationdtsewered 

. .  
-tomrtheeartofthebulldlng 

lnthefirstthreeyeasofthe W e a r  eon. 
t n c r D O E ~ p a ( d R l c h l a n d a t l ~ $ ~ ~ l -  
Ilon(0 dumplbgubasaThetransferstation. 
had mnrtntetion ~ l a n s  not been 8tonDed. 
would have been fompleted sometime-last 
year saidSmArIt,Richland's engineering 
andhUty&madit'tCtor. 

Arllrald there I, a newsewe oturgeney to 
bulldtheIsEUiWaflerlartweekS~scoven 
that 33 tons of irdord garbage containing 
low.levclmntamlnationhadbeendumpedln 
the IandtSlL Ahr being mixed with other 
garbage asmuchrulCOtonSmaynowbecon- 
tamtnaied and wiU be removed ftDm the 
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TRI-CITY HERALD k$ 
Tri-Cities, VET 1 3  1998 Hanford works to tra 

contaminated bugs 
Hanfordt contaminated trash hat been 

=moved PtomRlcbIand'J land5ll. 
Andnow,ef fortsare inrreas~to lw~d 

trap the tiny contaminated bugs that are 
8f ia  amund a l&acre area near cenhal 
H&"rd'sBPlant 

'Webellevett!hepisodels~dhgdmto 
a successhl CO~CIIJSIOIL" Bob Shoup, Fluor 
Darriel Hanford'svlceDre~ldent forenviron- 
menrsaletuandheal~aaldMonday. 
Stan Ark, RIcbIand3 engineeriwshd 

utlli@sewices dlrector,sdd, "Itlooks like all 
the contamlnatedgarbagethatwe am aware 
ofshould be outby c l m  ofblulllesstoday.' 

In the past few days, Ranford has taken 
14truckIoads ofcontamir+ed andsuspected 
contam~tedtre.sh-atow O f l € m J ~ O t O ~  - Ihm the Richland land811 to a low-level 
radioactive WastesiteIn central Hmford 

TheGork is in response to numemu, 
slightly contaminated spots found near 
BPlani,iocIudingb~atrash bin, hagarbage 
~ ~ a n d i n h a J h f o u n d a t h e l a n ~ 1 .  . 

Hsnford oMcIals believe hyit Nes gnats 
and other "ftylngpests" b e  spread& pe 
struntium contamination from the B Plant 
area 

~anlordbehves o n e s o m  ofthecontam- 
ination is a valve box for an underground 
pipe systemtbatearriedwastes h m B  Plant 
years ago, Shoup said. But he said other 
potential sources bavenot beenmIedouL 

The Department of h e m  and the city 
likely will begin discussing today whether 

. 

. .  

DOE should bulld a transfer station St Em- 
rordtoseRenwasteforcon~nation~fore 
itgoettothelandfll/ArltrItsaid. 

Arltho-thoretalksIvill be completed by 

Aboutwothertrapsare beingscattered 
amund e an ford oubide ofthe loacre site. 
The only contaminated insects have been 
foundwilllinthe IOaere sit+, Shoupdd. 

AndsincelastweektOlmbam been 
g&&o;gh the lDacre site shouldepb 
shoulder withradiationcountem tohunt for 
contaminated spot, and Insects That S U P  
v e v b  will be increased thls w e k  Shoup 
said- 

untilnow,thetop priorities were to tackle 
thelandfill and tocheckworkers for contam- 
inatlolqhesald. 

One worker who came In contact with the 
waste WBS checked by UrinalYsia, Which 
showedno contamination. 

Ranlord checked 52 employees who work 
intheareawiUIawholebodveouater which 
scanned theirbodies for contaminadon, but 
foundno contamination 

' Also ,SnworkersweregnUrin~ia~ts ,  
whtchwereue8ative.ShouP aald. 

Anothergmup ofemployees who worked 
murid the valve box wlll be d e d  to 
undergourinalusisTiS aVQ1UnWPme 
d w ,  but Sboupsaldnoonehas refusepbe 
tested. 
~ ~ e p t e r ~ o h n s t a n g c b r ~ a c b d * ~ 1 ~ 7 ~  
vra~aapmmwiwnMrem 

e 
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ARIZONA 
REPUBLIC 

on :nuclear resewation.. 
rn-to gnatsand h@ erathome;, . . .  . ' 

. . _  . . I  

A&clal& Rorr' & Timi to  ha;^ radiation on a 
CHL D Wash. - Insects boot. and socks in .  his laundry 

ants may be spreading radioactive Akut  10 acres with ofice build- 
contamination among offices and ings and trailm haw been closed to 
shops, a& the Hanford nuclear mer- workers because. of spot contam- 
WtiOh ination:. 

Addiuonally, k t  &ge in biis 
have bem conlaminnted. The sowe 'and garbage cans tested positive for 
has not been determined, but bugs tadiation last week The "t spot 
m ' be l ied  to bc. part of the found was in wet garbage whrrc. 
problem flies and gnats.had bem. It meas, 

'We'rl ;Very cimcmed about . ured 10 to 12 millirads p&h?ur -' 
thk,". Ron Hanson, Fluor Daniel about the m e  of radiahon in. 
Hanford president, said last ,week. a dental X-ray. . 
He said fmding the source of the Hanford for more than 40 &rs 
.radiation h_taken' ,  longer than made.plutonium for:nuclear map 
expected.. ' .  . ow. The S6Qsquare-mile. .resaw- 

No yrkers a n  believed to have tion now contains the nation\ 
.nceiv&d a dose of radiation from largest volume,of radioactive waste 
the Contamination. An ironworker from nuclear W$ons. 

Thirteen spots on the reservation . 
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. .  
F.adioa&rr Bugs Found at Nvke Sitc ... 0/1998 l O 2 l N O O W & l O l l 9 8 . ~  

Radioactive Bugs Found at Nuke Site 

ByLinda Ashton 
Assoeiatcd PES Wnm 
Wednuday. onObuZ1,1998;+30jun.ED1 

RICHLAND, Wash. (AP) - Rndioactive ants, flies and gaau have 
befn found as the W o r d  nuclear wm lex, bringing to mind those 
Cold War-eraB horror movies in whicl?gianf, mutsnt iweets are the 
awful price paid for mankind's mky imo the Atomic Age. 

oflicials at the nation's most ~ltaminntrd nuclear site insin there is 
DO d a n g ~  of Hanford baoming the setting for a'909 vsnion of 
"Them!," the 1954 movie sfamn Jam- Am*u end James 
Whirmore in which huge, maratu&ns ants ere spawned by nucleat 
txpcrimeats in the des& 

Although Hanford is w o e  to eradicate its "hoe insects, officials 
said thc radiosn'vity the pests cany is slight end no threat to 
neighboriug communities. 

"We're not dealmg with an iosat that would lcavc and all of a 
sudden start to give binh m these malformed, hoxible insects," said a 
chuc- =chard Zack, 811 entomologist at Washington State 
University in Pullman 

The situationcametolightinScptcmber~~~dharvsrraants 
found underground ncm m e  old wastcpipcs w m  discovtmd to be 
radioactive. Then, earlier this month, workers discovered radioactive 
nnnradioacriye garbage is thrown away. 

Thut led Fluor Daniel Hm&mL the comoanv that mma~es Hanfard 

flying insect3 81ould Ems whm the staffs day-to-day 

for the Energy D&xmmt, to &ck &;to& d&p w&e. m o r d  
garbage is taken. Workers found trash that had apparently become 
radioactive h r n  contact with the bugs, and sent 21 0 ION of 11 back 
to k h r d  for burial. 
Still. a person would have had to stand next to a spot wntaminated 
by radioactive bugs fox an hour to get the b e l  of expome equal to a 
dental X-ray, saidMikeBariochoa, spokmaan forFluorDanie.1 
Hanford. 

And the house-size ants of "Theml" an.')& i d  impossibilities" 
and just the stuffofscisncs fiction, z a ~ k  said" 

Zock and Beniochoa said they are not a m  of any pattern of genetic 
mutation in the insects wound W o r d .  And ifthe insects were to 
develop mutations, the abnormalities would be along the lines of a 
short antenua or an extra leg. Zack said. 
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And hecause the insects' range is short - for fruit flies, it's a few 
hundred y d s  to a half-mile - the chatlees of their l w m g  h e  
' 560-squnre-mile complex arc slim, he said 

Hmhd saidradioactivc pests an to be expected at a plscelhat 
prbduccd 40 years' wonh of lutonivm for rhe nation's nuclear 
wcspons iDcludingthc bom~dmpped on Nagasaki, Japan, in 1943. 

With d manner of bunoaring creahtrcs in tpc dexR includ$g mice, 
rabbits aud snakes, there's always the p o d  someding wlll get 
contaminated, Bariochoa haid when contamiaated mouse or rahbjt 
droppings are found at Hanford, m p s  an set for the pnimal, and it is 
destroyed. . 
H d o r d  stopped producmg plutonium at Hanford in the 198k but 
mme areas remain highly radioaaive. Billions of dollars are he@ 
spent to clean up the site along the Columbia River. 

Julie Pctcrscn. 22, who worlrs at Sunbum Video in Richland. does 
not spmd a b t  of time wnying about mutant bugs. 

"I'm sure 1 get ~~mdio l sc t iv i ty  from my microwavc,'said Ms. 
Petasn~whose~outridcthoarrasullarkhcrifsheglows. 
"IVs just something we deal with every day. It's L e  way most people 
live." 

0 Copyright 1998 The Associated Pres% 

. 
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TRI-CITY HERALD #% 
'BCT 2 2 1998 Tri-Cities, 

More Hanford workers tested for exposure 
to radioactivity carried by fruit flies, gnats 

Hanfardhascheckedl04people 
forpslbleexposuretospecksof 
raQOaCtive contaminantf 
beliwedtobespreadbyhitflies 
andgnats 
Thatisalmostdoublethe55that 

hadtalrenuridalyslstasofiast 
W& 

They decided to-go for every 
pmon  who could have been 
exposed," satd Fluor Daniel 
spokeswomanMichele Gerber 

Most of the new people tested 
wemhuckdrivers. 
So ffx, test resulb on 82 people 

have been returned One person 
showed a borderline positive 
reading and has been retested. 
Theresult ofthenewtest hasnot 
beep returned yet, Gerber said 

Meanwhile, Banford recently 
opened up a previously roped-ofF 
lCLacre area by B Plant that was 
themain Eocur forhunllngforcon- 
tamlnatedlnsects 

Several trailers and "Conex" 
buildings -metal storage boxes 
bigenoughtowalkinto-inthat 
area stili are off limits awalting 
checksby Hanford workers. 

Starting in late September, 
k e e t s  apparentlyhave left small 
spots of atrontlum contamination 
-no more than the dose t h m  a 
dentaIX-ray-intrash cansand 
Dumpsters,in at least onegarbage 
truckand in Rlchland's IandNI. 

Onesoumeofthecontamination 
is likely a valve box for an under- 
ground pipe Jrstem that carried 
wastesfromBPlantyeaRago. 

Butothersourceshavenotbeen 
ruled out The flies and gnats 81'e 

. .  

believed to haveheen attracted to 
a sugary substance wed as a 
seealantinthaterea . .._ 

The suspected areas have been 
sprayed h~a~lywithiwectxidu 

The last contaminated fly was 
found inthevalve box ocl. 15, wth 
the last contaminated flv found 
elsewhereoct.8 

Xeanwhiie, the Deparbnent of 
Energv and the city of Richiand 
stillarediscwlnghowHanfordk 
eashshouldbeinspectedbefomit 
IeavePthesiteforRichIand's tand- 
flu, saidGerherand Stan Arkthe 
city's engineering and Ftility ser- 
vicesdireftor. 

Wntllthosetalla aredone, Ban- 
ford isburyingib trash on site. 
m~JohnStangcanberMclmd 
8tis+tSi70rvlaarrmll rlaangcm. 
snuh.Rlacan a 
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TRI-CITY HERALD h3 
T r i - c i t i e s ,  wNOV03199e 

Two more contaminated flies found 
miles from suspected Hanford origin 

l b o  contaminated flies were 
foundFridayinabapnexttoaUS 
Ecology trash bin at central Han- 
ford 

The Dumpster is two to three 
d e s  from  anf ford's B piant area 
-makingthe trapsite the farthest 
contaminated insects have been 
foundfromthesuspectedoriginof 
the site’s other contaminated flies 
andgnats. 

It also puts the flies next to a 
Dumpster whose contents go to a 
wastetraosferstationinPasco and 
thentothe Rabanco reaoual iand- 
flllinRoosweit 

Howwer.theDumpsterhas been 
surveyed. and no contamination 
has been found in it so far, said 
Debra McBaugh. manager of the 
environmental radiation section 
forthe Washington Department of 
Health 

The amount of contamination 
found on the two flies poses no 
bealthrisksbesaid. 

The incident is the latest devel- 
opment as Hanford tnes to keep 
flies and mats from sureadinn 
spots o f s l i i t b  radioact& con& 
mination 

The problem began in late Sep 
tember.Trashfrom theB Piantarea 
was routinely sent to Richland’s 
IandEii- thenitwasfoundtocon- 
tainsmallspotsofradioactivecont. 
amination 

Followup semhesfound spots of 
stmntium contaminationscattemd 
intheBPlantareahectsarethe 
su~pectedcarriers. 

Cmesuspectedoriginofthecouta- 
mination is a valve box near B 
P h t  

determine If other Potentiai 
soureesexist 

Numerous iw&t traps are Scat- 
tered incentral Hadord Anduntil 
Friday, the last contaminated fly 
wastrappedmta 

But three new contaminated 
spots were found last week in two 
ikcttrapssndone Dumpsternear 
B Piant, according to a Hadord 
memotoall employees. 
Then M flies were found Fridav ~~~~. 

inatrapabouttwofeetfromtheus 
Ec6i~Dnmpster . lko ofthose50 
werecontaminated,MeBaugh said. 

MucbofHanfordshashnormally 
isshipped totheRichland l?nd811. 

But that trash now is kept and 
buried at Hanford until Richiand 
andthe Depatiment ofEnewwork 
out procedures for reopening the 
citylandNl tothesite. 

But P a s e e b a d  Basin Disposal 
Innc.haulssomeHanfo1‘d-d-areatras4 
includlngus Ecolow‘s,to its waste 
transfer station before sending it 
Roosevelt Information on the size 
of Basin Disposal’s uortion was 
unavailabie Monday. 

When the contarmnatlon first 
showed up m Richlends landfill. 
Hanford coutactedBasin Disposal, 
said Damck Dietrich. a company 
offlcial 

Hanford technicians began rou- 
tinely surveying Basin Disposal’s 
Dumpsters-and other items ona 
“case-bysase basis,” he said. No 
contamination bad been found on 
Basin Disposal items. The one US 
Ecology site Dumpster bad been 
surveyedhvicebefore Friday, Diet- 
richsaid 

Meanwbile, Hanford technicians 
checked the trap next to US 
EcoIo?y’s Dumpster last 

. WednesdayandfouddnocOntfuUI- 

Fluor Daniel Hanford, is trying to Basin Disposal picked UP trash 
Thefederaldte’sleadcoutracbr, natedflie%McBaughsald. 

fromthat DumpsterTh&ay.The 
contaminatedilieswerefoundnear 
theDumpsteronFriday. 

Fluor Danielis notslue ifBPlant 
or other Hanford operations arethe 
source ofcontamination forthe two 
flies - or if the source is US 
Ecoiogy‘s site. said Fluor spokes 
woman Michele Gerber. US 
Ecoiogyis a commercial operation 
with no link to anythins managed 
by Fluor. 

The flies are being m e d  to 
determine where they picked up 
the contaminationIfit’s Pmmstron- 
tiurn, it would be linked to the 
BPiantarea 

“If it’s determined it’s our 
problem, well get more involved:’ 
Gerbersaid. 

Tom Hayes, manager of US 
Ecology‘s site, beiievesthe flies did 
not pick up the contamination at 
the commercial site. All of its 
radioactivematerialsasealed in 
barrelsand buried. 

“Wekegot yean and yean of sur- 
veys that show there’s no loose 
radioactivity here We’re contIdent 
it came h m  elsewhere,” Hayes 
said 

McBaugh said the state suspects 
the contamination is connected to 
the BPiant area. 
Meanwhile,Hadordcontinuesto 

analyze urinalysis samples from 
106 people who may have been 
exposed to the contamination 
Results from 85 tests have been 
returned, and all showed no expe 
sure,Gerbersaid. 

The 85 negative test results 
indudeoneperson whotested bor  
derhepositiveon aneariiertest- 
and wasrechecked. 
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,Contaminated 
fly found near 

HNF-3628 

e 
Gash bin came 

' . f?oniB Plant , .  

~B;lbil+mId&: 
HariPordexpexts have c o k e d  

.thatacontamlnatedttnyfound 
lastweeknextto aUSEcologytrash 
blncamehmtheBPhntarea. 

Onlvone fly- nottwo as earlier 
thougbt-\rascontamtnatedoutof 
WfoundFridayinatrPpacouple 
offeethmtheIIun~,umpmsr.saldBob 
Shoup,FluorDadel Hdord'svice 
president for environment, safety 
and health 

The trash bin ii l%'muU fmm 
central Word's B Plant area - 
maldngthls the farthestthat con& 
minated insectr have been found ' ' 

fromthe other contaminated Nes i 
andmts.  

Fruit flies usualiy suck in one 
area, but a good wind apparently 
wafted this fly to the US Ecoloay 
area Show asid. 

The fly was tainted with stmu- 
tium and cesium, which links It la 
the B Plant area wheie those 
radioactivesubstanca matored. 

No evidenceha, been foundthat 
the bin or the Basin Disposal hc.  
UUckJervinnlt were conuMinated 

TRI-CITY HERALD /?'q 
NOV, 0 5  Tri-Cities, WA 

1998 

Shoupsaid.' 
Onemorecontaminatedapotm 

found Tuesday in a garbage can 
.nearthe Canister StorageBullding - Hanford'a new underground 
spent &el vault But the contaml- 
nation was so slight the spot 
appears to be an old one, Shoup 
said. 

Meanwhile, Hanford contlnues 
toanalyreurinalyslrsamples from 
106 people who may have been 
exposed to the contamination 
Resuitr h m  65 tests have been 
returned - and all showed no 
expostux. 

. 

e 
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ByIohnStang 
Hua!d*ffmlu 

Hanford nowhas a backuptrash collector 
and alternative landflll to use in case Rich- 
land permane& stops IakW H a n f O r d  
waste. 

Richiand has refirred to accept any m?R 
Hanford garbage m t ~ l  H d o @  O t X C l d S  
Rgureouthowtodeslwithsmallamountsof 
radioactivlWsho\\~up inits trash 

Thewpected cause is slightlyradioactive 
insects buzzing around part ofthe Hanford 
slte 

Pasco-based Basin Dlsposal InC. Which 
haulstrash hmtheRiCIUestotherrgional 
landfillat Roosevelss~ed aoneyear W e e  
ment Wednesday10 beglnhaullnSHanfOrd'Js 

g$%kio~eiaLtbopetoworkoutan-€- 
ment with Ikhland tw so the slle has two 
garbsgehaulers. butthematterisstlllunrr 
Solved. 

"xi's going to need more massaging." said 
Roger w ~ g h t , t h e c i ~ ' s e n n m ~ ~ ~ l e ~ -  
neer. 

Much of HanfoNS trash nOIUldb is 
shipped to the Richland !andflll. But that 
trash now is kept and bun& ln a low-kvel 
radioactive waste trench at HanfOrd Until 
Richland and the D e p h e n t  of EUeW 
resolvethe concern. 

Ahthisweek 
.mWhileconductingils nAtrandomsweYof 
hash at the site Thursday, Hdo,rd workers ' 
found a mysterious and sliiw radioactive 
alartlf ban of drv m u l e s .  It is not known 
%itthe&nuleiik 
mmmore dead contaminatedmeswere dis 
covered in an ironworkers' shop in the 2w 
East AreanearB Plant 
I Hanford continued to anelne urine Sam- ~ 

ples hmm 106 people who may have been 
exposed tothecontaminatlonResuluttom95 
tesis havebeen relurned. and all showed no 
exp- 
me problem began in late September, 

when hash mutineb sent to the Richland 
landfill *om the B Plant area was found to 
containsmall spotsofradioaclivecontamha- 
tion. 

Omclals suspectedthe contamination was 
berm spread around omce and shop build- 
ingr by flies andgm8sdIn(rrgonasSUb 
stance sprayedtoprrvMtthesPreadofra~ 
tIonfromcon(gmmatedaress 

Then radioactiveapple cores andbanana 
peels $emfoundinlhe landell amon835lOnS 
of W o r d  trash sent there since Sept 21. 

However. the most radioactive item at &-e 
landfill had low-level contamination, giVing 
off25 millirads anhour.AchestX-rayglves a 
doseoflOtol2millirads. 
Stlli,cltyomcialsclosedthedumptoHan- , 

ford garbage until the Contamination pr& 
lems wereinvestigated M e r .  

But until theissueisresolved.it'scastInglO 
to50timesasmuchtohurthewasteatHan. 
fordas in aregularlanWl,Mecca safd. 

That'shecausenormal o l ce  trashhastobe 
hapdledand burledlikeltklow-levelradloac- 
tivewasteHanIordprodueesnvetos~to~of 
trashaday. 

WEpaying$33to$?Satontootakethewastes 
to a P a m  transfer station and then to a 
repjonalland5UinRoc.sevelLThareeatRieh 
land'sland5UisS43~aton .. 

Thenurentsitualionshmthat%c.adbusl- 
ness practices" call fir haviag two trash 
haulingsystems at XianfodsaidJimMecca, 
DOES deputy assirtantmanagerforIcUitie3 
transition 

&xwcasatdBasinDlspoaal'sexactlo~m 
rolewlll be reevaluated & r e  are done 
withRichiand.DlnCorpTri4ities Servlcesis 
the suhconhactorh che,rgeofHanford'rutil- 
ities. 

The agreement wita'sa~ln i K  

.. 

. . __ 

. -  

-3628 
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TRI-CITY HERAljfm.Tf 1998 
Tri-Cities, W 

Radioactive reading in trash ' 

tied to potassium 40 in bag 
BjWHarldM 

Naturally occurring potassium 
Wtriggered the radioactiveread- 
ingsdiscovered Thursdayina bag 
of granules at a Hanford trash 

. The potassium 40 isotope w&( 
part of a salt mixture used to de- 
ice sidewalks, Bob Shoup. Fluor 
DanielEanfordvicepresidentfor 
environmental safety and health, 
midmiday. 
,The granules were in a load of 
trash sent to a new survey station 
inHanford'sr100Area. 
.ThursdaywastheBrstday€lan- 

ford began doing random surveys 
oftrashgoingoffsitetomakesure 
nothing contaminated is leavlng 
the reservation. 

. sweystation 

That survey founda half-galion 
of slightly radioactive dry gran- 
ules in a piestic bag-iaterdeter- 
mined to be potassium 40 in a 
deicingmixture. 

The a~erageMid+&mbiaxw 
ident absorbs a radiation dose of 
about 360 millirem a year. The 
mughbrealrdownisblOmillirem 
h m  naturally occurring radon, 
100mIlliremfmm cosmicsources, 
Wmilliremfmm dental andmed- 
ical x-rays and 20 millirem *om 
nahuallyoceurringpotassium40, 
Shoup said 

The amount ofpotassium W d b  
covered in the bag would trans- 
late to signiflcantly less than the 
naturally occurring annual dose 
ofZOmillirem, hesaid 

.-. 
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TRI-CITY HERALD 

e'ehland, DOE 

. .  

larger tnuh compactor and a new front 
loader that were needed partly bccawe of 
the Hanlord kash. sald Stan Ark, the dWs 
dLeetorofEndneerUaodUtllltYServfcer. 

Had the loyear conkact remain 
unchanged, it would have e V e n W  p m  

- d u c e d e n o ~ m o n w t o b ~ d t h ~ s t a t i o ~ ~ ~  
ClWandDOE hope toamend that c o n t r a e t  by 
Dee 28 The problem began when 5ler and 
~trbssanssreadiaswntaminationfmma 
radioactlveplt to food item and waste bins 
The% nrdloaetitte apple corer and banana 
pselr bemn to Nm up among 35 tons of 
sarblnedumwd attheRichland IsndRll 

hstmontqDOEaisnedamement~th 
~ b a S e d B a s I n D ~ I n c . , w h l c h h a u l s  
garbage h m  the Tn Nties to the regional 
landNlat Rooseveltas aninterlmsolution 
beforegarbase couldonceaxambedumped 
inRhhIand 
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Hanford 
to resume 
dumping 
in Richland 

Hanfordgarbage agaln wiU be 
dumped in Richland but prob. 
ablynotuntU Jfai&. 

That’s because the Depart- 
ment of Enem andthe ciWstill 
have to hammer out cbanies to 
thekcontract In theweke oftbe 
%tons ofgarhagecontamhted 
with radiation-thit was dum& 
intheRichlandlandfIll<&p 
tember. 

The low-levelradiation-less 
than a chest X-ray-was spread 
from contaminated areas by 
gnats and flies to food trash 
items and waste bins. 

Since then, Hanford garbage 
hasbeen dumped either inlow- 

renune.Theagreement;eq;;ires 
DOE to build a transfer station 
on the nuclear resemUon to 

‘ iuspectgarbaseat~estiphestriskof 
belngCOntaminsted 

“We really shouldn’t let any- 
thing IeaveHaufordthatis cont- 
alqfnated,” Jim Mecca, the 
DOE’S assistant manager for 
facilitytransition. 

All ofHanford’sgarbage now 
is being checked inside an 
empty warehouse at the Fuel 
MaterialsExaminationFacllity. 

That includesell OfHanford’s 
garbage, even from facilities 
that don’t generate radiation 
suchastbeHamdousMateW& 
Management and Emergency 
Response tratntng center, elso 
I m O W n a s E A M M F i R  

”For the moment, It fits the 

garbage fiumlowerf4sksiteswill 
be checked onlyperiodically. 

TRI-CITY HERALD ~ 

, T r i - C i t i e s ,  WfjEc 0 9  
--- 

AUoPHanford‘strashbifmm 
lower riskareaswill be checked 
aboutonceayear,Yeccasaid 

Richland also plans tospend 
$lw,ooonextuearto hireacon- 
tractortooversee the hmection 

do is nwtlie sameaarb~emte. 
Theti contract cars for them to 
payW29perton-2.5Mmesthe 
commercial rate.That wassup 
nosed to cover the costs of 
Lnil&atransrerstationatthe lmm - ...... 
Instead, the clb spent the 

money on a new front-loader 
and a larger trash compactor. 
partly because of the Hanford 
? 2 E n t r a c t a l s o g t e e d  
the city would be pald for at 
least 10,003 tans of gabage a 
year.lnsteadJiaufordhasaver- 
aged about 2003 tons and bas 
beenpauineforgarbageithasnr 

. .  

Though tbe new pian may cut 
domoncontaminatedgarbage 
dumpedinthelandllll nooneis 
promising tainted r d i e  wilt 
neverbebrougbtthenagain. : 

*you can never guarantee” 
1OOpertenttberewillneverbei 
risk” Arlt Jaid.“Welllowerthe 
riskaslmaswep~blycfin” 

R W  CM. YuOsk Can be 
reached at E a - l S 2 l  or* yn!l P 
~ B m s n y h o l a l d s o m  

.* . .  
.. . .  ... -.. ................... 

. . . . . . . . . .  
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All-out effort stems spread of contamination 
Michele Gerber 
Fluor Daniel Hanford 

The spread of low-level contamination outside ra- 
diation control zones on the Hanford Site and in the 
Richland City Landfill continued to make news last 
week, but a massive effort to understand and control 
the spread began to pay off .  

Additional contamination was found in food waste 
in Hanford’s trash at the city landfill. Once again, the 
contamination was low-level, beta-emitting, and prin- 
cipally from strontium-90. Excavation at the landfill 
was completed late Monday, and more than 200 tons 
of solid waste was boxed, returned to the Hanford Site 
and placed in low-level waste burial grounds in the 
200 West Area. 

On lhesday, Hanford workers replaced and capped 
the solid waste in the city landfill that was disturbed in 
the excavation of Hanford trash. If city and site offi- 
cials determine there is any possibility that more con- 
tamination could exist in the landfill, a “geo-probe” 
will be. used to test areas before they are disturbed. 
Meetings are being held with city officials to establish 
a path forward for resuming gwbage disposal in the 
city landfill. 

sode we have just excerienced is winding down to a 
successful conclusion, we will not be satisfied until 
the City of Richland tells us that it is satisfied,” said 
Jim Mecca of DOE Richland, Bob Shoup of Fluor 
Daniel Hanford and Bob Frix of DynCorp Tri-Cities 
Services in a joint message to Hanford employees. 

‘The city is engaged in many active and farsighted 
pursuits on behalf of citizens. It is deeply committed 
to selective industrial recruitment and business devel- 
opment,” the message stated. “We support and ap- 
plaud the City of Richland in those efforts, and we are 
committed to doing everything we can to presexve a 
civic image that is conducive to economic growth.” 

Mecca is deputy assistant manager for Transition 
Projects with the DOE Richland Operations Office. 
Shoup is vice president for Environment, Safety, 
Health and Quality for FDH, and Bob Frix is presi- 
dent and general manager of DynCorp Tri-Cities 
Services. 

‘‘While we believe the contaminated solid waste epi- 

Flies contained 
In perhaps the most positive discovery of the week, 

Hanford‘s integrated action team confirmed that no 
contaminated flies or gnats had been found outside the 
IO-acre area south of B Plant where they were first 
discovered. The finding reinforced the belief that the 
insects were confined to a relatively small, isolated 
area 40 kilometers (25 miles) north of the Tri-Cities, 
and that no fruit crops in the region had been affected. 

About a hundred fly traps shaped like large mayon- 
naise jars were baited with pieces of fruit and taken 
out of service as soon as they captured a significant 
number of insects. They consisted of 12 sets of traps 
around various border and interior areas of the 
Hanford Site, as well as a cluster of six traps at the 
Richland City Landfill. The levels of Contamination 
found on the tnps varied from less than 5,000 to about 
400,000 disintegrations per minute (dpm). 

Of the 11 traps in the 10-ace area that is roped off 
south of B Plant, only four captured contaminated 
flies, and no traps outside that area yielded contami- 

’, 
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b 
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Dan Brush, left, and Dave Phipps, Fluor Daniel Hanford health physics technicians assigned to 
DynCorpTri-Cities Services, survey and remove contaminated waste from the Richland City Landfill. 

nated flies. 

Radiological control 
Fogging with malathion in the affected area contin- 

ued after hours and on weekends, and surveying of 
site dumpsters continues. Two additional contami- 
nated dumpsters were found Oct. 12 near the PUREX 
plant and the AW Tank Farm just southeast of the 
closed-off area. Those dumpsters had contaminated 
spots reading 10,ooO dpm and 40,000 dpm. 

At press time Thursday, 23 contaminated spots had 
been found-many on dumpsters-and the waste was 
taken to site bur;.al grounds. Within the dumpsters, the 
contamination was found mostly on food waste, while 
a few spots were fixed contamination. 

Levels of radioactivity on the food, the dumpsters 
and some locations in ar.d near trailers just south of 
B Plant vhied from 10.000 to 700,000 dpm, and con- 
sisted of beta-emitting radioactivity mostly compris- 
in2 strontiunA0. Shoulder-to-shoulder surveys by ra- 
diological conrrol technicians also were conducted 
across the IO-acre affected area in an effort to shrink 
the area and hone in on the contarination source. 

Bioassays have been extended to nuclear operators 
and radiological control technicians who worked in 
the 241-ER-152 diversion box in late September. Bio- 
assays on workers have shown no uptake of radioac- 
tivity. Stations where workers can obtain personal sur- 
veys were reported in electronic messages to 
employees, and are listed below. 

Solid waste team 
The Solid Waste sub-team of the integrated action 

team continued eForts last week to contact any ven- 
dors or c3e r  persons who may have been in the af- 

fected area south of B Plant in recent weeks. On-site 
trash is being collected and taken to the low-level 
burial grounds in 200 West. A new state permit allows 
a total of 50 loads of trash to be taken there. 

“Disposal in burial grounds is not an ideal solution 
long-term, because it is expensive and it takes up valu- 
able space needed for Hanford’s cleanup mission,” 
said Mecca, Shoup and Frix in an all-employee mes- 
sage. “For this reason, the team continues to plan for 
trash-surveying methods that will be acceptable to the 
City of Richland, so that we can resume site solid 
waste disposal in the city landfill.” 

Health and safety 
The three Hanford officials directing the action team 

emphasized that they “remain committed to the prin- 
ciples with which we began this investigation. Fore- 
most among those commitments is the fact that the 
health and safety of our employees, and of the citizens 
of the region surrounding the Hanford Site, come first. 

“No contamination outside of radiation control 
zones is acceptable, and we have zero tolerance for 
any contamination spreads. We will continue to inves- 
tigate the source or sources of contamination, and we 
will work until all contamination is controlled and 
confined. 

“We value our partnership with the city of Richland, 
and we want to be sure that this episode concludes in a 
manner that satisfies the city and allows us to share a 
positive future.” 
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- Contamination spread episode winding down 
Michele Gerber 
Fluor Daniel Hanford 

Hanford Site officials closely moni- 
toring the recent contamination 
spreads outside radiation control ar- 
eas are optimistic that the situation is 
under control. 

“Our main concern has always been 
providing a safe and healthy environ- 
ment for workers, site visitors and 
vendors, and the public,” said Bob 
Shoup, vice president of Environ- 
ment, Safety, Health and Quality with 
Fluor Daniel Hanford. Shoup led the 
integrated team that directed the ac- 
tivities of three teams specially 
formed to respond when the contami- 
nation spreads were first detected in 
late September. A special “situation 
room” dedicated to the response ef- 
fort was deactivated as of Oct. 15, al- 
though the teams continue to func- 
tion. 

While multiple traps for flying in- 
sects remain in place throughout the 
site, the traps in areas around the site 
have demonstrated no contaminated 
flies or gnats rixe. Cct. 8. Cockmi- 
nated flies were found only in the 10- 
acre radiological buffer area just 
south of B Plant. But contaminated 
flies have been found as recently as 
Oct. 15 inside an underground valve 
box near B Plant. This concrete struc- 
ture, 241-ER-152, remains sealed, but 
was opened under controlled condi- 
tions to allow access to pest-control 
specialists. 

that had been posted and barricaded 
south of B Plant in the 200 East Area 
was released to normal operations as 
of Oct. 19. That area was sprayed 
with malathion during the weekend of 
Oct. 17-18 before it was reopened. 

Approximately 18 mobile offices 
and metal storage boxes within the 
10-acre area remain posted under ra- 
diological control regulations, pend- 
ing detailed surveying. As a precau- 
tion, the number of workers taking 
bioassay tests to check for possible 
contamination uptake was expanded 
to 104. As of press time last Thurs- 
day, 62 results of these tests had been 
returned. All of the results were nega- 
tive, except for those of one indi- 
vidual who tested positive at an ex- 
tremely low level for strontium-90 
early in the bioassay program. This 
may be a “false positive,” and the in- 
dividual is being retested. 

. 

, 

The IO-acre radiological buffer area 

~ 

-. 

Trash diverted 
Disposal of the ordinary trash gen- 

erated daily across the Hanford Site 
continued in low-level burial grounds 
in the 200 West Area. Deliveries of 
such solid waste to the Richland City 
Landfill were stopped as of Sept. 30. 

98lW~51.2 
Health physics technicians, from left, Eric Alberty, Patricia Perkins and Loris Heller perform a shoulder-to- 
shoulder survey in the area that was closed off south of B Plant. 

City and Department of Energy offi- 
cials are meeting daily to try to reach 
agreement on conditions that could 
allow resumption of solid waste de-’ 
liveries to the city. Under the current 
permit obtained from state health offi- 
cials, site trash can continue to go to 
Hanford burial grounds until a vol- 
ume limit of 50 loads is reached. 
DOE expects to reach that limit 
sometime in late fall, but hopes to 
have a plan for off-site disposal be- 
fore that time. 

Dumpsters on site have been sur- 
veyed by health physics technicians 
and marked with the survey dates. 
Employees can feel free to dispose of 
trash in all marked dumpsters. Con- 
taminated dumpsters have been 
staged at burial grounds in 200 West. 

According to Jim Mecca, DOE 
Richland’s deputy assistant manager 
for Facility Transition Programs, is- 
sues under discussion with the City of 
Richland include surveying methods 
and duration for site trash, and other 
terms and conditions of the waste dis- 
posal contract. 

“The DOE has a commitment to be 
a good neighbor in the Hanford re- 
gion, and we intend to live up to 
that,” Mecca said. “We value our part- 
nership with the City of Richland, 
and we know that, fundamentally, we 
all want the same things-a positive 
future that includes economic growth 
and a positive regional image.” 

Already, pickup of paper waste and, 
scrap metal for recycling has re- 
started across the site, and the pickup 
of cardboard for recycling has re- 
sumed everywhere except on the 200 
Area plateau (in and between 200 
East and 200 West). Pickups of wood 
scraps and other construction debris 
remain on hold. 

Mecca, who has spent 14 years at 
Hanford, took a few minutes to re- 
flect on the uniqueness of the con- 
tamination spreads experienced in 
recent weeks. “We’ve never had any- 
thing like thkbefore:’ he said, “but 
I’m extremely proud of the response 
capabilities demonstrated by every- 
one involved. First of all, I’m proud 
of our radiological control people 
who detected the spots of contamina- 
tion. In my opinion, that quick detec- 
tion ought to give ample reassurance 
to everyone that we do control con- 
tamination every day, and that any 
spread outside of a controlled area is 
extremely rare.” 

Proud of teams 
Bob Frix, president and general 

manager of DynCorp Tri-Cities Ser- 
vices, the FDH subcontractor tasked 
with refuse disposal and manage- 
ment, is likewise proud of the teams 
involved in the response to the con- 
tamination anomalies. “I’ve had many 
messages from people saying that , 

they felt reassured by the frequent . 

and open communication:’ Frix said. 

“The fact that we were willing to 
publish the exact locations and levels 
of contamination allowed people to 
have confidence that we knew what 
we were dealing with and that we 
didn’t have a site-wide problem.” 

Shoup, whose marathon days and 
nights managing the overall response 
earned him a reputation for credibility 
and accessibility, said, “This episode 
had the potential to cause a wide- 
spread loss of trust for the Hanford 
Site with workers and the public. We 
recognized that, and made an all-out 
effort to respond in such a way as to 
earn back that trust. Nothing less 
would have been acceptable, and I 
think we met the high standard to 
which the people of this site and this 
region have a right to hold us.” 

Tasks remaining before the entire 
event can close include finding a path 
forward for Hanford’s everyday solid 
waste, surveying and releasing the fa- 
cilities still posted as contaminated, de- 
termining the source or sources of the 
contamination, and developing lessons 
leamed useful to other situations. 

Determining the source is expected to 
take several weeks because of the need 
for careful, thorough and fair investiga- 
tion. Calls have been received from 
around the world, inquiring about the 
successful handling of this event. 
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Contract signed for trash disposal services 
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A publication of the US. Department of Energy’s Richland Operations Office for all site employees 

3’ DynCorp Tri-Cities Services, acting 
for the Department of Energy’s 
Richland Operations Office, signed a 
contract,last week with Basin Dis- 
posal of Pasco to remove and dispose 
of Hanford solid waste in an off-site 
location. The fm will be an “alternate 
source’’ to remove and dispose of 
wastes generated when the landfill 
maintained by the City of Richland is 
inaccessible to DOE and its contractors. 

The contract applies to non-hazard- 
, ous, non-radioactive wastes generated 
’ as everyday refuse at the Hanford 
-; Site. Delivery of such wastes to the 
L. Richland City Landfill was stopped 
, Sept. 30, when radioactive contami- 

nation was discovered on some food 
wastes and garbage dumpsters in 
Hanford‘s 200 East Area. Since that 
time, about 25 loads of solid waste 
have tecn disposed of ir. :ow-!cvel 
burial grounds in the 200 West Area. 
About 210 tons of garbage were re- 
moved from the Richland landfill and 
brought back to Hanford in early 
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Portable heaters can cause 
home, office fires 

Flammable gas monitoring 
makes Tank Farms safer ........... 
United Way gets a big boost 
from Hanford .............................. 

....................... 

As part of the new contract, 
DynCorp has agreed to take “all rea- 
sonable measures” to prevent noncon- 
forming wastes from reaching Basin 
Disposal’s transfer station in Pasco or 
disposal sites in the region. Principal 
among those measures is a supple- 

’ 

mentary waste monitoring program 
that began last Wednesday. All every- 
day solid waste generated at the site, 
about 5-7 tons per day, is being 
spread out and surveyed by health 
physics technicians working in the 
4843 Building in the northwest comer 
of the 400 Area. Site dumpsters and 
garbage trucks also are being surveyed. 

After an initial 30-day period in 
which all solid waste will be sur- 
veyed, a graded approach will be ap- 
plied. Site facilities have been 
grouped into four categories based on 
locations and processes. The deter- 
mining factor is the likelihood or 
probability of radioactive contamina- 
tion of refuse. 

About 13 percent of site facilities 
- including the Volpentest NAM- 
MER training facility, for example - 

facilities use no’radioactive materials 
and are thought to have the lowest 
risk of generating any contaminated 
refuse. After +e initial 30-day survey 
period, the solid waste from these fa- 
cilities will be surveyed just once a 
year. Dumpsters from facilities in 
Category 2, comprising about 60 per- 
cent of the site;-will be surveyed 
quarterly, and about IO percent of the 
refuse loads from this category will 
be inspected o n a n  ongoing basis. 
Dumpsters from facilities in Catego- 
ries 3 and 4, a6out 27 percent of the 
site, will be surveyed monthly on an 
ongoing basis. Dumpsters from the 
Plutonium Finishing Plant will be in- 
spected each time they are emptied. 

Negotiations.between the City of 
Richland and DOE-RL continue in an 
effort to reach agreement that will al- 
low resumption of regular solid waste 
deliveries from the Hanford Site to 
the city landfill. A graded approach 
and other comproniise measures are 
being discussed in those negotiations. 

Fruit flies and gnats are believed to 
have transported contamination from 

Area to at least 26 locations in late Sep- 
tember and October. Most of the con- 
tamination was found on food waste 
and dumpsters and in flying- 
insect traps, mobile ofices and some 
construction shops in a 10-acre area just 
south of B Plant. However, two spots of 
contamination were detected in the 200 
West Area, and one was found at the 
U.S. Ecology site just over two miles 
from B Plant. 

Most recently, two dead flies with 
bewgamma contamination were found 
last week in the 2247-B ironworkers 
shop in 200 East. Two dead contami- 
nated flies were found in the same loca- 
tion on Nov. 6. The office area of 2247- 
B has been posted as a radiological 
buffer area. 

Bioassay tests were conducted on 
106 employees. Of those, results have 
come back on 95 and all show nega- 
tive exposure. 

~vfoic iilfounation cill~ Le found 011 
the Hanford Web site at http://www. 
hanford.gov/safety/conspread/ 
index.html. W 
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in the 300 Area ........................... 
Wagoner talks about Integrated 
Safety Management ................... 
Hanford assets go to work 
in the community ....................... 
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Another contaminated fruit fly found 
A single contaminated fruit fly 

found among 50 in a trap next to a 
U.S. Ecology trash bin has been 
traced to the area near B Plant where 
the containment problem Another speck of contamination ne1 who may have been exposed to & 
was 
little more than a 
acre radiological buffer area. 

were found on the fly, linking it to the 
Hanford contamination problem 
rather than to any operations at U.S. 
Ecology. 

was found near the Canister Storage 
Building, according to Bob Shoup, 
Fluor Daniel Hanford vice president 
for Environment, Safety, Health and 

Quality. The contamination was so 
slight it appears the spot is an old 
one, Shoup said. 

Out of 106 tests of Hanford person- 

discovered. The trap is a ?e low-level contamination, 65 
analyses have been completed - all 
of which showed no exposure. H 

from the lo- 

Traces of cesium and strontium 

http://www
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200 Area contamination spread contained 
Radioactive con- 
tamination was 
spread outside of 
radiological control IO areas lo 26 loca- 

tions in Hanford’s 200 Area during 
late September and October. Spread 
mostly by fmit flies and gnats, some 
contamination went lo the Richland 
City Landfill in site garbage trucks. 
Radiological control experts mounted 
an all-out effort to identify, contain 
and control the contaminalion. Solid 
waste deliveries from Hanford to the 
city landfill were discontinued, and 
210 tons of such waste were removed 
and placed in low-level burial 
grounds on site. 

In December, the city accepted a 
“memorandum of agreement” with 
the Department of Energy that out- 
lines a new !rash surveying protocol 
and forms the basis for resumption of 
solid waste deliveries from the site lo 
the city landfill. In the meanlime, a 
contract was signed with Basin Dis- 
posal. Inc. of Pasco to provide alter- 
native trash disposal services to the 
flanford Site. 

The contamination consisted of 
low-level betalgainma-emitting radio- 
activity, mostly containing strontium- 

90 and cesium-I 37. Site personnel 
roped off acreage in the 200 East 
Area and conducted detailed ground 
and facility surveys until the area was 
certified as free of contamination. 
Pest specialists also conducted inten- 
sive spraying to eradicate the pests, 
and trapped insects at locations both 
on and offthe site to verify control 
measures. 

Fluor Daniel Hanford and DOE of- 
ficials responding to the contmnina- 
tion spreads adopted the “zero toler- 
ance” position that any contamination 
outside of radiological control areas 
is unacceptable, Working in a parlner- 
ship role with the City of Richland 
and the surrounding area, they issued 
repeated all-employee bulletins and 
held news interviews to keep employ- 
ees and the public informed and as- 
sured. They also established an 
Internet site, made radio announce- 
ments about the events, and offered 
personal and vehicle surveys to per- 
sons requesting them. 

As the incident wound down, the 
open communication effort as well as 
the intense and focused physical re- 
sponse won praise from employees, 
the public and DOE. * 
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APPENDIX H 

FACILITY AND PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

H1.O HANFORD SITE 

The Richland Operations Office (RL) manages the Hanford Site for the U.S. Department of 
Energy. The Site supports programs in waste management, environmental restoration, science, 
and energy. RL. leases some of the Site land to Washington State, which in turn leases it to 
U.S. Ecology and Energy Northwest (formerly Washington Public Power Supply System). 
Including RL personnel, the Hanford Site has a total workforce of 11,131 and an annual budget 
of approximately $1.1 billion (Fig. Hl). 

The Hanford Site, approximately 1,450 h’ (560 mi’) of semiarid shrub and grasslands, is 
located just north of the confluence of the Yakima and Columbia Rivers. The Columbia River 
forms part of the Site’s north and east boundaries. Approximately 6 percent of the land area is 
actively used. The rest of this land, with restricted public access, provides a buffer for the 
smaller areas historically used for nuclear material production and waste storage and disposal. 
The developed land is divided into the following five areas. 

The 100 Areas (e.g., 100-B, 100-C, 100-D, 100-F, 100-H, 100-K, 100-N) lie along the 
south shore of the Columbia River in the northern portion of the Hanford Site and contain 
reactors used during and after World War I1 primarily for plutonium production; now all 
shut down. 

The 200 East and 200 West Areas lie in the center of the Hanford Site; they were used to 
process spent nuclear fuel to extract plutonium; now they are focused on waste 
management. They are the primary areas of focus for this event. 

The 300 Area, near the southern border of the Hanford Site, contains laboratories, support 
facilities, and former fuel-manufacturing facilities. 

The 400 Area, between the 300 and 200 Areas, contains the Fast Flux Test Facility and 
the Fuels and Materials Examination Facility. 

The 600 Area designates the land between the operational areas. 

- 

H1.1. BPLANT 

B Plant (formally designated the 221-B Building) was constructed during World War I1 as a 
radiochemical processing facility (Fig. H2). It began separations processing using irradiated 
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Figure H1. Hanford Site, Washington. 
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Figure H2. Relationship of Facilities Near B Plant. 
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uranium feed in April 1945 and operated as a plutonium separations facility until 1952. Between 
1954 and 1983, it was used for various operations, including separating strontium-90 (90Sr) and 
cesium-137 (‘37Cs) from underground tank waste to aid in the reduction of the heat being 
generated from radioactive decay. Beginning in 1995, B Plant began undergoing the formal 
deactivation and shutdown process, which was completed in 1998. The process involves 
severing the plant’s infrastructure from the Waste Encapsulation and Storage Facility (WESF) 
where the incorporated 90Sr and ‘37Cs are stored, and blanking deactivated piping and lines, 
disconnecting power sources, and flushing vessels and cells. The work that began at Diversion 
Pit 241-ER-152 on September 15,1998, supported B Plant deactivation and shutdown. 

H1.2. 241-ER-152 DIVERSION PIT 

During the operations of the B Plant complex as a radiochemical processing facility, liquid 
solutions of process waste were transferred to other facilities or waste storage tanks through an 
underground system of pipes. These pipes (steel lines encased in concrete) make up a waste 
transfer network through which highly radioactive chemical solutions can be pumped to tanks 
outside of facilities, to waste processing units, and even between the 200 East and 200 West 
Areas. At many of the intersections in this network, the liquid is directed to its destination 
through removable piping located in diversion pits. Diversion pits (Fig. H3) are subsurface 
concrete-lined pits where two or more underground waste transfer pipes penetrate the pit walls, 
ending in nozzles. By connecting short sections of curved or flexible pipe (jumpers) to the 
selected nozzles, the liquid waste flow can be directed through any combination of pipes entering 
the diversion pit for transfer to its final destination. These are attached and manipulated 
remotely by operators standing at the edge of the pit and using long tools to increase the distance 
between the operators and the contamination, thereby limiting their radiological exposure. 

The inside surfaces of the diversion pits normally are contaminated with radioactive material 
deposited when waste liquids leaked through the pipe connections or installed valves. The pit 
surfaces and all the equipment in the pit are routinely contaminated with slightly to moderately 
radioactive liquid used to flush the pipes and tanks after a highly radioactive waste transfer. 
Most diversion pits in the system, including the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit, have drains in the 
bottom of the pit leading to a tank where the flush water accumulates and is pumped out 
periodically. Except during jumper work, the pits are covered with large concrete cover blocks 
that are intended to contain the contamination and shield workers on the surface from direct 
radiation from the contamination or waste in the piping. To line up the system for a transfer, an 
open-top tent is erected around the pit, fixative is sprayed on the inside to “fix” smearable 
contamination, cover blocks are removed, and the jumpers are placed in the appropriate 
configuration. This process was under way at the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit on September 15. 

The 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit is located approximately 170 meters (560 feet) directly south of 
the west end of the B PlantNESF main structure. The pit has a 3 meter by 3 meter 
(10-foot by 10-foot) square opening, with the floor surface 4 meters (13 feet 7 inches) below the 
pit rim. Five pipes penetrate the walls at a level of 0.3 meter (1 foot) above the floor (Fig. H4). 
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Figure H3. Typical Diversion Pit Under Construction. 
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Figure H4. Diversion Pit 241-ER-152 Drawing. 
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The piping system is part of the Tank Waste Remediation System (TWRS) Project, which 
includes the responsibility of safely managing and retrieving for disposal 204.4 million liters 
(54 million gallons) of radioactive waste stored in 177 underground tanks. 

0 
H1.3 WORK CONTROL 

For work such as the task performed at Diversion Pit 241-ER-152 beginning September 15, 
TWRS uses a planning and scheduling organization to control work. The organization reviews 
the work and, if necessary, develops a work package. The work package contains the 
instructions on how to perform the work. Often the work package references preapproved 
procedures for significant portions of the work. The work packages are reviewed by Operations, 
Engineering, Radiological Control, and other organizations as necessary. Before they are 
worked, packages are reviewed and released by the shift office. When the work is completed, 
the work packages are archived and signed off as complete. The package would identify the use 
of a fixative but would not necessarily note that it is monosaccharide based. 

H1.4 CONSTRUCTION FORCES AREA 

The following auxiliary structures related to the B PlantlWESF operations are located in the area 
between the main B Plant'WESF structure and the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit. 

Temporary mobile structures and permanent structures were used by the Site Engineering 
and Construction contractor to support their operations, including the shutdown of the 
B Plant facility. 

The MO-967 Mobile Office is used as a construction personnel staging area and 
lunchroom. 

- 
- Other structures in the area include an Ironworker's Shop (2247-B), a Construction Ice 

House (2201-B) to support drinking water supplies for the construction force, restroom 
structures, and other support buildings. 

These auxiliary facilities are located near major facilities like the B Plant complex to support the 
facilities. They use the utilities provided by the main facilities. Many of these auxiliary facilities 
are being shut down and closed because the major tasks in the B Plant shutdown are completed. 
Construction workers and other craft personnel are moving to other facilities on the Site. 

H1.5 CANISTER STORAGE BUILDING 

The Canister Storage Building, approximately 464 meters (0.3 mile) from the B Plant complex, 
is being constructed in the 200 East Area to provide dry staging and interim storage for spent 
nuclear fuel from water-filled basins in the 100 K Area, which are approximately1 1 kilometers 
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(7 miles) away. The Canister Storage Building is located 1.3 kilometers (0.8 mile) from 
241-ER-152. 

The Canister Storage Building consists of a steel operating-area shelter enclosing the load- 
idload-out area and the Hot Conditioning System Annex and three equal sized below-grade 
concrete vaults covered by a concrete operating deck. Support functions and equipment are 
housed in a steel support building located at the north side of the operations building. 

H2.0 RADIOLOGICAL CONTROL PROGRAM 

Routine radiological monitoring is a fundamental radiological control practice across the nuclear 
industry. The Hanford Site has operated a routine radiological monitoring program since Site 
operations began in the early 1940s. The goal of the Site Radiological Monitoring Program is to 
evaluate the effectiveness of Site operations in anticipating, preventing, and controlling potential 
environmental and public impacts. 

H2.1 OVERVIEW 

Primary emphasis on control and measurement of radioactive material is placed at individual 
facilities, with confirmatory measurements being made for the balance of Site areas. 

Facility Programs-Facility radiological monitoring programs focus on specific tasks 
and activities at individual facilities. 

Site ProgramsSite radiological monitoringprograms focus on the interface areas 
between facilities and the balance of the Site and at offsite locations. 

Routine radiological monitoring programs are designed using a graded approach. A graded 
approach focuses resources and attention on those areas and activities with the greatest risks. 
Routine radiological monitoring of facility and Site operations is performed at intervals ranging 
from per shift to annually. The routine radiological monitoring program is designed and 
operated with enough flexibility to be increased or decreased in accordance with information 
from daily Site operations. 

The regulatory requirements applicable to the routine radiological monitoring program at Project 
Hanford Management Contract (PHMC) programs and facilities applied under this graded 
approach concept are Title 10 Code ofFederal Regulations (CFR) Part 835 “Occupational 
Radiation Protection” ‘ and the Hanford Site Radiological Control Manual2. The PHMC 

10 CFR 835, “Occupational Radiation Protection,” Code of Federal Regulations, Title lo? 
Part 835, as amended. 
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implements these requirements using a PHMC-specific rogram requirement such as that found 
in HNF-PRO-435, Required Radiological Surveillances . Before the PHMC began (October 1, 
1996), similar program control documents governing the planning and execution of routine 
radiological monitoring programs also were in effect. 

PHMC major subcontractors monitor within and immediately adjacent to facility boundaries for 
potential radiological impacts. The Near-Facility Monitoring Program, jointly operated by 
Waste Management Federal Services of Hanford, Inc. (WMH), Waste Management Federal 
Services, Inc., Northwest Operations (WMNW), Fluor Daniel Hanford, Inc.(FDH), and DynCorp 
Tri-Cities Services, Inc. (DYN), monitors the spaces outside facility boundaries out to the Site 
boundary. Similarly, PHMC major subcontractors monitor items leaving facilities for potential 
radioactivity and DYN oversees PHMC Sitewide infrastructure processes for monitoring items 
leaving the Hanford Site. 

'I 0 

H2.2 ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

As specified in 10 CFR 835, the PHMC Radiological Control Program operates in compliance 
with the Radiation Protection Program (RPP), which was written by FDH and approved by the 
U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). Compliance with the regulations in 10 CFR 835 is 
implemented primarily through compliance with the Hanford Site Radiological Control Manual, 
a policy and guidance manual common to all DOE contractors on the Hanford Site. 

The PHMC Radiological Control organization is responsible for the program controlling 
radioactive materials and controlling the radiation dose to workers and visitors in the PHMC- 
controlled facilities and areas. The program is organized similarly to the main PHMC contract 
structure, with the FDH Site Radiation Protection director integrating five company-level 
radiological control managers-B&W Hanford Company (BWHC), Lockheed Martin Hanford 
Corporation (LMHC)/TWRS, DYN, DE&S Hanford, Inc., and WH-who report directly to 
their subcontractor company management. Thirteen facility/project radiological control 
managers report directly to plant managers or directors. These facility/project radiological 
control managers are matrixed to subcontractor company-level radiological control managers. 

The FDH Radiation Protection director maintains a small central radiological control 
organization that establishes PHMC radiation protection standards, maintains the Site-level 
Radiation Protection Interpretive Authority, and provides Site technical experts to write and 
support PHMC-wide radiological control procedures. The central radiological control 

@ 

' HSRCM-1, Rev. 2, Hanford Site Radiological Control Manual, U S .  Department of Energy, 
Richland Operations Office, Richland, Washington, 1994. Available on the Internet as 
DOE/RL-96-109, Hanford Radiological Control Manual, U.S. Department of Energy, 
Richland Operations Office, Richland, Washington, at 
http://w.hanford.gov/docs/r 196- 109/a006tO 1 O.htm. 

0 HNF-PRO-435, Required Radiological Surveillances, Fluor Daniel Hanford, Inc., Richland, 
Washington. 
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organization is the final approval authority for regulatory requirement bases. Accountability for 
requirements given to the facilities and projects, decision-making based on documented technical 
bases, and integration of Sitewide radiological control is through the Radiation Protection Center 
of Expertise (RPCOE) Process. The RPCOE is a committee consisting of facility and project 
radiological control managers. The RPCOE routinely meets under the direction of the FDH 
Radiation Protection director, the chairperson. 

The facility and project radiological control managers directly control the radiation protection 
staff engineers and facility technical authorities and the radiological control technicians (RCT) 
for each facility radiological control program. Facilities may use Sitewide or facility-specific 
procedures for the radiological control tasks. Facilities and projects are responsible for 
supervising and training all facility radiological control personnel. 

The FDH Environmental Compliance Program organization is responsible for the program 
monitoring the release of radioactive material into the environment. Liquid and gaseous 
effluents that may contain radioactive material are continuously monitored for radioactivity. 
Near-facility environmental monitoring is defined as monitoring near facilities that have 
potential to discharge or have discharged, stored, or disposed of radioactive materials. 
Monitoring locations are associated mostly with major nuclear facilities, environmental 
restoration activities, and waste storage or disposal facilities such as burial grounds, tank farms, 
ponds, cribs, trenches, and ditches. Routine sampling and monitoring includes samples from 
ambient air, water from surface-water disposal units, external radiation, soil, sediment, 
vegetation, and animals. 

H2.3 RADIOLOGICAL AND HAZARD IDENTIFICATION CONTROL 

The primary occupational radiological hazards that may be encountered in PHMC-operated 
facilities consist of direct-radiation-dose hazards, external contamination hazards, and potential 
uptakes of radioactive materials into the body through inhalation, ingestion, injection, or 
immersion. The types of radioactive material that may be encountered include a wide range of 
fission products, transuranic radionuclides, and neutron-activated materials. Radioactive 
materials that may be encountered in the workplace range from levels typical of environmental 
samples (picocuries of radioactivity per gram) to millions of curies of radioactive material in a 
wide variety of physical and chemical forms, both contained and widely dispersed. Strict limits 
of doses of ionizing radiation from these radioactive materials are defined for occupationally 
exposed workers, with much-reduced dose limits specified for minors and members of the public 
during direct onsite access at a DOE facility. 

Basic radiological control on the Hanford Site includes clearly marked areas that are controlled 
for radiation protection purposes. Many facilities and areas of the Hanford Site are posted as 
radiologically controlled areas (RCA). Access to these areas requires a minimal amount of 
training or escorting. Individuals must at least be aware that hazards exist in the RCA, safety 
requires that they read and follow the posted signs and directives. 
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Areas where external sources of ionizing radiation exist are posted as radiation areas or high 
radiation areas and are not only posted, but protected from individual entry by barriers and 
locked doors. Access to these areas for performing work tasks requires various levels of 
training, instrumentation for measuring the external radiation levels, and the wearing of 
dosimeters to measure the individual’s accumulated exposure to ionizing radiation. 

Areas where radioactive material is, or has the potential to be, in a loose or uncontained form are 
called contamination areas (CA) and High Contamination Areas (HCA) for very high levels of 
these loose radioactive materials. Uncontained radioactive material or contamination can cause 
shallow doses to the skin if it is present on, or near, uncovered skin. If the contamination is in an 
easily dispersible form, such as a dust, powder, or gas, it could be inhaled into the body where it 
will expose the organs and tissues. Measured or potential areas of radioactivity in the air are 
controlled and posted as airborne radioactivity areas (ARA). If the contamination is on 
foodstuffs or in drinking water, the radioactive material could be ingested and cause internal 
doses to the individual. Areas that surround CAS are posted as radiological buffer areas (RBA). 
Contamination is not expected in an RBA, but surveys of hands and feet are required for 
personnel leaving an RBA. 

To prevent radioactive contamination from spreading outside the controlled areas, all equipment 
and material leaving a CA, HCA, or ARA is surveyed for release. Using portable instruments 
sensitive to alpha radiation or beta and gamma radiation emitted from any contamination on the 
surface, RCTs carefully scan the surfaces of equipment and materials to verify that 
contamination is not present. Personnel leaving a CA, HCA, or ARA must be surveyed for 
contamination. DOE regulations and the Hanford Radiological Conbol Manual require that 
instruments and survey techniques must be sensitive enough to meet fixed and removable surface 
contamination limits. Higher levels of radioactive contamination are allowed for radionuclides 
that are less hazardous to humans. The PHMC Radiological Control Program does not release 
equipment and materials from a CA, HCA, or ARA if approved survey techniques and detection 
instrumentation detect any radioactive material. Properly surveyed material released from a CA, 
HCA, or ARA can be released unconditionally from any RCA on the Hanford Site and released 
off Site. 

Workers who perform tasks in contaminated areas or on contaminated equipment are required to 
wear protective clothing to keep the contamination off their skin. The protective clothing is 
controlled after use to prevent any contamination from being released. Respirators that filter 
airborne contaminants are required when other engineered controls are not available to prevent 
exposure to airborne contamination. 

@ 

Work practices such as using glovebags or portable containment rooms that limit the spread of 
contamination to the smallest possible work location must to be considered by the work planners 
using the PHMC as low as reasonably achievable work practices program and used, if practical. 
Dust fixative sprays and other products or techniques are used to contain or control 
contamination when practical. 

The PHMC Radiological Control Program uses routine surveillance techniques to ensure that the 
contamination control activities are effective. Routine surveys are scheduled in 
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noncontamination areas to verify their status. Following approved procedures, direct surveys are 
made with portable radiation survey instruments to look for surface contamination. Loose 
surface contamination is surveyed by lightly rubbing a survey medium over an area of 
approximately 100 square centimeters. The medium is analyzed for any radioactive material. 
This is called a technical smear. 

The documentation on the survey form expresses surface contamination in disintegrations per 
minute per 100 cm2. Surveys include readings of external radiation doses. If the contamination 
found is beyond the range of a typical bedgamma and alpha contamination meter, portable dose 
meters will be used to measure the radiation field over the contamination. Experimentally 
derived factors can relate the dose readings to contamination levels on the surface. These 
readings will be documented in the survey reports in millirems or millirads per hour. The control 
of radioactive material requires that when a survey detects contamination in an area where it was 
not expected, a wider survey area or an increased survey frequency is initiated to determine the 
contamination source and to control its spread as soon as possible. 

H2.4 MECHANISM OF DISCOVERY 

The I998 City of Richland LandjZ-contamination event was identiJed initially through the 
operation of rhe rourine radiological monitoringprogram. DYN was performing routine 
radiological monitoring of the 200 East Area construction forces facilities (CFF). Monitoring 
had been increased to daily checks (on week days) in early August for selected 200 East Area 
CFFs, because radiologically contaminated rodent activity was evident in the immediate vicinity. 
These checks were negative through Friday, September 25, 1998. On Monday, September 28, 
1998, checks of Mobile Office MO-967, used as a lunchroom, detected several spots of 
radioactive contamination. 

H3.0 BIOLOGICAL VECTOR CONTROL PROGRAM 

PHMC biological vector control is a function of The FDH Office of Biological Control, 
contracted by the PHMC to WMNW. The FDH Office of Biological Control is conducted at the 
Hanford Site by licensed professionals experienced in the control of pest animals and vegetation, 
particularly when associated with radioactive contamination. Pest control goals include limiting 
pest ingress and egress at facilities, creating a healthy work environment, training maintenance 
staff to control and prevent biologic intrusion, controlling plant- and animal-caused transport of 
contamination, and preventing pest damage to waste facilities. 

Biota-caused transport of radioactive contamination is controlled by The FDH Office of 
Biological Control working in cooperation with the Near-Facility Environmental Monitoring 
group at WMNW, DYN RCTs, and facility management. Environmental monitoring near 
operations facilities is directed by the PHMC as part of the Environmental Compliance Program, 
which funds Near-Facility Environmental Monitoring. Monitoring of ambient air, soil, 
vegetation, and selected animals is directed by WMNW and conducted by DYN Site 
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Surveillance RCTs. Site facility landlords are responsible for monitoring areas inside each tank 
farm perimeter and within active waste-site boundaries for contamination spread and can call on 
The FDH Office of Biological Control for mitigation support. 

Biological controls can be implemented either at the request of facility management in response 
to facility monitoring or as a result of routine radioactivity surveillances of Near-Facility 
Environmental Monitoring detecting radioactive contamination resulting from biotic activity 
(e.g., contaminated mouse feces). Discovery of biota-related contamination activates additional 
monitoring and surveillance in conjunction with increased animal control by The FDH Office of 
Biological Control (WMNW). 

0 

Environmental monitoring, including insect, animal, and vegetation monitoring, has existed at 
the Hanford Site since 1944. The Hanford Site operations pioneered the science of 
environmental monitoring. It was unique for measuring contamination levels in stack gases, 
vegetation, river water, wildlife, and groundwater. In the 1940s and 1950s, the Site’s 
environmental monitoring records were among the most complete in the world. Reports were 
issued monthly and quarterly. 

Annual DOE and contractor environmental status reports have been issued since 1965, 
documenting approximately 2,000 incidents of biota-related radioactive contamination. These 
incidents involved approximately 50 separate species of biota. The most common animal species 
involved in radioactive contamination is the deer mouse (Peromyscus maniculatus); the most 
common vegetation implicated in such incidents is the tumbleweed (Salsola kali). Terrestrial 
and flying insects are recognized vectors of contamination. In the past, flying insects near and 
on the Columbia River have served as frequent vectors of contamination, affecting the food 
chain and regional ecosystem. (Harvester ants [Pogonomyrmex owyheei] are relatively common 
intruders to below-ground waste facilities.) Fruitflies (Drosophila spp.) previously have NOT 
been noted in the transfer of radioactive contamination. As a result, monitoring of fruit flies has 
not been a routine activity. 

Biological vector control in the vicinity of this contamination incident goes back more than 
20 years (see Section 5.3). Even though fruit flies were not identified as vectors in the 
radioactive contamination spread in August, the WMNW The FDH Office of Biological Control 
team responded to concerns identified by both facility radiation surveys and routine Near- 
Facility Environmental Monitoring radiation surveys. Control efforts had focused on harvester 
ants and/or rodents at the B Plant K-3 Filter Building (BWHC facility), 241-ER-151 Diversion 
Pit (LMHCEWRS), 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit (LMHC/TWRS), associated transfer lines 
(LMHCRWRS), and various craft shops (Fluor Daniel Northwest, Inc.). Because all species 
collected during pest control operations are surveyed for radioactivity, and because numbers of 
contaminated species were higher than expected, radiation control surveys were focusing on this 
area when, on September 28, fruit flies were found to be spreading contamination. Because this 
was a new radiological vector, additional flying-insect traps were purchased to monitor the 
potential fruit fly-caused spread of contamination. When more contaminated fruit flies were 
discovered, chemical control measures were implemented, including purchasing a truck-mounted 

@ 

fogger for area treatment. 0 
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H4.0 SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL PRACTICES 

DYN is responsible for collecting and transporting nonradioactive and nonhazardous solid waste 
(refuse) for offsite disposal. DYN operates two 27 cubic meter (35-cubic-yard) capacity 
compactor trucks that collect and dispose of the refuse collected from approximately 
300 dumpsters on the Hanford Site. In each of the past two years, DYN Transportation 
Operations has transported approximately 1450 metric tons (1,600 tons) of refuse to the City 
landfill. Major categories of refuse disposed of off Site consist of the following: 

Office and lunchroom refuse consisting of paper, cardboard, plastics, textiles, and food 
refuse. 

Construction debris consisting of metals, wood products, grounds maintenance refuse, 
and miscellaneous debris. 

Before this contamination event occurred, the process for collection, transport, and offsite 
disposal of Hanford refuse was as follows. 

PHMC and contractor procedures identified the types of refuse that can be placed in the 
dumpsters. 

DYN Transportation Operations collected refuse placed in dumpsters for delivery to the 
City landfill. 

Refuse from areas where radioactive contamination could occur was surveyed for release 
before leaving such areas. 

Drivers of the collection vehicles receive training about the types of refuse that are prohibited, 
this serves as an additional mechanism to prevent nonconforming refuse from being taken to the 
City landfill. 

H4.1 AGREEMENT WITH THE CITY OF RICHLAND 

RL entered into a contract with the City of Richland to dispose of nonradioactive, nonhazardous 
solid refuse. The contract was signed in September 1995, effective October 1, 1995, through 
September 30,2005, and on March 31, 1996, the Hanford Central Landfill was closed. The City 
of Richland owns and operates a municipal landfill, which is permitted by the Benton-Franklin 
Health Department. The City agreed to accept the following types of refuse during the period 
that the City landfill had adequate capacity and is permitted to accept the refuse it is receiving, 
and while the contract with the City is in effect: 

Paper and cardboard 
Wood and miscellaneous debris 
Construction debris 

a 

0 
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Metals 
Plastic 
Grounds maintenance refuse 
Food refuse 
Textiles 
Glass 
Noncontagious medical refuse 
Rubber and leather refuse. 

0 

The City will not accept any of the following types of refuse: 

Hazardous or dangerous materials or liquids 
Asbestos-containing materials 
Automotive-type batteries (lead acid) 
Explosives 
Flammable liquids 
Any regulated material 
Demolition debris that is or typically would be deposited in demolition landfill 
Radioactive waste. 

The City will not accept refuse held in metal or plastic drums or other containers. Any 
containers of material must be emptied at the landfill for City inspection. All drums must have 
bottoms and tops removed by DOE or its contractor before they are disposed of in the City 0 landfill. 

H4.2 OFFSITE (NON-HANFORD) LANDFILL REFUSE ACTIVITIES 

The first Hanford Site refuse was delivered to the City landfill on December 29, 1995. Starting 
on that date, each load was inspected by an RCT as it was unloaded and spread out on the face of 
the landfill. The RCT used professional judgment to identify portions of the refuse to survey for 
radioactive contamination using field detection instruments. After several weeks with no 
contamination detected, the surveys were conducted on the days that Hanford Site refuse was 
delivered, but not necessarily at the time the truck was unloaded. The surveys focused on areas 
where refuse from the Hanford Site had been deposited. Daily surveys continued through the 
first week of April 1996. Because no contamination was detected during these daily surveys, 
survey frequency was reduced to weekly. Weekly surveys began on April 10, 1996, and 
continued until October 31, 1997. Daily surveys were reinstituted on November 3, 1997, when 
radioactive rubber boots were discovered. The daily surveys continued through January 15, 
1998. It was later determined that characterization of the material indicated that the radiological 
material discovered on the boots was not consistent with enriched uranium present at the 
Hanford Site. Therefore, the conclusion drawn from all the information available is that the 
material could not have originated from Hanford Site activities. 

State regulations require the City to cover all refuse received with at least 15.24 centimeters 
(6 inches) of cover by the end of each operating day. The general public has not been allowed in 0 
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the active area of the City landfill, although commercial accounts still unload directly into the 
City landfill. In addition to the refuse collected from Hanford Site dumpsters, other Hanford Site 
refuse is delivered to the City landfill. These shipments are accompanied by a Solid Waste 
Disposal Receipt - Bulk Wastes form, which requires a certification that the refuse4 meets the 
acceptance criteria for disposal of nondangerous, nonradioactive refuse at the City landfill. All 
Hanford Site refuse shipments to the City landfill were stopped on October 1 (September 30 for 
sanitary refuse; October 1 for construction debris). No Hanford Site refuse has been delivered to 
the City landfill since that time. 

H4.3 SURVEILLANCE AND OTHER PROTECTIVE MEASURES 

Hanford Site refuse destined for offsite disposal is subjected to a number of protective measures 
established to prevent inadvertently transferring unacceptable substances, especially radioactive 
materials, to the disposal site. Site policies and procedures require facilities that store andor 
handle radioactive materials to implement an appropriate level of protective measures to prevent 
a loss of control and to have monitoring systems to verify that control measures are effective. 
Contamination is controlled at the source and barriers are in place at the boundaries. 

Although the City of Richland uses the term “waste” to mean only contaminated material, on 
the Hanford Site the term also is used to mean refuse. 
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APPENDIX I 

PROJECT HANFORD LESSONS LEARNED 

Title: Contamination Spread Outside of Radiation Control Areas by Fruit Flies 
Date: January 7, 1999 
Identifier: 1999-RL-HNF-0001 
Lessons Learned Statement: 
An effective radiological controls program is vigilant in protecting the public, workers, and the 
environment and is open to the possibility of new mechanisms (such as fruit flies) for spreading 
contamination. 
Glycerinlmonosaccharide (simple sugar)-based fixatives used to hold radioactive contamination 
in place might attract insects that subsequently can spread contamination. The biological vector, 
fruit flies, had not been identified previously within the DOE Complex and was therefore not 
considered by operations personnel. 
Radioactive contamination can be spread by multiple mechanisms, including plants and animals. 
Operations must be monitored and controlled to preclude as many of those means as possible. 
Monitoring must be thorough enough to detect unexpected contamination spread. Response 
systems must be able to contain and control contamination until the spreading mechanism is 

Public reaction to the spread of contamination off site can be minimized by proactively 
addressing public health and safety concerns and perceptions through the following: 

e determined and controlled. 

Frequent timely status reports to all employees, local news media, and government 
officials on containment and cleanup efforts 

Monitoring for offsite effects to show that there is no impact to the community. In this 
event, flying-insect traps were set up outside site boundaries to verify that no fruit flies 
carried contamination to local crops. 

* Bioassays on request 

Surveys of personal effects on request. 

Discussion of Activities: 
SUmmary: 
Fruit flies spread contamination from a diversion pit located at the Hanford Site’s 200 East Area 
to nearby buildings and to refuse that was then unknowingly transported off site to the City of 
Richland Landfill. Extensive radiological surveys and testing, including bioassays, showed that 
no personnel were contaminated. 
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Details: 
On September 10, 1998, Diversion Pit 241-ER-152 was sprayed with a glycerin/ 
monosaccharide-based fixative to reduce the likelihood of contamination spread during 
subsequent planned work in that pit. Similar products are used at other sites in the DOE 
Complex. 
On September 15, 1998, while the pit was open to the environment for jumper manipulation, 
fruit flies were attracted to the fixative, flew into the pit, and laid eggs. The adult flies and their 
eggs became contaminated. Some fruit flies, probably from the next generation, later followed 
odors of food and refuse to a nearby temporary construction office, MO-967, where they 
deposited contamination in the lunchroom, in hallways, on light switches, and in a nearby 
garbage can and a dumpster. 
At 7:45 a.m. on Monday, September 28, 1998, the dumpster at MO-967 was emptied one day 
ahead of its normal schedule and its contents were taken to the City landfill, the principal 
disposal site for uncontaminated Hanford Site solid refuse. At 8:45 a.m. that same day, routine 
radiological surveys revealed contamination in MO-967 and a nearby dumpster. A fact-finding 
meeting determined that contamination might have been transported to the City landfill. 
Subsequent surveys detected contamination in two Site garbage trucks, two mobile office 
trailers, five other buildings, a government van, several other locations, and on the personal 
belongings of two workers. 
Contamination was later found on refuse from the Hanford Site in the City landfill. 
Environmental permits were obtained to move the contaminated waste back onto the Hanford 
Site, where it was placed in low-level waste burial grounds. 
Analysis: 
An investigation team worked aggressively to determine the source of contamination. Fruit flies 
were suspected early in the incident because of the locations of the initial contamination and 
because a radiological control technician observed a speck of contamination “fly away.” Flying- 
insect traps were set to confirm fruit flies as the transport vector. In one extreme instance 
approximately 260 nanocuries of strontium-90 were found on nine captured fruit flies. 
No rapid notification process existed for informing the waste transportation workers to stop 
hauling refuse. 
The root cause of this event was determined to be the failure to establish preventive processes to 
preclude the transfer of contamination by biological vectors (fruit flies), which led to inadvertent 
contamination in offsite locations. Additional information about this event can be found online 
at: <http://www.hanford.gov/safety/conspreadhndex.html>. 
Recommended actions: 
Aggressively control biologic transport mechanisms when using glycerin/monosaccharide 
(simple sugar)-based fixatives for contamination control. Control is particularly important when 
such fixatives are used in areas open to the environment. 
Monitor materials originating from the vicinity of contaminated areas with a graded approach, 
especially those items destined for offsite disposition. 
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Biological vector control programs should: 0 
Consider using fixatives that do not attract animals 

Require routine surveys of areas known to have had contamination spreads by biological 
transport vectors 

Be integrated with programs of adjacent facilities 

Require dumpsters to be closed when not in use and to have access guards or screens on 
bottom drainage openings 

Control food substances, including refuse, entering areas near sites known to have 
potential for contamination spread. 

Estimated Savings/Cost Avoidance: The cost of this event is estimated to be at least 
$2 million. 
Priority Descriptor: REDLJrgent (based on the actual spread of contamination off Site) 
Functional Categories (DOE): Conduct of Operations; Emergency Management; 
Environmental Protection; Radiation Protection 
Functional Categories (Hanford specific): None 
Originator: Fluor Daniel Hanford, Inc. 
Contact: Project Hanford Lessons Learned Coordinator; (509) 373-7664; FAX 373-2084; 
e-mail: "PHMC Lessons Learned 
Name of Authorized Derivative Classifier: Mike Spracklen (509) 376-3730 
Name of Reviewing Official: John Bickford 
Keyword(s): contamination, solid waste, gnats, h i t  flies, garbage, fixative 
References: 
Operating Experience Weekly Summaries 98-40 and 98-41 
HNF-3628, Fall I998 200 East Area Biological Vector Contamination Report DOE This Month, 
September 1998 
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APPENDIX J 

FRUIT FLY BIOLOGY AND HYPOTHETICAL SCENARIO 

FRUIT FLY LIFE-CYCLE AND PHYSICAL CHARACATENSTICS 

Drosophila flies (also known as pomace flies, vinegar flies banana flies, and small fruit flies) 
belong to the fly (Class Insecta, order Diptera) family Drosophilidae. Although most commonly 
referred to as “fruit flies,” only flies of the family Tephritidae are true fruit flies. Drosophila 
flies are typically about 2.5 to 5 millimeters (1.1 to 1.5 inches) in length, fold their transparent 
wings over their backs horizontal to the ground, are yellowish brown to dark brown in color, fly 
in circular patterns, and have red eyes. They are strong fliers, having been observed to fly over 
15 kilometers (6.5 miles) in 24 hours. Drosophila is most active in the morning and evening but, 
depending on light and weather, may be active at any time of day. 

Drosophila, as do all flies, go through a complete metamorphosis, that is they progress from egg, 
to larva, to pupa, to adult. The adults emerge from eggs in 8 to 10 days; the adults may live for 
up to three months and lay from 500 to 2,000 eggs. Drosophila eggs are deposited as long as a 
food source is available, and resultant adults may emerge daily until the food source or the fly 
population is eliminated. Food sources can be as unexpected as an alcohol-based ink, mop 
water, or drainage-saturated soil. The adults also carry fungi suores that are deuosited with the 
eggs &d contrib;e to and hasten fermentation. 

Drosophila metamorphosis: e 
Egg (2 - 24 hours) - larva (4 - 6 days) -pupa (2 - 4 days) - adult (up to 24 hours). 

As indicated in the summary and overall timelines, the natural life history characteristics, life 
cycle, and adaptability of Drosophila fit perfectly with the opportunity in September 1998 to 
enter the contaminated 241 -ER-I 52 Diversion Pit, as hypothesized below. 

HYPOTHESIS OF THE FRUIT FLY SCENARIO 

Following is a hypothesis of the likely fruit-fly scenario, beginning in the 241-ER-152 Diversion 
Pit and moving to the MO-967 Mobile Office. 

Evidence indicates that the primary opportunity for fruit flies to enter the pit was while 
the cover blocks were off for about 3 hours on September 15 and potentially through 
miscellaneous engineered penetrations. 

When the cover blocks were replaced, some fruit flies remained in the pit. They likely 
fed on the glyceridmonosaccharide-based fixative covering the contamination and 
became contaminated. While they were in the pit, they laid eggs. 
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The eggs became larvae and the larvae matured into adult h i t  flies around 
September 25. 

The contaminated adult h i t  flies began to emerge from the pit through unsealed joints 
between the cover blocks, valve-handle penetrations, and wire ways. 

As the h i t  flies emerged on September 25, the prevailing wind was blowing from the 
northwest, theoretically bringing with it the attractant odors from the MO-967 Mobile 
Office dumpster and lunchroom. The 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit was downwind from the 
MO-967 Mobile Office (NW to SE). NOTE: Winds were recorded as averaging 
11.3 kilometers (7 miles) per hour from the northwest, variable from the east, and 
11.3 kilometers (7 miles) per hour from the west-northwest. 

During the 3-day period from September 25 to 28, the wind direction shifted, placing the 
MO-967 Mobile Office downwind from the 241-ER-152 Diversion Pit. The new wind 
direction carried the h i t  flies from the pit toward the northwest, allowing the flies to 
reach other locations (notably the MO-967 Mobile Office). NOTE: On September 26, 
wind averages were 10 kilometers (6 miles) per hour from the north-northwest, 
10 kilometers (6 miles) per hour from the northeast, and variant from 3 to 11.3 kilometers 
(2 to 7 miles) per hour. On September 27, wind averages were east-northeast at 
5 kilometers (3 miles) per hour, southeast at 11.3 kilometers (7 miles) per hour, and 
variant at 3 kilometers (2 miles) per hour. On September 28, wind averages were 
southeast at 12.9 kilometers (8 miles) per hour northeast at 5 kilometers (3 miles) per 
hour, and southeast at 8 kilometers (5 miles) per hour. a 

a 
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EXHIBITS 

EXHIBIT A OVERALL TIMELINE 

EXHIBIT B MAP OF 200 EAST AREA, SHOWING FACILITIES AND FLYING- 
INSECT TRAPS 

EXHIBIT C LOCATION MAPS OF FLYING-INSECT TRAPS 

C-1 200 West Area Showing Facilities and Flying-Insect Traps 
C-2 300 Area Showing Facilities and Flying-Insect Traps 
C-3 400 Area Showing Facilities and Flying-Insect Traps 
C-4 Flying-Insect Trap Locations at Remote Areas of the Hanford Site 

EXHIBIT D MAP OF CITY OF FUCHLAND LANDFILL 
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EXHIBIT A 

OVERALL TIMELINE 

(Provided in plastic sleeve) 
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EXHIBIT B 

MAP OF 200 EAST AREA, SHOWING FACILITIES 
AND FLYING-INSECT TRAPS 

(Provided in plastic sleeve) 
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EXHIBIT C 

LOCATION MAPS OF FLYING-INSECT TRAPS 

C-l 200 West Area Showing Facilities and Flying-Insect Traps 

C-2 300 Area Showing Facilities and Flying-Insect Traps 

C-3 400 Area Showing Facilities and Flying-Insect Traps 

C-4 Flying-Insect Trap Locations at Remote Areas of the Hanford Site 
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EXHIBIT D 

MAP OF CITY OF RICHLAND LANDFILL 
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